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1. inTroduCTion

1.1. BaCKground

A recent study on the prevalence of mental disorders in The Netherlands found that about 
18% of the general adult populati on suff ered from a mental disorder in the year before 
the study [1]. Not every person with a mental disorder needs or seeks treatment. A large 
percentage of the people that does seek help, gets treated in the general healthcare 
sector and only about 3,7% gets treated in the mental healthcare sector [1]. Although this 
percentage might be relati vely small, the absolute numbers are not. In 2009, about 910.000 
people received a form of treatment for their mental disorder, a number that has been 
steadily increasing over the last few years [4, 5]. 

At the core of mental healthcare delivery for all of these pati ents, as well as service 
delivery to pati ents in other parts of healthcare, is the process of care: the sequence of 
clinical decisions and tasks (tests and therapies) that together result in solving of a pati ent’s 
health problem and/or the creati on of pati ent relief  [6]. For every step in that care process, 
multi ple actors, treatments, resources and skills must come together at the right moment, 
in the right sequence to be able to achieve the expected results [7]. This task is complicated 
by the fact that services cannot be made in advance, since the defi ning characteristi c of a 
service is that it is produced and consumed at the same ti me [8]. If just one of elements is 
not available at the right ti me, the treatment will not be delivered as intended, which may 
have an adverse eff ect on service quality, outcomes and costs. And there is litt le room for 
error. In most industrial processes, a common reacti on to a faulty producti on process is 
reworking a product or throwing that piece or product away (‘scrapping’) [9], a scenario that 
bears litt le thought in healthcare. Quite the contrary: healthcare providers in for example 
The Netherlands are legally obliged to deliver ‘top-class care’, that is “eff ecti ve, effi  cient and 
pati ent centered and geared onto realisti c pati ent expectati ons” (translated from: [10]). 

While in the great majority of treatments, care is delivered in such an eff ecti ve, effi  cient 
and pati ents centered way, there are also many instances where this is does not happen. 
In 1999 and 2001, the Insti tute of Medicine (IOM), an independent non-profi t organizati on 
that provides advice to decision makers in healthcare, published two reports that since then 
have become very infl uenti al [11, 12]. In these reports, severe quality problems that plague 
modern healthcare were described, along with six aims for improvement. Improving the 
ti mely delivery of services is one of these aims of improvement. 

Timeliness is the capacity of a health care system to provide care without waits and other 
delays, quickly aft er a need is recognized [13]. However, long waiti ng ti mes and excessive 
delays ‘seem to be ‘the norm in most doctors’ offi  ces, in emergency rooms, on the 
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telephone, in responses to inquiries, in specialty care, on gurneys in hallways waiting for 
procedures and awaiting test results, both in institutions and in the community’ [11, pp 51]. 
The reports were originally written for the American healthcare system, but the problems 
they described were recognized worldwide [e.g. 14]. A follow-up report found that the six 
aims for improvement, including the timely delivery of services, were also applicable to the 
mental healthcare sector [15]. 

When they are sick, patients have to invest significant amounts of their personal time to 
receive services. It is important to minimize this time-investment, as research indicates that 
patients are less likely to seek treatment when they have to invest more of their time to 
receive treatment [16]. But there are also numerous other disadvantages of having long 
waiting times and delays in mental healthcare [17]. During the waiting period, patients do not 
receive treatment which prevents improvement of their problems [18]. Studies have shown 
that a patient’s condition might even deteriorate during a waiting period, with increased 
risk for psychiatric hospitalization and suicides being reported among the possible adverse 
outcomes of long waiting periods [19]. Missed appointments rates increase as patients have 
to wait longer for a service to become available [18]. The same goes for drop-out rates, 
denying patients the possibility of further treatment all together [20]. Finally, waiting lists 
are a major contributor to feelings of (dis)satisfaction in patients [21]. 

Problems with the timely delivery of services also occur In the Dutch mental healthcare sector. 
A recent report of the Association of Dutch Mental Healthcare providers [4] estimated that 
more than 100,000 patients are waiting to receive treatment, diagnostics or both. 20-50% 
of these patients wait longer than the maximum agreed waiting times (‘Treek-normen’). For 
more than a decade, policy has been deployed to reduce waiting times and delays. These 
efforts ranged from increased funding on the macro level [22] to breakthrough projects on 
the micro level [23] and from the development of care programs [24-26] to the introduction 
of care pathways [27-29]. Yet, after a decade full of policy initiatives, actions and projects, 
the timely delivery of services still leaves something to be desired.  

There are different types of providers in the Dutch mental healthcare sector [30]. Some of 
these providers have been more successful in improving timely delivery of services than 
others. Most of these providers have in common that they have specialized in the delivery 
of a limited set of procedures for a specific target population, the so called ‘focused factory’ 
approach [31]. Examples from the Netherlands include the Rotterdam Eye Hospital [32] 
and PsyQ [28], a specialist mental healthcare provider. These organizations offer a limited 
set of oftentimes highly standardized services and ‘separate and select’ (or ‘separate and 
accommodate’) patients that fit into these standardized services from patients that do 
not. Patients that need more customized services are treated in another part of the same 
organization (‘separate and accommodate’) or are referred to other providers (‘separate 
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and select’) [33]. This approach is not suitable for those organizati ons that focus on treati ng 
pati ents with multi ple (someti mes severe) disorders at the same ti me, for which treatment 
is harder to standardize [6, 34, 35]. In The Netherlands, such care is usually delivered by 
large(r) integrated mental healthcare providers [30]. These providers need to fi nd other 
ways than ‘separate and select’ to improve the ti mely delivery of services and reduce 
waiti ng ti mes and delays. This research is aimed at exactly this type of mental healthcare 
organizati ons. 

1.2 ggZe and Mondriaan

Two of these mental healthcare providers are GGzE (mental healthcare services provider of  
Eindhoven and De Kempen) and the Mondriaan Group for mental healthcare

1.2.1. ggze

GGzE was founded in 1918 as a ´Rijkskrankzinnigengesti cht´ [36], the Dutch term that was 
used to denote a mental healthcare provider at the start of the 20th century. Since then, 
GGzE developed into a concern that provides  treatment and other psychiatric services to 
people with Severe Mental Illnesses (SMI) on a regional, supra-regional and nati onal level. 
These services are provided from locati ons in and around Eindhoven. In 2011, more than 
2000 employees of GGzE treated about 16.000 pati ents. In that same year, GGzE had an 
operati ng income of almost €160 million [37].

GGzE is organized in ‘centers’, units that provide care to one or more of the target populati ons 
of GGzE. Examples of these centers are GGzE center for auti sm disorders, GGzE center for 
personality disorders and GGzE center for Children and Adolescent Mental Healthcare. At 
this last unit the largest part of this research was conducted. When this research started, it 
was also one of the units at GGzE that faced longer than desirable waiti ng ti mes, someti mes 
in excess of the Treek-norms. Over the course of several years, the unit had undertaken 
several acti ons to reduce waiti ng ti mes and improve throughput ti mes. These acti ons 
included the introducti on of care programs, small scale implementati on of care pathways 
and the development of waiti ng list informati on. Despite these eff orts, waiti ng ti mes 
remained long, a situati on that GGzE and the unit wanted to chance using health operati ons 
management and redesign. 

1.2.2. Mondriaan ggZ

Mondriaan and its predecessors have a long traditi on in the delivery of mental healthcare 
services in the south of Limburg, which in turn is the most southern part of the Netherlands. 
Mondriaan operates from the city of Heerlen, but has more than 50 locati ons in other parts 
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of Limburg. From these locations care is delivered to a wide range of patient groups. These 
patient groups include children- and adolescents, adults and elderly patients. Mondriaan 
also specializes in the delivery of care to patients with problems related to addiction. 
Overall, Mondriaan consists of six care related divisions and employs about 2300 people, 
which makes it one of the largest employers in the south of Limburg. In 2011, Mondriaan 
had an operating income of about €155 million [38].   

One of the divisions within Mondriaan is the division for children and adolescent care. This 
division, which is roughly comparable to the center for Children and Adolescent Mental 
Healthcare at GGzE, offers both out- and inpatient services to patients between 0 and 
21 (sometimes 23 years old). At the start of this research project, the division had ample 
experience in the development and implementation of care programs, a feature it also 
shared with its counterpart (for this research) in Eindhoven. 

1.3. healTh oPeraTions ManageMenT, redesign and The 
evaluaTion of CoMPlex inTervenTions

Much of modern day (quality) management literature is based on the premise that the results 
of organizations are caused, or at least largely influenced by a limited number of factors, 
sometimes called ‘enablers’ [39-41]. The EFQM excellence model, a generic model for 
quality management that is being used in a wide range of organizations around Europe and 
the world, distinguishes five of these enablers: ‘leadership’, ‘strategy’, ‘people’, ‘partnerships 
& resources’ and ‘processes’. This thesis mainly focuses on one of these enablers, i.e. 
‘processes’. The academic field that studies among others how processes are organized 
and timely delivery of services can be improved is Health Operations Management (HOM). 
HOM is defined as ‘the analysis, design, planning, and control of all of the steps necessary 
to provide a service for a client’ [42]. From HOM literature, we know that one of the ways to 
improve the timely delivery of services is adopting a more process-based orientation [43]. 
Organizations that do so move their organizational structure away from the functional layout 
(a structure that divides the organization into groups  of similar resources (e.g. operating 
theaters) or professionals (e.g. medical specialists)). Instead, these organizations chose to 
group units together around comprehensive end-to-end business processes, with minimal 
dependencies with other units. This change in organizational structure is accompanied by a 
change in the logistic approach that these organizations use [44]. In the functional layout, 
logistics focusses on the efficient flow of patients through a unit, with high occupancy levels 
and a balanced workload (unit logistics). When adopting a process-based orientation, the 
focus shifts to the chain perspective, which means that the time dimension becomes more 
important. Process-based organizations try to minimize the time it takes to complete a 
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process, by removing steps that impede the uninterrupted fl ow of pati ents through a system 
and steps that are prone to errors (which means that additi onal acti ons, which require extra 
ti me are needed). Ulti mately, process-based organizati ons try to combine the unit- and 
the chain-perspecti ve to ensure both an effi  cient use of resources and short accessing and 
processing ti mes (network-logisti cs [44]). 

In service organizati ons outside the healthcare sector, research indicates that a process 
orientati on is related to reduced coordinati ng costs and lower throughput ti mes [45]. 
There are examples of organizati ons that adopted a process-orientati on and developed 
the capability to simultaneously produce services according to the ‘separate and select’ 
principle and other principles which allow for more customizati on and fl exibility [46]. Some 
of these organizati ons became so successful, that their approach, methods and tools were 
adopted by other manufacturing and service organizati ons. Toyota (Lean thinking [47]) and 
Motorola / General Electric (Six Sigma [48]) are the most well-known examples of this type 
of organizati ons. The third approach that is used by organizati ons that want to develop a 
process orientati on is the Theory of Constraints (TOC, [49]). 

Some years ago, these approaches from the manufacturing industry also became known in 
the healthcare sectors [50] and were adopted by early adopters like Virginia Mason Medical 
Center in Seatt le [51]. In the following years, more organizati ons adopted these approaches 
in their eff orts to improve the ti mely delivery of services and other improvements. 
Oft enti mes, these organizati ons combine elements and tools from lean, six sigma or the TOC 
with process improvement tools that were already being used in the healthcare sector itself, 
for example the previously menti oned care programs and care pathways. This research is 
about the combinati on of business approaches with these healthcare related tools, their 
applicati on to the mental healthcare sector and the eff ect that these approaches might 
have on performance. A more general term for the applicati on of tools and approaches 
to become more process-oriented is ‘redesign’ [52, 53]. We will use the term ‘redesign’ to 
denote the implementati on of diff erent types of multi faceted organizati onal interventi ons 
that lead towards a more process-oriented organizati on of care, by removing unnecessary 
steps and potenti al for errors. 

There is a wide interest in the possible eff ects that these approaches might have on various 
areas of performance, which has been a catalyst for research into this subject. On the 
other hand, and because redesign in general and Lean Thinking, Six Sigma and the TOC 
in parti cular are relati vely new developments, the number of research papers in mental 
healthcare is rather limited [54, 55]. A second factor contributi ng to the relati vely few (but 
increasing) number of papers on redesign, is that the evaluati on of redesign and its eff ects 
on  performance poses signifi cant challenges for researchers:
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The first challenge is related to the dependent variable of such research: performance (and 
the closely related concept of performance measurement). A review from 2003 concluded 
that even at that time the amount of literature on both concepts was already vast, but 
that there was no widely agreed upon definition of either performance or performance 
measurement [56]. The same review also found that ‘the term [performance] cannot be 
defined in the absolute and that its meaning is contextual in terms of both users and purpose’ 
[56]. When researchers want to investigate the effect of redesign on performance, they first 
have to determine the areas of performance they want to investigate. In this research we 
distinguish three types of performance: operational performance, clinical performance and 
sociotechnical performance (organizational climate). We will define and elaborate on each 
type of performance in the second chapter of this thesis.

A second challenge in the evaluation of redesign regards the independent variables: 
redesign itself. Redesign is a multifaceted intervention, which  means that it consists of 
several elements that each could have an effect on their own, but could also strengthen the 
effect of other interventions [2]. This makes it difficult to assess a causal relation between 
individual elements and performance. Even if there would be ‘one’ overall intervention, its 
effects are also influenced by the context in which it is being applied. Other phenomena that 
influence the effect that is eventually reached include the behaviour of professionals and 
patients in clinical practice [57] and organizational learning [58]. 

Because of these challenges in redesign-research, it is often inappropriate, impractical 
or even unethical to evaluate their effect using the ‘golden standard’ in medicine, the 
Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT) [58]. That does not mean that complex interventions 
cannot be rigorously evaluated, sometimes even with randomized designs. To this end, a 
framework for the evaluation of complex interventions has been developed [2, 3, 59]. The 
initial framework distinguished three phases (parallel to the steps that are used in evaluating 
new drugs), that researchers needed to be taken in turn before research with a randomized 
design is considered appropriate [2]:  
1. Preclinical or theoretical work aimed at answering the question: ‘why should this 

intervention work’. This first step of the framework is aimed at identifying the already 
existing evidence on the research problem and the intervention, which could aid in 
designing an intervention for the current study at hand. 

2.  Modelling: how does this intervention work? The information gathered in the first phase 
is used to develop an intervention that is both feasible and acceptable to the patients and 
providers that are going to participate. 

3. Exploratory trial. The exploratory trial is used to test the intervention, study design and 
outcomes that are devised in the first two steps of the framework. Next to providing 
an initial assessment of the effect of the intervention, the goal of this phase is also to 
provide input for a later, more definitive trial. 
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The framework also discussed how to select the most appropriate level of randomizati on. 
Since some of the phenomena occur on the level of processes, units or even whole 
organizati ons, it might be inappropriate or not feasible to conduct a defi niti ve trial with 
randomizati on on the pati ent level. In such a situati on, randomizati on on a team, group or 
organizati onal level might be more appropriate (such design is called a cluster Randomized 
Controlled Trial, cRCT). 

In 2007 [3] and 2008 [60] the initi al framework was revised. The most important change 
was not to consider the three phases described above as separate acti viti es, but rather to 
view them as part of one iterati ve acti vity, aimed at designing, measuring and evaluati ng 
a complex interventi on with increasing (scienti fi c) rigor. Of course, one of the fi nal steps 
in this process might be an evaluati on using a classical randomized clinical trial. However, 
in all versions of the framework, it is recognized that a number of alternati ve designs are 
available in situati ons where randomizati on on the individual level is not possible or feasible, 
something we will discuss in the fi nal part of this thesis. These designs among others include 
cluster randomizati on (cRCT), stepped wedge designs, preference trials  and randomized 
consent designs [2, 3, 60]. 

Since knowledge about the applicati on of redesign to mental healthcare is limited, we 
decided to focus this thesis on the preliminary phases of this framework, before an RCT (or 
a study using another randomized design) is actually conducted. We hope that at the end of 
this thesis, enough evidence is available to proceed to studies using more rigorous designs. 
It is also possible that in the case of redesign in mental healthcare, researchers needs to 
conti nue preliminary work because additi onal informati on is needed. 
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1.4. researCh QuesTions

The general aim of this research project was investigate the impact of the complex 
intervention ‘redesign’ on multiple areas of performance in (Child- and Adolescent) mental 
healthcare. We wanted to gather a better understanding of this concept, it’s effects and how 
research based approaches would be adopted in a mental healthcare setting.  

We formulated three research questions that could be investigated empirically. These 
questions were preceded by a review of the literature that was centered around the 
question how redesign could be applied to (children and adolescent) mental healthcare and 
a description of the context in which this research took place. This information was used to 
construct our optimal intervention and optimal evaluation. To this end, we constructed a 
conceptual model on which we based our main intervention, the empirical part of this study 
and the following research questions: 

1. Is there a relation between care processes that are well-organized from a health operations 
management perspective and (clinical) performance in children- and adolescent mental 
healthcare? 

2. What is the effect of applying redesign in (children and adolescent) mental healthcare on 
operational and clinical performance?

3. What is the effect of applying redesign in (children and adolescent) mental healthcare on 
organizational climate (sociotechnical performance)

1.5. ouTline of This Thesis

The framework for the evaluation of complex interventions was the starting point for the 
overall design of this research. At the end of section 1.3 we found that the knowledge on the 
application of redesign to mental healthcare is limited and decided that this thesis would 
focus on the preliminary phases of this framework; the phases before an RCT is actually 
conducted. The importance of (the preliminary phases of) this framework is also reflected 
in the structure of this thesis (figure 1).  

Chapters 1 and 3 describe the context in which this research took place. This information 
serves two purposes. First, it can be used by practitioners that want to assess whether the 
interventions described in this research would also work in their own context. Second, the 
information in chapter 3 also provides the background information and choices we made 
with regard to the overall (methodological) design of this study. This information can be 
used by other researchers who want to replicate our study in a different setting. 
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Chapter 2 provides the theoreti cal background informati on that is needed to further 
understand the problem that was introduced in chapter 1. This chapter also provides the 
conceptual model which we used in chapter 3 to  develop the opti mal interventi on and 
evaluati on to study the research questi ons.

figure 1: Steps taken during the preliminary phases in the evaluati on of complex interventi ons (left ) 
and the structure of this thesis (right). 

additional research / definitive RCT
Decide whether to proceed with 

Define problem

Optimize 
Intervention

Context 

 

Optimize 
evaluation

 

Chapter 1 and 3: introduction &

 
 

setting

 

  

 

Chapter 2: theory

Chapters 4 – 6 : results
Chapter 7: discussion & conclusions

interventions [2, 3, 60]

Preliminary phases in the evaluation of complex Design and structure of this thesis

Chapter 3: 

methods

The results of the evaluati on of the interventi on are presented in chapters 4 through 6. Each 
of these chapters describes a study that was aimed at a diff erent part of our conceptual 
model. 

Chapter 7 refl ects on the results of these studies in relati on to each other and our central 
research questi ons in general. Also, the main conclusions of this research, the implicati ons 
that our fi ndings have for care providers and researchers  as well as the limitati ons of this 
research are presented.  

The fi nal chapter of this thesis contain a summary of this research both in English and in 
Dutch.  
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2.1. inTroduCTion

The fi rst chapter of this thesis introduced the context in which this research was conducted 
and the most important concepts related to the improvement of the ti mely delivery of 
services. This informati on is needed in the second step of the evaluati on of our complex 
interventi on ‘redesign’. The goal of this second step is ‘to develop a suffi  cient understanding 
of the problem to identi fy opportuniti es for interventi ons that could result in meaningful 
improvements in health or healthcare systems’ [1]. This chapter provides the theoreti cal 
background to do so. Using the theory presented in this chapter, we will be able to identi fy 
at which areas the main interventi on of this research should be aimed at and to which 
improvements the main interventi on can be expected to lead. This informati on is used in 
the next chapter to develop the opti mal interventi on and the opti mal evaluati on for this 
research. 

2.2. ProCesses and ProBleM solving

In the previous chapter, we introduced the care process as the sequence of clinical decisions 
and tasks (tests and therapies) that together result in solving of a pati ent’s health problem 
and/or the creati on of pati ent relief  [2]. We also identi fi ed two disti nct types of care 
processes: processes that are executed the same ti me, every ti me (standard processes) and 
processes that diff er from pati ent to pati ent (customized processes). 

From a (health) operati ons management point of view, standardized processes have several 
advantages [3, 4], including a bett er resource uti lizati on and the ability to bett er predict 
and plan processes. That is why many redesign eff orts are aimed at creati ng standardized 
care processes. This preference for standardized care processes is regularly at odds with 
views of professionals, who feel that most pati ents require a highly customized process 
that cannot be standardized [5]. Which type of process (customized or standardized) is 
most useful usually depends on the problem of the pati ent at hand. If a pati ent presents 
himself with a well-understood problem, for which there is an effi  cient , eff ecti ve treatment, 
then standardized care processes are most appropriate. If the pati ent’s problem is less 
well understood or if a pati ent suff ers from multi ple problems at the same ti me, a more 
customized process of trial-and-error is needed to solve the health problem of that pati ent 
[2]. In other words, standardized and customized processes represent two types of ‘problem 
solving’ that professionals use to ‘solve’ the problem of pati ents [2, 6-10]: unstructured 
problem solving and structured problem solving. In between these two extremes is a third 
type: semi structured problem solving. Table 1 describes several characteristi cs of each type 
of problem solving. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of different types of problem solving, adapted from [2], based on [2, 6-10]

unstructured semi-structured structured

Process type Customized Standardized

Knowledge available Tacit knowledge Explicit knowledge

Uncertainty High Medium Low

Problem solving mode Unstructured problem 
solving: finding out what is 
causing the problem of a 
patient

Pattern matching: 
comparing symptoms 
of a patient with known 
symptoms of a disease 

Rules application: tight 
coupling of diagnosis and 
subsequent treatment

Strategy Hypothesis generation trial 
and error observation

Testing 
short learning cycles

Verification

Test type Exploratory Discriminatory Confirmatory

Planning horizon Next step in the process Next phase in the process Total process

Despite the differences, a common characteristic of all three types of problem solving is 
that the activities of professionals can be divided in two distinct, regularly repeating and 
sometimes overlapping phases  [11]:

· A specification phase, during which professionals (and patients) generate and discuss  
diagnostic and treatment possibilities and choose the most appropriate intervention 
(quite possibly based on information gathered previously in the care process). 

· A delivery phase, during which the chosen intervention is delivered and new information 
is gathered that can further guide decision making in the next specification phase. 

The first time a patient seeks help or is referred to a healthcare organization, little or nothing 
is known about the patient and the condition for which he or she have sought professional 
help. Consequently, it is also unknown which treatment, test or therapy is needed to 
solve the patient’s problem. In other words: there is a high degree of uncertainty about 
both the patient’s condition and the most appropriate treatment. The more complex the 
problems or symptoms of a patient, the higher the degree of uncertainty. During each of 
the following specification and delivery phases more information is gathered about the 
patient’s condition, the appropriate treatment, and its effect. This information reduces the 
amount of uncertainty surrounding that patient (figure 1), although it’s quite possible that 
uncertainty will decrease at a lower rate for more complex patients. 

In most healthcare systems patients with less severe problems are treated by primary 
healthcare providers, while patients whose problems are unclear, ambiguous or more 
complex are treated by specialist healthcare providers. Primary healthcare providers in 
general treat patients whose problems are surrounded with lower levels of uncertainty. 
Consequently, more structured types of problem solving are appropriate. The treatment 
of patients in specialist mental healthcare, on the other hand, is characterized by higher 
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levels of complexity and uncertainty. As a result, structured problem solving approaches are 
oft enti mes not suitable. Instead providers need to use semi-structured or even unstructured 
types of problem solving during treatment. This type of problem solving is refl ected in the 
care processes of these organizati ons, which can be characterized as a conti nuous process 
of trial and error with high levels of customizati on and variati on. The applicati on of most 
approaches and tools from health operati ons management requires just the opposite: 
low(er) variati on, which largely depends on the ability to standardize processes. As we will 
see in the next secti on, this is one of the explanati ons why HOM has not been used widely 
in this sector. Nevertheless, there have been developments in mental healthcare that have 
resulted in a gradual shift  in problem solving from unstructured to semi-structured, which 
has opened up more possibiliti es for the applicati on of health operati ons management  and 
redesign even in this kind of mental healthcare delivery.

 

Specification 

Delivery Delivery 

Specification 

figure 1: Specifi cati on and delivery phase

2.3. ProCesses and ProBleM solving in MenTal healThCare

Unti l quite recently, the dominant view towards care processes in (specialized) mental 
healthcare was that they were necessarily highly customized and could not be standardized 
as in other parts of healthcare [5]. This might be true, as there were and are disti nct 
diff erences between general healthcare and mental healthcare [12]:

· Pati ents are more frequently coerced into treatment. Keeping such pati ents in treatment 
requires a higher level of att enti on to their preferences. Subsequently customizati on 
of the treatment process might be needed lest the pati ent drop out of treatment all 
together. 

· Treatments (and the phases in them) take longer and consist of more treatment sessions 
and steps. This makes it harder to determine the specifi c moment or ti me when a 
treatment or step is needed. Even planning a single phase ahead might be problemati c.

· The measurement system in mental healthcare is less well developed than in general 
healthcare [13].  In contrast to the general healthcare sector, there are fewer objecti ve 
measures (e.g. insulin levels, blood pressure) that professionals can use to check the 
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progress of their treatment. Instead professionals have to depend more on their skills 
and experience and have little means of gathering additional information from other 
sources to guide decision making in the specification phase.

All these reasons described above might results in higher degrees of uncertainty and the 
need to use more unstructured types of problem solving. 

On the other hand, there are also some developments that contribute to a decrease in 
uncertainty, which opens up possibilities to employ other than fully customized care 
processes. The most important development  is the vast increase of knowledge and the 
use of principles of evidence based medicine [14]. For many mental disorders, research has 
identified new treatment options (e.g. [15])  and over the course of the last years, many 
multiple multidisciplinary guidelines have been developed (e.g. [16]). As a result, part of 
the problem solving in mental healthcare has moved from unstructured to semi-structured, 
although a high degree of customization still remains. Two instruments have played a vital 
role in this development (at least in Dutch mental healthcare): care programs to improve 
decision making in the specification phase and care pathways to improve standardization in 
the delivery phase. 

2.3.1. specification Phase: the role of care programs

Care programs are defined as ‘all specified, coordinated activities and measures to deliver 
healthcare services, or to reach a certain effect in a specified target population’ [translated 
from: 17]. The care program concept is closely related to concepts like disease management 
[18] or the chronic care model [19] in that they are all aimed at organizing a continuum of 
care for patients with a specific condition. They encompass multiple treatment modalities 
and are based on recommendations and findings from research and multidisciplinary 
guidelines. A great deal of research has been conducted into the effects of care programs 
and especially disease management on the process of care, medical outcomes and costs. 
The results of these studies are mixed. On the one hand, many studies and reviews find that 
use of disease management and care programs is associated with improvements in the care 
delivery process. At the same time, these studies also show no conclusive evidence for the 
effect of disease management and care programs on costs or medical outcomes [20, 21]. 

Despite this lack of conclusive evidence, mental healthcare providers in The Netherlands 
have been working with care programs since the mid-90’s of the 20th century.  The use of 
care programs is widespread in Dutch mental healthcare. Research has shown that they are 
used by about 95% of Dutch mental healthcare providers [22, 23].  

A first step in the development of care programs is defining all the ‘specified, coordinated 
activities’ which are part of the care program. Since most mental healthcare providers 
deliver care to more than one target population, they have to develop multiple care 
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programs. These care programs, even though they are delivered in the same organizati on, 
usually diff er in length content or other characteristi cs. Nevertheless, care programs in the 
same organizati on also share common characteristi cs. This can best be seen by comparing 
documents describing diff erent care programs in the same organizati on. In these documents 
the same terminology is oft enti mes used to describe similar phases in diff erent care 
programs [e.g. 24], because these phases are common to healthcare (and indeed also to 
problem solving in other contexts) [2]: diagnosis, treatment selecti on, treatment executi on 
and post-treatment monitoring, a medical variant of Deming’s well known Plan – Do – Check 
– Act cycle [25]. 

A second characteristi c across care programs, is that they consist of  one or more modules 
– the term that is used to describe a homogeneous unit of care, e.g. ‘cogniti ve behavioral 
therapy’ [26]. The descripti on of modules includes which acti viti es will be performed, 
by whom and over which period of ti me. Someti mes, the same treatment is used across 
diff erent care programs. In that case, a module can be considered a shared resource: it can 
be part of multi ple care programs, clients from diff erent care programs can parti cipate in 
the same module and professionals from diff erent units can off er the same treatment [17]. 

The use of care programs moves problem solving in mental healthcare from unstructured to 
(semi) structured in several ways [2, 17, 27]: 

· Care programs can be used by a multi disciplinary team to describe the available treatment 
opti ons in a uniform way. By doing so, care programs move organizati ons towards more 
(terminological) standardizati on [28]: the situati on in which a concept has the same 
meaning regardless of the setti  ng in which it is used. Terminological standardizati on is 
considered essenti al for organizati ons want to (routi nely) aggregate individual treatment 
data from similar treatments of diff erent pati ents into larger wholes [28]. Aggregati ng 
treatment data enables organizati ons and professionals to fi nd out for which pati ents 
(with which symptoms) a treatment is likely to have an eff ect and which pati ents are likely 
not to benefi t from a certain treatment. 

· Care programs can be used as a theoreti cal exercise to sti mulate thinking in organizati ons, 
in which empirical data, clinical experience and pati ent input are used to assess which 
goals ought to be att ainable in a certain target populati on and which interventi ons need 
to be delivered to reach these goals.   

· Care programs can be used as a decision support tool, by providing informati on to 
pati ents about which care is available and what are probable results. This allows for the 
discriminatory approach that is typical for semi-structured problem solving, instead of 
the more exploratory approach used in unstructured problem solving.
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Most organizations use care programs to describe care processes of different patient groups 
in a uniform way, although some organizations have included decision trees to describe 
which treatment should be chosen given  a certain problem [29]. Professionals no longer 
need to explore which treatment options could work for a given condition or patient (a 
characteristic of unstructured problem solving). Instead they can use a more discriminatory 
approach, matching known symptoms of a disease and their consequent treatment options 
to the symptoms in their patient (a characteristic of semi-structured problem solving).  

2.3.2. delivery Phase: the role of care pathways

Care pathways are the second instrument that have played an important role in moving to 
more structured approaches of problem solving in mental healthcare. They have first been 
introduced in the United States in the late 1980’s [30] as an instrument to (among others) 
decrease length of stay and while maintaining or if possible, improving quality of care at the 
same time. Since then, care pathways have diffused to many other healthcare systems. A 
survey in 2006 identified more than 20 countries in which pathways were being used [31]. 

Since the introduction of care pathways, researchers have used many different definitions and 
names to describe the same concept [32]. In this thesis, we will use the definition developed 
by the European Pathway Association (EPA): ‘a care pathway is a complex intervention for 
the mutual decision making and organizations of care processes for a well-defined group of 
patients during a well-defined period of time’ [33, 34]. The EPA also describes what they feel 
are defining characteristics of care pathways [33]: 

· an explicit statement of goals and the (sequence of) key elements by which these goals 
are achieved.

· Facilitation of communication between different stakeholders 

· Coordination of care processes by defining roles and sequencing activities

· The identification of appropriate resources 

Most care pathways fall somewhere in between a care program and a module. A care 
pathway typically consists of multiple modules, but covers only a part of a care program 
(see figure 2). 

At first sight, the advantages of applying the concept of care pathways in healthcare seem 
well described.  Literature emphasizes that the concept can be used to optimize processes 
with low as well as high degrees of uncertainty [34, 35]. Different  well-described methods 
are available to develop care pathways [e.g. 35, 36]. Finally, a recent systematic review 
and meta-analysis concluded that care pathways ‘are associated with reduced in-hospital 
complications and improved documentation, without negatively impacting length of stay 
and hospital costs’ [37].  
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figure 2: Care programs, pathways and modules compared by size (e.g. durati on, number of acti viti es)

Module

Care Program

Care Pathway

Taking a closer look at pathway literature however, reveals several issues with these 
asserti ons. First, publicati on bias might explain part of the positi ve eff ects found [38]. 
Second, while some care pathways have been develop for the mental healthcare sector [11, 
39, 40], most of the research on care pathways has been performed in hospital setti  ngs. 
Of the twenty seven studies included in the review on care pathways we menti oned in the 
previous secti on, only one single study was conducted in an (outpati ent) mental health 
setti  ng [37]. We already menti oned the abundant number of defi niti ons and names for the 
concept, which means that the a care pathways in the fi rst study might consist of diff erent 
elements or use diff erent mechanisms to achieve a certain outcome. This makes it hard 
to compare pathways between diff erent studies [32, 38].  Finally, even care pathways in 
diff erent studies consist of exactly the same mechanisms and elements, context plays an 
important role towards determining the overall outcome [1, 34, 41, 42], something we will 
address further on. 

In relati on to redesign, the subject of this thesis, one of the mechanisms via which care 
pathways work is especially important: during a pathway development process, multi ple 
eff orts are aimed at reorganizing tasks and roles in processes and changing the sequence in 
which these tasks are executed, in an eff ort to minimize unproducti ve ti me. Unproducti ve 
ti me is the ti me a pati ent spends in a healthcare system, which does not contribute to the 
improvement of his or her health [43]. Producti ve ti me on the other hand, does so and 
is divided in acti ve (appointments, tests and clinical interventi ons) and passive ti me (ti me 
needed for an interventi on to do its job, without further interference from professionals). 
The way in which care pathways move problem solving from unstructured to (semi)
structured builds on the ways that care programs infl uence problem solving [44]: 
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· Care programs describe the available treatment options in an uniform way. Care pathways 
do the same, but also describe in more detail how the delivery phase should be organized 
to ensure optimal delivery of the selected treatment.

· Care pathways can be used to stimulate thinking in organizations in the same way that 
care programs do.  The focus however is not on the target population as a whole, but 
rather on that part of the target population that follows the care pathway.    

· The use of care programs as a decision support tool is limited to guiding professionals’ 
and patients’ decision making about the available treatment options and their expected 
results. Care pathways extends this support to how care should be organized to achieve 
these expected results.

Care pathways eliminate one of the causes that could explain lack of success for a certain 
type of treatment (that is: lack of success is caused by an erroneous delivery of the chosen 
treatment option). This enables professionals and patients to discriminate even more clearly 
if a certain treatment option is working or not and thus help organizations to move further 
toward semi-structured (and sometimes even structured) types of problem solving. 

2.3.3. from care Programs to Care Pathways to hoM

The previous discussion shows that there are many similarities between care programs and 
care pathways. The goal of both instruments is to improve quality of care. Both instruments 
use principles from evidence based medicine to locally adapt multidisciplinary guidelines 
into practice. Both instruments describe (decision points in) the care process. Finally both 
instruments use a multidisciplinary approach to reach agreement on the best possible care 
process. 

It is important to notice that most Dutch mental healthcare providers first started working 
with care programs before care pathways were developed. This sequence, first care programs 
then care pathways, can be explained by taking a closer look not at the similarities, but at 
the differences between these two instruments (table 2).

Since the introduction of healthcare quality legislation in The Netherlands in 1995 [45], 
quality improvement became an important topic for healthcare organizations. Describing 
the care process is one of the first steps in quality improvement. If the care process is not 
described first, then it is virtually impossible to assess the effect of improvement efforts next. 
Table 2 shows that although both care programs and care pathways are aimed at describing 
care processes, care pathways do so only at the level of a single process. This process might 
span only part of the overall care trajectory of a patient. Care programs on the other hand, 
focus on the general level, describing most or all care processes in an organization for a 
certain target population. From this point of view, it is hardly surprising that many mental 
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healthcare providers started describing their care processes at a general level, using care 
programs. 

Table 2: Diff erences between care programs and Care Pathways

Care programs Care Pathways

Format General descripti on of all services available Detailed descripti on, improvement of a 
single process

Interventi on All interventi ons available for a specifi ed 
target populati on

One (group of) interventi on(s)

Organizati onal level Mostly: all services in one organizati on Mostly: part of an organizati on

Level of detail General descripti on Detailed descripti on, including instructi ons 
per process step

Variati on in delivery 
process

High: depending on which services are 
chosen from all services that are available

Low: the delivery of one (set of) service(s) 
is described and improved

Causality Low: diagnosis does not lead  to a single, 
defi niti ve sequence of events

High: diagnosis leads to one standardized 
treatment processes

Care programs on the other hand, only focus on the descripti on of care processes and are 
not mainly intended to improve these processes. However, during the descripti on of care 
processes, it is not uncommon to fi nd specifi c parts of the overall care process where care 
delivery is organized in a subopti mal way, along with a desire to improve this situati on. It 
is exactly this kind of quality improvement that Care pathways were developed to achieve 
[46].  We believe that this is one of the explanati ons why the use of care pathways has 
increased over the last years. 

So far, some organizati ons have used care pathways to among others improve the ti mely 
delivery of services [47, 48]. Despite these improvements, there are sti ll problems to assure 
that every pati ent receives care in a ti mely way. Research on how to improve this situati on is 
part of the academic fi eld of Health Operati ons Management (HOM). HOM is ‘the analysis, 
design, planning, and control of all of the steps necessary to provide a service for a client’ 
[3]. The eff ects that pathways might have on the ti mely delivery of services is one of the 
topics that is studied in HOM, but HOM also focuses on the performance of the overall 
system / care process, instead of the performance of one of its subsystems / care pathways. 
HOM is closely related to other areas of management that focus on the core processes 
of an organizati on, including quality management, performance management, informati on 
management and operati onal research. [3]. HOM consists of several subareas and specifi c 
research topics, of which the most important for this thesis regards the opti mal (red)design 
of processes, producti on and the organizati on of work. 
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2.4. redesign

Redesign is the implementation of different types of multifaceted organizational 
interventions that lead towards more process-oriented organization of care, by removing 
unnecessary steps and potential for errors [49, 50]. Redesign is an overarching concept that 
consist of multiple tools and approaches.  Some have described redesign as a ‘toolkit’ [51] 
of which the tools can be individually used to improve processes, but others emphasize the 
interdependency of the tools and suggest that they must be applied together, in a coherent 
approach to achieve the best results [52]. Care programs can be considered one of these 
tools, as can care pathways, but most of the other tools have their roots in sectors other 
than healthcare [53]. 

2.4.1. lean, six sigma and the Theory of Constraints

The largest part of process improvement tools can be traced back to one of three influential 
approaches in process improvement: lean thinking, six sigma and the Theory of Constraints. 

· Lean thinking is an approach that is based on the Toyota Production System (TPS), 
which was initially developed by Toyota in the first part of the 20th century [54] and has 
continued to evolve over the course of years, both outside [55] and inside Toyota [52]. 
Nowadays it is described as an integrated operational and sociotechnical approach of a 
value system, whose main objectives are to maximize value and thus eliminate waste, 
to achieve simultaneous high performance in multiple areas [56]. Various tools that are 
nowadays used as part of redesign efforts have a background in lean thinking, including 
tools like value stream mapping [57, 58], error proofing and production leveling [59]. 

· Six Sigma is a highly disciplined and highly quantitative approach to improving product 
or process quality [60]. Six Sigma tries to bring processes to the Six Sigma level of quality 
(that is: fewer than 3.4 parts per million defects [61, 62]). It focuses on reducing of 
variation in processes, via a set of (mainly statistical) tools [63] that are used in the five 
step DMAIC cycle (Define – Measure – Analyze - Improve – Control, see for example [61]. 
Motorola, Allied Signal and General Electric (GE) are the three companies that are mostly 
mentioned as showcases for Six Sigma, as they were able to achieve billion dollar savings 
due to the application of six sigma to reduce variation in their processes [60]. 

· The Theory of Constraints (TOC) was originally developed by Goldratt and described 
in his novel ‘the goal’ [64]. The TOC views  every organizations as a system, a chain of 
interdependent events / processes. Each system has one constraints or factors limiting 
that organization from achieving higher performance versus its goal [65].  These 
constraints can be lifted (and performance can be improved) by following a five step cycle 
that starts with the identification of the system’s constraint.
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There are many similariti es between lean, six sigma and the TOC. All approaches and tools 
help organizati ons to become more process oriented. All approaches focus on improving 
value for the customer. Initi ally, each of the approaches tries to become more process 
oriented by improving existi ng processes and aft er this initi al phase, all three approaches 
start to look for improvement opportuniti es in product or service design [63]. 

Despite these similariti es, there are also disti nct diff erences between the approaches. 
The core emphasis of the approaches diff ers. Six Sigma’s emphasizes the reducti on of 
variati on. Lean thinking tries to remove waste and the Theory of Constraints focuses on 
the management of bott lenecks in processes. Although each approach has a prescripti ve 
(fi ve-step) model that according to that approach leads to improvement, the content of 
these steps diff ers. The approaches have diff erent assumpti ons and focus points and fi nally, 
the primary eff ect that each of the approaches tries to achieve diff ers. An overview of the 
similariti es and diff erence of the three approaches is given in table 3. 

Table 3:  Six Sigma, Lean Thinking and the Theory of Constraints compared, table from: [63]. 

Program six sigma lean Thinking Theory of Constraints

Theory / Core emphasis Reduce Variati on Remove Waste Manage Constraints

applicati on guideline 1. Defi ne
2. Measure
3. Analyze
4. Improve
5. Control

1. Identi fy value
2. Identi fy value stream
3. Flow
4. Pull
5. Perfecti on

1. Identi fy constraints
2. Exploit constraint
3. Subordinate processes
4. Elevate constraint
5. Repeat Cycle

focus Problem Focused Flow Focused System constraints

assumpti ons A problem exists
Figures and numbers are 
valued
System output improve if 
variati on in all processes is 
reduced

Waste removal will 
improve business 
performance
Many small improvements 
are bett er than system 
analysis

Emphasis on speed and 
volume
Use existi ng systems
Process interdependencies

Primary eff ect Uniform process output Reduced fl ow ti me Fast throughput

secondary eff ects Less waste
Fast throughput
Less inventory
Fluctuati on based 
performance measures for 
managers
Improved quality

Less Variati on
Uniform output
Less inventory
New accounti ng system
Flow based performance 
measures for managers
Improved quality

Less inventory / waste
Throughput based cost 
accounti ng
Throughput based 
performance 
measurement system
Improved quality

Criti cisms System interacti on not 
considered
Processes improved 
independently

Stati sti cal or system 
analysis not valued

Minimal worker input
Data analysis not valued.
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Over the last years, each of the approaches has been applied to the healthcare sector [49, 
66-68]. Of the three approaches, lean thinking until know has received the most attention 
[66, 67]. We know that outside the healthcare sector only a few of such improvement efforts 
succeed in delivering the expected benefits [69]. But despite lower success rates outside 
healthcare, the current body of evidence suggests that implementation in healthcare sector 
is far more, if not extremely successful. One of the reviews we mentioned before could 
not identify a single study in which redesign failed to improve one of a variety of process 
or outcome measures [67], while the other review also mainly found studies reporting 
positive outcomes. Positive outcomes do not seem to differ depending on context: redesign 
is reported to be successful on the operational level [70], the hospital level [71] and even at 
the level of multiple healthcare providers [51].  

Several explanations have been offered for this unusually high success rate. One of these 
possible explanations is a publication bias towards more favorable results. A second 
explanation for the high success rate is related to methodological issues in the studies that 
are being published [49]. Nevertheless, many are now convinced that redesign might solve 
many of the quality problems that modern day healthcare is faced with [72, 73]. 

2.4.2. redesign as a complex intervention

Two other observations also contribute towards the explanation of the high success rate of 
redesign in healthcare. The first observation regards the definition of redesign itself. Earlier, 
we called redesign an overarching concept, consisting of multiple approaches and multiple 
tools. This means that the content of redesign interventions differs from study to study. As 
we have seen in the description of care programs and care pathways, the effects of applying 
these tools can differ significantly and the mechanisms by which improvements are achieved 
differ from approach to approach and from tool to tool. One could argue that because most 
redesign studies use  more than one tool and also use more than one measure to evaluate 
the success of their efforts, a careful researcher could always find some improvement.  

The second observation is that each tool is expected to have an effect on its own, but can 
also interact with other tools to deliver a combined effect.  Again using the care pathway – 
care program example, we see that the combined use of care pathways and care programs 
enables organizations to deliver both standardized care and customized care. Some advocates 
of redesign propose that carefully balancing different tools can produce improvements that 
cannot be achieved by each tool individually. They argue that this synergy accounts for the 
superior performance of organizations that successfully apply  redesign [52, 74, 75]. 

These observations are some of the arguments why redesign is considered a ‘complex 
intervention’. Complex interventions are interventions that consist of several components. 
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Each of the components has an eff ect on its own, but together the components also have a 
combined eff ect [76]. These eff ects are not necessarily limited to one area of performance, 
but can occur at the same ti me in several areas of performance.  The introducti on of care 
pathways, for example, has the potenti al to make jobs more simple and repeti ti ve or turn 
them into jobs that require more thinking, planning and responsibility, which in turn might 
infl uence employees percepti ons of their working environment. Employees percepti ons of 
their working environment, in turn, has been shown to aff ect a wide range of outcomes of 
care processes [77-79]. 

In complex interventi ons, change is infl uenced by, dependent on, and in turn infl uences 
the context in which it is  studied [68, 80]. That is why complex interventi ons can result in 
diff erent outcomes, depending on the context in which they are applied. The importance 
of context in evaluati ng complex interventi ons has two major implicati ons for research [1]. 

· Evaluati ng complex interventi ons requires a clear descripti on of the context in which the 
research took place. In this thesis, the context in which the interventi on took place is 
described on two levels. Chapter 1 described the context in which this research took 
place from the wider policy level in The Netherlands. Chapter 3 will further describe this 
context on the insti tuti onal level (study setti  ng). 

· Second, in preparing for the evaluati on of a complex interventi on, researchers need to 
identi fy the mechanisms via which they expect that their interventi on is going to have an 
eff ect. 

The remainder of this chapter is aimed the mechanisms via which we expected the 
interventi ons in this research to have an eff ect. The schemati c overview of these mechanisms 
and their relati on is depicted in fi gure 3. 

figure 3: Conceptual framework
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The last section of this theoretical chapter is intended to clarify why we expect an effect of 
redesign on operational performance, organizational climate and ultimately, patient 
outcomes. We will do so by using  one of the three redesign approaches we mentioned 
earlier as an example. This approach is lean thinking. We chose lean thinking over Six Sigma 
because the overall goal of Six Sigma is to reduce variability in processes, something which 
we have seen is not appropriate for all types of problem solving, especially in mental 
healthcare. The advantage that made us chose Lean thinking over TOC is that lean thinking 
more actively involves professionals in the improvement efforts (see table 3), something we 
found very important given the setting and methodology of this applied research project 
(see chapter 3).

This last section has been published in 2009 as part of a paper on lean thinking in (mental) 
healthcare [56]. We developed our main intervention based on many of the insights gained 
in preparing for this paper (see chapter 3).  Since then, many studies and a number of 
interesting and sometimes critical reviews on redesign and especially lean thinking and six 
sigma have been published [67, 68, 81]. These new insights will be discussed in chapter 7 of 
this thesis (discussion). 

2.5. ConCePTual fraMeWorK: a ClarifiCaTion using lean ThinKing

Originally, lean thinking was developed as a production philosophy and quality systems, 
with elements of both craftsmanship and mass production. Lean thinking, with its emphasis 
on standardization, tries to eliminate inventory and improve processes.

Table 4: The evolution of lean thinking, adapted from [52]

Periods in the development of lean thinking

1980 – 1990 1990 – mid 1990’s Mid 1990’s – 1999 2000+

Focus on Production cell and 
line

Shop-floor Value stream Value system

Approach Highly prescriptive Highly prescriptive 
imitating lean 
organizations

Prescriptive, applying 
lean principles

Integrative, using 
different management 
instruments

Sector Automotive – vehicle 
assembly 

Automotive – vehicle 
and component 
assembly

Manufacturing in 
general – often 
focused on repetitive 
manufacturing

High and low volume 
manufacturing, 
extensions into service 
sectors

Typical activity 
in this phase

Application of JIT-
techniques, 5s, 
kanban

Emulation of 
successful lean 
organizations, training 
and promotion, TQM

Improving flow; 
process-based 
improvements 
collaboration in the 
supply chain 

Improving customer 
value to improve 
organizational 
alignment. Decrease 
variability. 
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Time between a customer requesti ng a service and then receiving that service is minimized. 
Various tools that together came to be known as lean producti on were fi rst pioneered at the 
Toyota Motor Company.  Starti ng from the 1970’s on, the approach, their success became 
noted by others in the automoti ve industry, and later on by the manufacturing and service 
sector, and eventually healthcare (table 4). 

2.5.1. value in lean thinking

One of the most important concepts in lean thinking is value. Value is defi ned as the 
capability to deliver exactly the (customized) product or service a customer wants, with 
minimal ti me between the moment the customer asks for that product or service, and the 
actual delivery at an appropriate price [82]. Some acti viti es in a process contribute directly 
to the creati on and delivery of a product or service (value adding ti me). Some acti viti es do 
not. These acti viti es are called ‘non value added acti viti es’, waste or its Japanese translati on 
‘Muda’. Of course waste needs to be removed and avoided. In healthcare value consists 
of a ‘bewildering array of value-concepts, refl ected in a plethora of quality measures and 
frameworks’ [66], where diff erent actors have diff erent views of  value [83]. Oft enti mes, 
improving value for one actor leads to a deteriorati on of value for another actor. The 
premise is that quality is an individual level concept (the doctor’s clinical value versus the 
manager’s operati onal value). Lean takes another point of view, that is also common in 
quality improvement [84]. Value is seen as a system property, which means that a system has 
an inherent, maximal value that is bounded by its design, rather than by the will, experience 
or atti  tude of its individual members. 

2.5.2. lean and operati onal performance

On an operati onal level, a number of tools are available to create value. These tools include 
visual management, error proofi ng, value stream mapping, and 5s [59]. Applicati on of 
these instruments is reasonably straightf orward and is discussed in many papers on lean 
thinking [e.g. 72, 73, 85]. Most healthcare organizati ons that start with lean thinking, start 
with the implementati on of one or several of these tools. Next to improvements in the 
way that care processes are organized, these organizati ons also reported improvements in 
outcomes, like reduced complicati ons and infecti ons [86] or reduced mortality [87]. Using 
such a ‘tool based’ approach might be suitable in some organizati ons, where there is a clear 
delimited problem, but a well-known consequence of improving a single process is that 
problems shift  to adjacent processes. That is why lean emphasizes a systemic, holisti c view 
of process improvement. Applicati on of lean thinking may initi ally focus on improving a 
single process, but needs to rapidly diff use to the total value system, lest problems are not 
solved completely and start to occur elsewhere. 
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Improvements in operational performance are mainly achieved by standardizing processes, 
which reduces variation in that same process. Variation is the degree of difference in 
the same process when repeated. We discussed earlier that some degree of variation is 
needed because of differences in preferences of patients, or higher degrees of uncertainty 
regarding a patient’s condition. This type of variation is also known as natural variation. 
Artificial variability on the other hand, is related to controllable factors in the design and 
management of a (health delivery) system [88, 89]. Counter-intuitively, artificial variability 
(how we have designed our system) may have a greater effect on operational performance 
than natural variability. McManus et al [90], for example found that the number scheduled 
admissions (artificial variability) had a greater impact on overcrowding on an intensive care 
unit than the number of unscheduled admissions (natural variability). 

2.5.3. lean and organizational climate

Lean interventions have the potential to make jobs more simple and repetitive, or turn them 
into jobs that require more thinking, planning and responsibility. These changes affect those 
who execute these processes (making jobs too simple or repetitive for example, may lead 
to resistance and anxiety). Sociotechnical systems theory studies these interactions and 
between social (human behavioral) and technical elements [91]. 

The emphasis on lean as an operational, process-oriented concept, has directed attention 
away from these sociotechnical aspects. These aspects have been described as early as 
1977 [92], but only recently has this ‘respect-for-humans-system’ received much scholarly 
attention. A report on a study that tries to improve flow in several wards serves as an 
example. Operational improvements are reported in detail: ‘the number of outliers (patients 
in wards that are not specifically suited for the treatment of their condition) has halved, 
patient turnover has increased 20 per cent, with the median length of stay reduced by one 
day. Sociotechnical aspects of this implementation are only cursory reported: ‘At the same 
time, there has been greatly improved opportunity for team work, better communication 
between specialists and the development of the nurse team skill-base appropriate to the 
condition’ [72].  

The lack of detailed attention for this aspect of lean implementation, has not prevented 
explicit criticism on the sociotechnical influence of lean thinking. Much of this criticism has 
centered on the question how a technical system that explicitly promotes standardized 
repetitive work can still be attractive and motivating to workers. A common opinion is that 
although lean organizations have some practices that seek to promote well-being (e.g. 
extensive training, internal promotion and pay for performance systems), ‘respect’ for 
humans is only a pleasant by-product next to higher productivity and quality [93]. However, 
evidence for either side of this discussion is, according to some authors, ‘largely anecdotal’ 
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and ‘speculati ve’. [94]. Rather than suggesti ng a simple cause-eff ect relati onship (‘lean leads 
to bett er work conditi ons’ versus ‘lean deteriorates working conditi ons’), socio-technical 
systems theory tries to explain which factors mediate these eff ects and how [94, 95], much 
as in the evaluati on of complex interventi ons. 

2.5.4. lean and improved outcomes

Both operati onal and sociotechnical improvements have shown to be related to bett er 
outcomes. Some authors argue that the applicati on of lean can produce improvements in 
outcomes that cannot be achieved by operati onal or sociotechnical improvements alone, 
so called cumulati ve capabiliti es [75]. At the moment, this is only parti ally supported by 
the current evidence base on the applicati on of lean thinking in healthcare. At present, 
most papers report on operati onal improvements[66-68]. Less frequently, papers report on 
bett er outcomes, like health adjusted mortality [87], some report on general terms about 
sociotechnical improvements [96]. None however, has clearly reported on all these aspects 
together, let alone on cumulati ve capabiliti es. 
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3.1. inTroduCTion 

The chapters of this thesis are structured following the steps in the framework for the 
evaluati on of complex interventi ons [1, 2]. The fi rst step in that framework is to provide 
informati on on the context  and research problem of this research (chapter 1). The second 
step consists of identi fying theory that describes the mechanisms that infl uence the research 
problem. This informati on was provided in chapter 2. Based on this theory, researchers 
should then develop an opti mal interventi on to answer the research problem in the given 
context, and an opti mal way of evaluati ng the eff ect of that interventi on. 

These two topics are described in this chapter and resulted in a research design that consists 
of three separate studies that together evaluate the ‘complex interventi on’ redesign. Each 
of these studies investi gates part of the conceptual model and in this way contribute to 
answering our overall research questi on. In the fi rst part of this chapter, we will describe 
this research design and each of the studies in more detail (our ‘opti mal interventi on’). 
The second part describes the setti  ng in which this research took place. The fi nal part of 
this chapter describes the data sources we used and how we used them to evaluate our 
conceptual framework (the ‘opti mal evaluati on’).

3.2. develoPing an oPTiMal inTervenTion: researCh design

The main purpose of this research is to gather a bett er understanding of how redesign 
impacts multi ple areas of performance. These multi ple areas of performance were defi ned 
in chapter 2: operati onal performance, organizati onal climate and outcomes. Figure 1 
recaptures the conceptual framework that presented these three areas and their relati on 
to each other. First the applicati on of redesign is expected to change organizati onal climate 
at a unit at which it is applied. Second, the applicati on of redesign is expected to change 
operati onal performance. In turn, operati onal performance and organizati onal climate are 
both expected to infl uence the outcomes of the unit or organizati on in which redesign is 
applied.

In this thesis, we chose health operati ons management, more specifi cally redesign as the 
starti ng point for our research. In our conceptual framework, three of the four relati ons 
are related to health operati ons management. The fourth relati on (between organizati onal 
climate and outcomes) is studied in other academic fi elds and disciplines, most notably 
organizati onal psychology and organizati onal behaviour. Given the already quite extensive 
scope of this thesis, we chose to limit the empirical part of our research to the three ‘HOM 
relati ons’ in our conceptual framework and excluded the fourth relati on. A second reason 
for dropping research into the relati on between organizati onal climate and outcomes was 
that an initi al cursory search of the literature on this fourth relati on revealed there was 
already a quite extensive body of literature on the relati on between (bett er) organizati onal 
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climates and (better) outcomes [3, 4]. This meant that our choice for an exploratory research 
design would be insufficient to add onto this existing knowledge base. Finally, many research 
papers  into organizational psychology and organizational behaviour employs use data that 
is gathered in a large group of employees, most of the times in multiple organizations, 
something for which we lacked the resources in this thesis. 

figure 1: Studies in this research and their relation with the conceptual framework

 

Patient 
outcomes 

Organizational Climate 

Application of redesign 
 

Operational 
performance

Study 3 
(Chapter 6)

Study 2 
(Chapters 5) 

Study 1  
hapter 4(C )

In this thesis, we chose health operations management, more specifically redesign as the 
starting point for our research. In our conceptual framework, three of the four relations 
are related to health operations management. The fourth relation (between organizational 
climate and outcomes) is studied in other academic fields and disciplines, most notably 
organizational psychology and organizational behaviour. Given the already quite extensive 
scope of this thesis, we chose to limit the empirical part of our research to the three ‘HOM 
relations’ in our conceptual framework and excluded the fourth relation. A second reason 
for dropping research into the relation between organizational climate and outcomes was 
that an initial cursory search of the literature on this fourth relation revealed there was 
already a quite extensive body of literature on the relation between (better) organizational 
climates and (better) outcomes [3, 4]. This meant that our choice for an exploratory research 
design would be insufficient to add onto this existing knowledge base. Finally, many research 
papers  into organizational psychology and organizational behaviour employs use data that 
is gathered in a large group of employees, most of the times in multiple organizations, 
something for which we lacked the resources in this thesis. 
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Each of the three remaining relati ons was studied in an separate study. We chose to separately 
investi gate each relati on, because organizati onal climate, operati onal performance and 
outcomes are concepts  that are all measured in a diff erent way and on a diff erent level. 
Organizati onal climate is measured at the employee and team level, usually using surveys 
[5]. Operati onal performance is usually measured at the level of care processes and in 
many instances is studied using a case study design [6]. Outcomes are usually measured 
at the pati ent level, and are studied using various designs that vary from case studies to 
full Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT) [7, 8]. Since this thesis studies all three of these 
relati ons, we had to use various designs and methods. The designs and methods used in the 
individual studies are all described in the following chapters. In this chapter, we will limit 
ourselves to a general introducti on of each of the individual studies and describing the main 
redesign interventi on that was used in two of these three studies.  

3.2.1. study 1: process characteristi cs study

In our fi rst empirical study, we used the normal variati on that is inherent to healthcare 
delivery to investi gate the associati on between well-organized care processes and 
clinical outcomes on the pati ent level. Due to chance, there will be diff erences between 
the treatment trajectories of similar pati ents, even though they are treated in the same 
organizati on and receive treatment during the same period of ti me. This will result in a 
situati on where some pati ents will have received a (slightly) less organized care process, 
while similar pati ents will have received a bett er organized care process.  If there is a relati on 
between well-organized care processes and outcomes, the pati ents who receive care in 
a more well-organized way will have a bett er chance of improvement than pati ents that 
receive care in a less well-organized way. 

3.2.2. study 2: redesign study

Our second study was aimed at investi gati ng the relati on between the applicati on of 
redesign and operati onal performance at the level of the interventi on site. Since the 
applicati on of health operati ons concepts in mental healthcare is limited, the goal of this 
study was to describe how these concepts were applied, next to analyzing the eff ect of 
applying these concepts. This goal can best be met with a case study design. However, such 
designs are considered weak, because of the impossibility to detect and correct for changes 
that are not caused by the interventi on on the one hand and the occurrence of a possible 
Hawthorne eff ect on the other hand [8]. These biases were addressed by using a ti me-series 
design, which makes it possible to assess if an acti on at the interventi on group was followed 
by changes in performance shortly aft er this acti on was taken. A ti me-series design also 
enables the researcher to identi fy and correct for trends in performance that were already 
occurring, even without the interventi on.  
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3.2.3. study 3: organizational climate study

The third and last empirical study of this thesis was conducted to answer research question 
three. This study was aimed at measuring employees’ perceptions.  We used a controlled 
before-after design to study whether organizational climate at the intervention site changed 
over the course of the intervention period. We also collected data at a comparison site, 
where no redesign intervention took place. This enabled us to see if the organizational 
climate at the intervention unit showed a different development from the organizational 
climate at the comparison site. 

3.2.4. Main intervention

Studies 2 and 3 study the effect of a redesign intervention. In chapter 1, redesign was defined 
as the implementation of different types of multifaceted organizational interventions that 
lead towards a more process-oriented organization of care, by removing unnecessary steps 
and potential for errors. A process based organization of care means that organizations try 
to minimize the time it takes to complete a process, by removing steps that impede the 
uninterrupted flow of patients through a system and steps that are prone to errors.  

Defining redesign in the way we did, leaves much room to combine and include different 
elements under the same overarching concept. On the one hand, this was in line with the 
body of scientific literature at the start of this research project, in which redesign was used 
to cover a wide degree of interventions and actions [9]. On the other hand, it also offered 
us the possibility to define redesign  in such a way that various tools (such as care programs, 
care pathways and elements of lean thinking) could be included. Defining redesign in the 
way we did also had some disadvantages, including a limited possibility to generalize our 
findings to other settings and organizations. These are discussed in more detail in chapter 7.   

In this research,  our aim was to investigate the impact of the complex intervention redesign 
on multiple areas of performance. Our main redesign intervention therefore should be 
designed to maximize the possibility of observing a possible effect on both organizational 
climate and operational performance at the intervention site. An important reason for the 
intervention site to participate in this research, was that they wanted to solve some of the 
problems they experienced in the timely delivery of services. From that point of view, our 
intervention also needed to address the issues of waiting time reduction and improvements 
of throughput times. The unit already had a long history of working with care programs, 
had some experience with care pathways and wanted this intervention to build on this 
existing knowledge and experience. The intervention unit only had limited experience with 
other redesign tools and approaches, something we have seen is not uncommon in mental 
healthcare.  For these reasons, the main intervention should include care programs and 
care pathways, but should also be designed in such a way that other redesign tools could be 
used, should the situation require so.  
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For these reasons, we chose to model our main interventi on according to the breakthrough 
model. The breakthrough method is developed by the American Insti tute for Healthcare 
Improvement (IHI), to help healthcare organizati ons achieve “breakthrough” improvements 
in situati ons where there is a gap between what we know and what we do [10]. Up to  2003, 
the IHI had sponsored over 50 Breakthrough Collaborati ves  involving over 2000 teams from 
1000 healthcare organizati ons focussing on topics ranging from cesarian rate reducti on, 
asthma care improvement to reducing delays and waiti ng ti mes [10].  In the Netherlands, 
the method has been used as well, mainly under coordinati on of the CBO [11]. One of the 
most recent examples of a breakthrough project was the project  ‘Versnelling in de Jeugd 
GGZ’ (‘Accelerati on in children and adolescent mental healthcare’), a collaborati ve aimed at 
improving child and adolescent psychiatric care from a logisti cs point of view [12]. 

In a breakthrough project, teams are brought together for a short period of ti me (typically 
6 to 15 months) and try to achieve improvement in a focused area. The steps that are taken 
during such a breakthrough project are detailed in fi gure 2. Part of these steps are aimed at 
the preparati on of the breakthrough project, but two steps are criti cally important during 
the period that the breakthrough project is actually conducted: organizing learning sessions 
and acti on periods. Learning sessions are face-to-face meeti ngs between the improvement 
team and experts. In this project, the goal of learning sessions was to present  and discuss 
process improvement methods, for which literature has demonstrated potenti al benefi t 
with regard to ti mely delivery of services. Aft er the fi rst learning session, these meeti ngs 
could also be used to adjust the interventi ons to bett er fi t the specifi c requirements of the 
unit. The process improvement methods that were eventually chosen at a learning session, 
were implemented during an acti on period: the ti me between two learning sessions. 

figure 2: Elements of a breakthrough project [10]
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It is important to note that the breakthrough project in this research was internally led by 
the management of the unit at which it was conducted, since there are indications that 
internally led breakthrough projects produce different results than externally led projects 
[13]. The participants in the breakthrough were chosen by the management of the unit and 
included representatives of all the teams of the unit. These representatives participated in 
the learning sessions and led the implementation of interventions during the action period. 

The project started in September 2009 and ended in September 2010.  Eventually it 
consisted of three learning sessions, and two action periods. Every improvement activity 
was conducted by professionals and other employees working at the intervention site. To 
ensure that process improvement methods were implemented in a way that is consistent 
with literature, team members were encouraged work closely together with the author who 
acted as an implementation advisor during the breakthrough project. Activities conducted 
by the implementation advisor among others included chairing the learning sessions, 
having regular meetings with the individual improvement teams and aiding work groups 
in the process of  developing and implementing care pathways. A final activity in which 
the implementation advisor was involved were monthly meetings with the medical and 
business manager of the unit. 

For some individual improvement efforts, additional support was provided by (master) 
students, who executed their research theses at CA [14, 15]. What tools, approaches and 
methods were eventually used is discussed as part of our redesign study, which is described 
in chapter 5. 

3.3. sTudy seTTing

The main intervention / redesign project took place at GGzE center for children and 
adolescent psychiatry (CA), a unit which we already mentioned briefly in the first chapter. In 
the following sections, we will provide additional information about this unit. 

In the organizational climate study, perceptions from the employees’ at CA were compared 
with perceptions from the employees of another unit (Mondriaan, division for children- and 
adolescent mental healthcare, Mondriaan CA). Before we can compare the perceptions of 
employees at these units, we first have to determine that these two units were comparable 
in the first place. Data from Mondriaan CA was also used in the process characteristics study. 
The two following sections further introduce these two settings.
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3.3.1. ggze center for Children- and adolescent mental healthcare

GGzE center for children- and adolescent mental healthcare is part of GGzE. GGzE is a mental 
healthcare services provider that is based in and around Eindhoven, in the south-east of The 
Netherlands. GGzE center for children and adolescent mental healthcare employed around 
180 FTE (Full Time Equivalent) in 2009 and 2010. The annual turnover was about € 15 million 
in 2009 and €18 million in 2010. GGzE employs dual management. This means that the 
unit is headed by a medical manager and a general manager and that teams are headed by 
assistant general managers and assistant medical managers (called ‘program coordinators’). 
Together, they are responsible for several inpati ent and outpati ent clinics. 

During the period in which this research was conducted, there were three separate inpati ent 
clinics: a crisis unit (‘De Wederik’), a youth forensic clinic(‘De Catamaran’) and a clinic for 
psychiatric family treatment (‘KPG’). Outpati ent care was provided by two generalist teams 
(12+ and 12-) and multi ple specialist teams that are either specialized in treati ng pati ents 
with a specifi c disorder (e.g. eati ng disorders, traumati zati on) or with a specifi c treatment 
(e.g. FFT). 

3.3.2. Mondriaan, division for children- and adolescent mental healthcare

The second unit in this research is Mondriaan division for children and adolescent mental 
healthcare. Mondriaan is a mental healthcare provider in the province of Limburg, in the 
south of The Netherlands. The division for children and adolescent mental healthcare is 
slightly larger than GGzE center for children and adolescent mental healthcare. It employed 
about 200 FTE in 2009 and 220 FTE in 2010.  The annual turnover was about €17.5 million in 
2009 and about 17 million in 2010. The division is headed by a director and a management 
team that consists of managers and psychiatrists.

Care is provided in general outpati ent teams as well as in several specialist outpati ent teams, 
a situati on that bears many similariti es with the situati on at GGzE center for children and 
adolescent psychiatry. Another similarity is that Mondriaan also off ers outpati ent (FFT) and 
inpati ent faciliti es for orthopsychiatry. Mondriaan as well as GGzE act as teaching hospitals 
for psychiatrists and other professional educati ons. Finally, care programs at Mondriaan as 
well as GGzE disti nguish similar target populati ons, including (but not limited to) a large 
group of pati ents with auti sm spectrum disorders and AD(H)D.   

Based on the similariti es in organizati onal structure and the kind of services provided, we 
considered Mondriaan CA to be a good comparison site for the organizati onal climate study. 
Because the target populati on of Mondriaan and GGzE overlap to a large degree, we also 
saw fi t to use the data from both sites in the process characteristi cs study.  
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3.4. develoPing The oPTiMal evaluaTion: daTa sourCes, ColleCTion 
and -analysis

In the last secti ons of this methodological chapter, we discuss which data we collected to 
evaluate our three empirical studies. How we ulti mately analyzed this data is described in the 
individual studies, but the general data collecti on procedure and preliminary analyses are 
described here. Before we describe each of our three data sources (documents, treatment 
registrati on data and organizati onal climate data) in detail, table 1 presents an overview of 
which data was collected for which study during which period of ti me.

3.4.1. documents

The fi rst data source that we used in this research were documents. These documents 
included minutes of meeti ngs, mails, policy documents, presentati ons, research theses, 
and (fi nancial) management informati on of the interventi on site. They were collected by 
the author. The main purpose of collecti ng these documents was to establish a ti meline of 
relevant acti ons that were taken at the interventi on site before and during the interventi on 
period. 

Over the course of 2008-2010, we collected 151 documents. These documents were read 
and open coding was used to arrange interventi ons with a similar background into related 
groups. For example: the interventi on unit implemented multi ple pathways over the 
course of the interventi on period. The documents on this topic were coded into the group 
‘implementati on of care pathways’. Examples of other groups are ‘implementati on of new 
electronic pati ent fi le’, ‘redesign administrati ve processes’, ‘development of management 
informati on’ and ‘reducing backlog’. 

The second step in the analysis of these documents was the constructi on of the actual 
ti meline. To this end, we created a monthly overview of all the acti ons that were taken, 
along with a descripti on of that acti on and the source(document) on which we based our 
descripti on.  This log fi le / ti meline was used in the redesign study. 

3.4.2. Treatment data

Our second data source was (anonymous) DRG treatment data. DRG is the acronym for 
Diagnosis Related Groups (or ‘Diagnose Behandel Combinati es’, DBC in Dutch). Since 2006, 
every mental healthcare organizati on is obliged to register this data using standardized 
rules [16, e.g. 17] and deliver them to a nati onal database using a standardized format 
[e.g. 18]. We collected these data-fi les over the period January 2008 – January 2012 for 
both our sites. Before we could use the data in our studies, four pre-processing steps 
were needed (fi gure 3). These steps were based on (and described in more detail in [14]).
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figure 3: Pre-processing of treatment data for the different studies, see also L Van der Zanden [14]

DRG files GGzE DRG files Mondriaan 

MS Access Database 

Magnaview 

Step 4: Export to 
SPSS for final 

analysis Process characteristics  study Redesign study 

Step 1: Construct  
+ import in Access 

Step 2: Export to 
Magnaview 

Step 3: 
Calculations 

The first step was to create a MS Access database containing all data from both the 
intervention- and the control site. This resulted in a database that contained several 
millions of records, far more information than needed. This was because the datafiles did 
not only contain the treatments for children and adolescent care, but all treatments at both 
Mondriaan and GGzE. 

The second step was to create a query that separates treatments for children and adolescents 
from all other treatments. The result was a new data-file that was exported to Magnaview 
Designer. Magnaview Designer is a program for data-analysis and data-visualization that can 
be used to perform calculations on large datasets. 

At the start of this third pre-processing step, our data-file consisted of 878,617 lines. Each 
line holds all the information on a treatment-contact (for example: all information on the 
first intake contact for a particular patient). Magnaview was used to aggregate this data to 
the patient level (e.g. to calculate the amount of time spent on diagnostics per patient). The 
definitions for all these calculations are detailed in the methods section of the individual 
studies. 

In the fourth and final step, we determined which patients met the inclusion- and exclusion 
criteria of the individual studies. The data of this patients was exported to SPSS, where the 
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fi nal analyses and stati sti cal tests were conducted. This data was used in two of the three 
studies (process characteristi cs study, redesign study). 

3.4.3. organizati onal climate data

Organizati onal climate was measured before and aft er the interventi on period at both 
the interventi on and control site. The questi onnaire that we used was the Organizati onal 
Climate Measure (OCM). The OCM is a questi onnaire that is developed by researchers from 
the United Kingdom and Australia [19]. It is based on the Competi ng Values Framework, a 
framework that has been widely used in organizati onal culture and organizati onal climate 
research for more than 40 years.  First, the researchers defi ned the scales which they felt 
adequately represented each of the four models in the Competi ng Values Framework. For 
each scale, about 10 items per scale were generated for the initi al draft  of the questi onnaire. 
Aft er multi ple rounds of piloti ng, scale refi nement and psychometric analysis, 82 items 
remained in the fi nal questi onnaire (see table 2 below and [19]). More informati on about 
the OCM and how it was used in this research is given in chapter 6.  

Table 2: OCM; quadrants and scales

domain/Quadrant scales number of items

Human Relati ons Model Employee Welfare 4

Autonomy 5

Involvement 6

Emphasis on training 4

Integrati on 5

Supervisory Support 5

Open Systems Model Innovati on 6

Outward Focus 5

Refl exivity 5

Rati onal Goal Mode Clarity of organizati onal goals 5

Eff ort 5

Effi  ciency 4

Quality 4

Pressure to produce 5

Performance feedback 5

Internal Process Model Formalizati on 5

Traditi on 4
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4.1. aBsTraCT

Background  |  Redesign is increasingly being used in mental health care to achieve 
simultaneous improvement in critical areas of performance. Studies report improvements in 
multiple areas. Timely delivery of services receives the most attention. Few papers report on 
the relation between redesign, or the resulting well-organized care processes, and patient 
outcomes. In the mental healthcare sector, such studies are virtually absent. This study tries 
to fill this gap in the literature. As a predecessor to an actual redesign intervention, we 
analyzed the association between well-organized care processes and the effect on patient 
outcomes. A retrospective design was used to analyze treatment-data from two Children 
and Adolescent Mental Health Care providers. We measured how well treatments were 
organized, analyzed patients’ clinical status over the course of their treatment and conducted 
a logistic regression analysis to examine the relationship between improved outcomes and 
well-organized care processes. 

results | The model was able to distinguish between patients who improved their global 
functioning over the course of treatment and patients who did not. Four variables were 
associated with these better outcomes. Two were confounders (age at the start of treatment 
and global functioning at the start of treatment). The two other variables were treatment 
duration and the order in which diagnostics and treatment are offered. The other variables 
did not predict better outcomes. 

Conclusions | This research has two major findings. It shows that redesign efforts in mental 
health care not only influence processes from a health operations management point of view, 
they also influence patient outcomes. Our research also shows that the actual contribution 
of well-organized care processes seems relatively small, especially when compared to the 
effect of the global functioning at the start of the treatment.

According to this research, professionals and managers should focus their redesign efforts 
in mental health care on two areas: ensuring that patients receive ample diagnostics before 
the start of their treatment, and finding ways to better organize the care process, whilst not 
limiting overall treatment duration. Our research also highlights several variables (including 
intensity and variability of treatment), that can safely be targeted in redesign efforts, without 
influencing patient outcomes. 

Key words | Child and Adolescent Mental Health Care; Health Operations Management; 
Business Process Redesign; Total Quality Management ; Outcome assessment (health care); 
Lean thinking; Quality Improvement
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4.2. BaCKground

Over the last decade, it has become clear that there are severe defi ciencies in the delivery of 
(mental) healthcare services, despite the best eff orts of professionals to the contrary [1, 2]. 
As a result, many believe that simultaneous improvements in criti cal areas of performance, 
such as cost, quality and speed are needed. ‘Redesign’ is one of the approaches that is 
being used to achieve some of these improvements. In redesign, one implements 
multi faceted organizati onal interventi ons that lead towards a more process-oriented 
organizati on of  care, by removing unnecessary steps and potenti al for errors [3, 4]. These 
multi faceted organizati onal interventi ons usually consist of implementi ng one or more 
process improvement tools (operati onal improvements) accompanied by eff orts to educate 
and acti vate the workforce, leadership support and other types of inter-unit coordinati on 
(sociotechnical improvements) [5]. 

The eff ects of redesign eff orts are usually reported along two lines: improvements in the 
ti mely delivery of services and bett er pati ent outcomes.  Studies on improvements in ti mely 
delivery of services are the most numerous [e.g. 6, 7, 8] and have also been conducted 
in mental healthcare. Between 2008 – 2011, for example, a group of Dutch children and 
adolescents mental health services (CAMHS) providers conducted a redesign project aimed 
at improving ti mely delivery of services. The process improvement methods that were 
used in this project included care pathways [9] and advanced access planning [10]. The 
implementati on of these tools was accompanied by an educati onal eff ort in several nati onal 
meeti ngs were teams where trained how to apply the process improvement tools in their 
specifi c situati on. Aft er this project, teams reported signifi cant improvements in the ti mely 
delivery of services, most notably a reducti on of waiti ng ti mes [11]. Based on this and other 
examples, consensus seems to emerge that redesign can help improve ti mely delivery of 
services, notwithstanding the fact that publicati on bias, relati vely weak study designs and 
other issues need to be addressed before this claim can be fully substanti ated [3, 12, 13].  

One of these issues is low number of papers that address the claim that redesign might have 
an eff ect on (improved) pati ent outcomes. Unti l now, the eff ect of redesign on improved 
outcomes comes largely from case studies. Fillingham [14] for example, reports a reducti on 
of 36% in mortality in an acute care setti  ng aft er redesigning care processes. Other redesign 
studies substanti ate their claims about improved outcomes using measures as diverse as 
the % of call-lights on wards [15] or a decrease in the % of people who left  the emergency 
treatment before receiving treatment (‘did not waits’) [8]. The few studies in this area, as 
well as the wide range of measures used, means that our knowledge on this relati on is 
limited.  There are at least two reasons why this is even more true for the mental healthcare 
sector. First, no redesign-studies that report improved outcomes have (to our knowledge) 
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been conducted in the mental healthcare sector. Second, the measures that have been 
used in the studies outside the mental healthcare sector and that we mentioned before are 
not very relevant in the delivery of mental healthcare services (mortality in an emergency 
department or the % of call lights on wards). Overall, this means that at this point in time, 
we do not know if improved outcomes can be expected as a result of redesign efforts in the 
mental healthcare sector.

This study tries to fill part of this gap in the literature. As a predecessor to an actual redesign 
project, we decided to conduct a study on the relation between care processes that we 
consider ‘well-organized’ and the chance of improved outcomes in patients. We use well-
organized care processes as a proxy for redesign, because generally, redesign is considered 
effective when redesigned processes can be executed in less time, over a shorter period of 
time, with fewer people involved and with less service variation between patients [16, 17]. At 
the units that participated in this research, some patients experienced a treatment process 
without many delays, which was executed in less time than their peers, over a shorter period 
of time and with fewer people involved. After a (successful) redesign project at these units, 
more patients would receive such well-organized treatment. Our general hypothesis was 
that patients with a well-organized care process (which we will define further on), would 
have an increased chance of improvement over patients that received care in a less well-
organized way. The results from this study were used during an actual redesign project in 
CAMHS, but also offer valuable insights for other redesign efforts in CAMHS and the mental 
healthcare sector in general. 

4.3. MeThods

4.3.1. study design and data sources

In this study we used a retrospective design to analyze treatment-data from two Dutch CAMHS 
providers. The data for this study came from (anonymous) data files that these two units are 
legally obliged to submit to a national database, as part of the DRG-based payment system 
in The Netherlands (DRG = Diagnosis Related Groups or ‘Diagnose BehandelCombinaties’ in 
Dutch). This data was used to measure both the independent and dependent variable(s). 
we first measured how well each treatment at these units was organized (independent 
variables). Second, we measured if patients improved over the course of their treatment 
(dependent variable). Third, we conducted a logistic regression analysis to examine the 
relationship between improved outcomes and well-organized care processes. 

The two units that agreed to participate in this research were roughly similar in size (each 
employed about 200 FTE), turnover, the range of services (inpatient and outpatient services) 
and catchment area. Each was part of a larger regional mental healthcare provider. Both 
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these providers were situated in the south of The Netherlands. In their respecti ve regions, 
each was the largest provider of specialized children and adolescent mental healthcare 
services.  

4.3.2. data collecti on

From the data fi les, we extracted all treatments that were fi nished at the two units during 
the period January 2008 – September 2009. In September 2009, a redesign project started 
at one of the two parti cipati ng units. We only used data from pati ents for which treatment 
ended before the start of the redesign project. Our initi al sample included 2324 pati ents, 
whose treatment ended between 1 January 2008 and 1 September 2009. Additi onal in- 
and exclusion criteria were formulated. Only pati ents that met these criteria were used for 
further analysis (fi gure 1). Our fi nal sample consisted of 1285 pati ents.  

figure 1: in- and exclusion criteria for this study 
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independent variables: well-organized care processes
We formulated 9 variables that together measure how well a care process is organized 
(table 1). 

Table 1: Definitions of independent variables

variable definition

Admission waiting time The number of days between the date of referral and the date of a patients’ first 
contact. Patients that waited longer than 182 days were excluded, in line with 
literature [18, 19].

Treatment duration The differences in days between the first and the last contact of a patient.

Treatment sequence Treatment in (mental) healthcare consists of (re-occurring) phases after the 
admission waiting time (a diagnostics phase and a treatment phase [20]. This 
variable measures the sequence in which patients received diagnostics and 
treatment (e.g. ‘first diagnostics, then treatment’, or ‘no diagnostics, just 
treatment’). 

Diagnostic time The amount of time that professionals have spent on diagnostic related activities. 
Diagnostic time is calculated in hours (per treatment).

Treatment time The amount of time that professionals have spent on treatment related activities. 
Treatment time is calculated in hours (per treatment). 

Diagnostic days The number of days on which a professional has registered a diagnostic related 
activity. 

Treatment days The number of days on which a professional has registered a treatment related 
activity. 

Intensity The number of unique (diagnostic and treatment) days divided by treatment 
duration. This resulted in a value between almost 0 (e.g. two treatment contacts 
with a very long time between them) and 1 (the patient receives treatment every 
day).

Coefficient of Variation (CV) 
of the treatment interval

The coefficient of variation (CV) is a measure of variability and is calculated by 
dividing the standard deviation of the time between appointments by the mean 
of the time between appointments [21].

These variables describe process characteristics that are typically targeted for improvement 
in redesign efforts, from the moment of referral for specialist mental health care until the 
last contact in that treatment (figure 2).

There are a large number of clinical variables that are associated with better outcomes [22, 
23]. These variables potentially act as confounder in our model. We chose to include five of 
these (potential) confounders in the model: unit, psychiatric diagnosis, global functioning 
at the start of treatment, sex and age. This choice was largely dictated by the (anonymous) 
nature of our database, which meant that we could not collect data on other relevant clinical 
variables (e.g. if patients are from one or two parent families or socio-economic status). 
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figure 2: Variables used in the process characteristi cs study

dependent variable: global functi oning
Global functi oning is used as the dependent, outcome measure in this research. Global 
functi oning is measured using the Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS). The scale 
which is presented and described in Schaff er et al. [24] is a numeric scale (1 through 100), 
that is scored by a professional. It is widely used in mental healthcare services research and 
clinical practi ce. In our data-fi les, scores are divided in deciles, ranging from 1-10 (‘Needs 
constant supervision (24-hour day care) due to severely aggressive or self-destructi ve 
behavior (…)’ to 91-100 (‘Superior functi oning in all areas (...); involved in a wide range of 
acti viti es and has many interests (…). A higher score thus indicates bett er functi oning. 

4.4. sTaTisTiCal analysis

Logisti c regression analysis was used to examine the relati onship between improved 
functi oning as the (dichotomized) dependent variable and the independent variables 
(including the confounders). A robust logisti c regression requires a suffi  cient sample size 
and a lack of multi collinearity [25]. Analysis might be problemati c if there is a large number 
of predictors in the model, especially if there are categorical predictors with limited cases in 
each category. In our model, we expected psychiatric diagnosis to be a (categorical) predictor 
with many categories, some with a limited number of cases. We decided that we would drop 
psychiatric diagnoses that accounted for less than 5% of the total cases in the model. 

We evaluated the impact of outliers and infl uenti al cases on the model by excluding these 
cases (cases with Cook’s Distance > 1.0 or Standardized Residuals > 2.5) and rerunning the 
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analysis. We would interpret the first model (including outliers and influential cases) if the 
accuracy of rate of the revised model was less than 2 points more accurate. Otherwise we 
would use the revised model (excluding outliers and influential cases). Significance levels for 
variables in the regression model were set at .05

4.5. resulTs

Our final dataset contained information about 1285 cases. Preliminary analysis on all these 
cases indicated that there was no violation of the assumption of multicollinearity.  The 
psychiatric diagnoses (according to DSM-IV) of these 1285 cases are given in table 2. 

Table 2: Psychiatric diagnoses in the final sample of this study

Psychiatric diagnosis n = Percentage of total n

Pervasive developmental disorders 411 32.0%

Attention Deficit and disruptive behavior disorders 354 27.5%

Other disorders of infancy, childhood of adolescence 140 10.9%

Additional Codes 126 9.8%

Adjustment disorders 73 5.7%

Anxiety disorders 69 5.4%

8 categories, together fewer than 4% of the total cases† 112 8.7%

Total 1285 100%

† These categories include e.g. substance related disorders (11 cases), Mood disorders (40 cases), Schizophrenia 
and other psychotic disorder (4 cases) and Personality disorders (1 case). 

There were 8 diagnostic categories that together accounted for fewer than 5% of the total 
cases in each category. These categories were excluded from further analysis, because they 
lacked sufficient sample size for logistic regression. The frequencies of the ordinal variables 
in our model, for the remaining 1173 cases are presented in table 3. 
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Table 3: Descripti ve stati sti cs of the ordinal variables in our model (n = 1173)

n = Percentage of total n

Unit

Unit 1 664 56.6%

Unit 2 509 43.4%

Sex

Male 823 70.2%

Female 350 29.8%

Treatment sequence

Diagnosti cs, then treatment 605 51.6%

Treatment, then diagnosti cs 191 16.3%

Treatment and diagnosti cs started at same ti me 18 1.5%

Only treatment, no diagnosti cs 359 30.6%

Global Functi oning at start of treatment

21-30  (more serious problems ) 4 0.3%

31-40 313 26.7%

41-50 427 36.4%

51-60 342 29.2%

61-70 85 7.2%

71-80 (less serious problems) 2 0.2%

Outcome (CGAS end – CGAS start) †

Deteriorati on * 39 3.3%

Same score * 900 76,7%

Improvement 234 19.9%

† There was one missing value at unit 1 for global functi oning at the start of treatment. 
* Our dependent variable was dichotomous. ‘Deteriorati on’ and ‘same score’ therefore were combined to ‘no 
improvement’

Mean, Standard Deviati on (SD) and median for the conti nuous variables in our model are 
reported in table 4. 

Data for the admission waiti ng ti mes for some pati ents was unavailable, because these 
pati ents waited longer than 182 days. For a logisti c regression analysis, all variables in the 
model have to be known. This means that the fi rst logisti c regression model was able to use 
the 812 cases for which all variables were known. This model, including infl uenti al cases 
and outliers was able to predict 81.3% of the cases correctly. 17 cases were identi fi ed as 
either an infl uenti al case (standardized residuals >3.0) or an outlier (Cooks Distance > 1.0) 
or both. We reran our analysis excluding these cases (n=795). This revised model was able 
to predict 84.0% of the cases correctly. Because this model had a predicti on rate that was 
more than 2% bett er than the preliminary model (2.7%) we used the revised model in our 
further analyses. 
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Table 4: Characteristics of the continuous variables in our dataset 

n= Mean sd Median

Age 1173 11.9 years 4.3 years 12 years

Admission wait time 812 † 47.8 days 46.3 days 34 days

Treatment duration 1173 10.0 months 6.8 months 8.9 months

Time (diag) 1173 4.21 hours 6.6 hours 2.0 hours

Time (treat) 1173 10.7 hours 14.2 hours 6.1 hours

# days (diag) 1173 3.6 days 5.1 days 2.0 days

# days (treat) 1173 11.5 days 13.3 days 7.0 days

Intensity 1173 0.06 0.06 0.04

CV 1173 .89 .51 .89

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; CV, coefficient of variation; Time (diag), diagnostic time; Time (treat), 
treatment time; # days (diag), diagnostic days; #days (treat), treatment days (see table 1).
† 361 patients had a waiting time longer than 182 days and were excluded from further analysis (see definitions in 
table 1)

Table 5: Results of the logistic regression analysis, excluding outliers and influential cases (n = 795)

B se Wald df P odds ratio 95% Ci for odds ratio

lower upper

Confounders 

Unit -.331 .311 1.138 1 .286 .718 .391 1.320

Diagnosis 10.180 5 .070

Sex -.235 .246 .911 1 .340 .790 .488 1.281

Age .08 .027 8.656 1 .003 1.083 1.027 1.142

CGAS_start 35.993 5 .000

Process Characteristics

Admission 
waiting time

.003 .002 1.967 1 .161 1.003 .999 1.008

Treatment 
duration

.103 .024 18.849 1 .000 1.108 1.058 1.161

Treatment 
sequence

10.353 3 .016

Diag (time) -.002 .021 .007 1 .934 .998 .958 1.040

Treat(time) -.008 .017 .212 1 .645 .992 .960 1.026

Diag (days) .005 .029 .032 1 .859 1.005 .950 1.063

Treat (days) .021 .020 1.123 1 .289 1.022 .982 1.063

Intensity .431 2.254 .037 1 .848 1.539 .019 127.535

CV .265 .243 1.196 1 .274 1.304 .810 2.098

Constant 19.198 26247 .000 1 .999 2.18E8

Abbreviations: SE, Standard Error; df, degrees of freedom; p, significance value; CI, Confidence Interval
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The full model was stati sti cally signifi cant, χ2 (24, N = 95) = 167.70, p < .0005, indicati ng that 
the model was able to disti nguish between pati ents who improved their global functi oning 
over the course of treatment and pati ents who did not improve. The model as a whole 
explained between 19.0% (Cox and Snell R Square) and 30.5% (Nagelkerke R Squared) of 
the variance in improved global functi oning and classifi ed 84.0% of the cases correctly. An 
overview of the model is presented in table 5. 

Four variables (two confounders and two other independent variables) were associated 
with higher chances of improved global functi oning aft er treatment. Pati ents who were 
younger at the start of their treatment were more likely to improve their global functi oning 
than older pati ents (odds rati o [OR] = 1.083). The same goes for pati ents that had a lower 
global functi oning score at the start of their treatment, which were more likely to improve 
than pati ents with higher global functi oning at the start of treatment.  

The two other variables that were associated with higher chances of improved global 
functi oning aft er treatment were the overall length of treatment (OR = 1.108) and the 
treatment sequence. The reference group for treatment sequence was the group of pati ents 
who received only treatment contacts and no diagnosti c contacts. These pati ents were more 
likely to improve their global functi oning than pati ents who fi rst received treatment contacts 
and thereaft er received diagnosti c contacts. On the other hand, pati ents who belonged to 
the reference group were less likely to improve than pati ents that fi rst received diagnosti c 
contacts and then treatment contacts or pati ents that received their fi rst diagnosti cs and 
treatment contacts at the same date. 

4.6. disCussion

Due to severe problems in the delivery of mental healthcare services, cost, quality and speed 
need to be improved simultaneously in mental healthcare. Many believe that redesigning 
care processes will deliver some of these improvements. Redesign is a group of interventi ons 
that is commonly used to achieve well-organized, ti mely delivery of services in healthcare. 
Some studies also state that outcomes can be improved as an eff ect of redesign. Research 
on this relati on has not yet been conducted in the mental healthcare sector. That is why we 
decided to study the associati on between well-organized care processes and the chance 
that pati ents improve aft er treatment. 

Our results can be interpreted along two major lines. First, they indicate that there are 
variables that are normally targeted in redesign eff orts which infl uence the possibility 
that pati ents improve their global functi oning aft er treatment (treatment sequence and 
treatment durati on). Second, our results show that the contributi on of these variables is 
only small, compared clinical and confounding variables that were signifi cant in our model. 
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In general, the overall care processes in mental healthcare roughly consist of two re-
occurring phases: diagnostics and treatment [20]. Some organizations start by conducting 
diagnostic tests to all patients. Other organizations have decided to minimize diagnostics 
and start treating patients based only on the initial screening of documents provided by 
the referrer. This choice, and the resulting sequence in which diagnostics and treatment are 
offered, is part of many redesign efforts. In general, most (if not all) guidelines recommend 
to start with assessment and appropriate diagnostics before commencing with the actual 
treatment [e.g. 22, 23, 26, 27]. Despite this recommendation, only slightly more than half of 
the cases in this study first received a diagnostic contact before the start of the treatment 
phase. In the other cases, treatment started before diagnostics were conducted, while for 
some patients, diagnostics were not conducted at all. The results of the logistic regression 
analysis showed that for these last groups of patients, the chances of improving their global 
functioning after treatment were significantly lower when compared to patients that did 
first receive diagnostic contacts before being treated. 

The second variable that influenced the chance that patients improved after their treatment 
was the overall treatment duration. Our analysis shows that patients with longer treatment 
durations have an increased chance on improved functioning after that treatment. 
Apart from the clinical variables in our model, treatment duration is the one operations 
management variable that has been independently researched for its relation with clinical 
outcomes (in psychotherapy), the so called ‘dose-response relationships’ [e.g. 28, 29]. One 
of the  models to describe this relationship is called the dose-effect model’ [28]. 

The nation behind the dose-effect model in psychotherapy is comparable to the notion 
of dose and effect in general medicine: if a patient receives more sessions of therapy, (s)
he is exposed to a higher dose of the active ingredient of psychotherapy and is therefore 
more likely to improve. Although we use a general measure of outcome (improvement in 
global functioning) instead of the more detailed outcomes that are used in dose-response 
research, and a combination of treatments, rather than psychotherapy alone, our findings 
echo the premises from the dose-effect model. This research also shows that there is a 
positive relationship between treatment length and outcomes of that treatment [29]. This 
initial finding, which should be substantiated through further research, has some interesting 
implications for redesign. In some redesign studies, interventions are used that are aimed 
at reducing the overall length of treatment, for example in situations where input (patients 
referred to a facility) is greater than output (patients that finish their treatment). These 
interventions can range from policy changes (limiting the number of sessions to patients), 
to the introduction of pathways (diminishing and standardizing the number of treatment 
sessions offered). Our analysis indicates that such redesign interventions might actually 
reduce the chance that patients improve their global functioning after treatment. Our 
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analysis also shows that a number of related variables (the number of treatment days/
sessions, intensity of treatment, and a less variable ti me between treatment sessions) did 
not stati sti cally infl uence the possibility that pati ents improve their global functi oning aft er 
treatment. This is only a study of limited size, so further research is needed, but our results 
suggest that changes can be made to these variables, without infl uencing the chance that 
pati ents improve aft er treatment. Since for example a less variable ti me between treatment 
sessions has many benefi ts from a health operati ons management point of view, these 
changes can be fully justi fi ed. At the same ti me, interventi ons aimed at improving variability 
or intensity of treatment need to be considered carefully, lest they have the additi onal eff ect 
of limiti ng overall treatment durati on. Our fi ndings indicate that in this case, a trade-off  
will occur between (improved) performance from a health operati ons point of view and 
(deteriorated) performance on other quality related areas. 

In contrast to the treatment sequence and the treatment durati on, there are a number of 
variables that did not infl uence the possibility that pati ents improve aft er treatment. Two 
of these non-signifi cant variables measure how well the diagnosti cs phase was organized 
(the amount of ti me spent on diagnosti cs, and the number of days on which diagnosti c 
contacts were off ered). Improving the diagnosti cs phase is a starti ng point for many redesign 
eff orts. In Dutch child psychiatric care for example, numerous redesign eff orts are aimed 
at creati ng one-stop diagnosti cs care pathways, especially for pati ents who are suspected 
with ADHD [30]. In one-stop diagnosti cs, pati ents receive, on a single day, all diagnosti cs 
tests to properly diagnose a specifi c conditi on. This day usually ends with a plan for further 
treatment, if needed. Advantages of one-stop care pathways are well documented from an 
a health operati ons management point of view and include bett er resource uti lizati on and 
the ability to bett er predict and plan processes [21, 31]. If a shorter processing ti me, or less 
variati on are the improvements that are needed, redesigning care via care pathways might 
be a good interventi on. However, our analysis does not indicate a direct relati on between 
shorter processing ti mes or less variati on and an increased chance that pati ents improve 
their global functi oning aft er treatment. An increase in this chance is only to be expected if 
more pati ents receive appropriate diagnosti cs before the start of their treatment. 

Waiti ng lists are common in Dutch mental health care, and while they may have some 
benefi ts, there are also high costs and disadvantages associated with them [32]. Waiti ng 
lists are a major contributor to dissati sfacti on with service delivery [33]. This suggests 
that redesign eff orts that are aimed at reducing waiti ng ti mes clearly could benefi t service 
delivery, and that is why many redesign eff orts implicitly or explicitly target waiti ng lists. Our 
analysis, however, did not show a stati sti cally signifi cant infl uence of waiti ng ti me on the 
chance that pati ents improve their global functi oning aft er treatment. 
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So far, this discussion has focussed on our first finding: the variables that (do not) contribute 
to the chance that patients improve after treatment. A second finding of this research is that 
the contribution of well-organized care processes on outcomes is relatively small, especially 
when compared to the effect of the significant clinical and confounding variables.  

Patients with lower scores at the start of treatment were far more likely to improve their 
functioning after treatment then patients with higher scores at the start of their treatment. 
Functioning in the general population is on average higher than functioning in a psychiatric 
population and lower scores can thus be seen as more extreme. As extreme scores on a first 
measurement tend to be closer to the mean on a second measurement (regression to the 
mean), it is important to include global functioning at the start of a treatment in the model, 
to control for this effect. The same goes for ‘age’ at the start of treatment. These variables, 
which cannot be influenced by any redesign effort, have an effect of the same magnitude as 
the two variables that we discussed before. 

We also expected that hospital would be one of the confounders that would influence the 
chance that patients improve after global functioning, because differences in performance 
between hospitals are well described in literature and can be explained by factors including 
differences in case-mix [34], organizational culture / climate [35, 36] and treatment. 
Contrary to our expectations, our analysis indicated no significant relation. This may be 
due to the fact that the units were quite similar to each other, maybe also in performance. 
Other explanations can be found in the limitations of our study (see the next section), or 
because we used a number of other variables that accounted for the differences between 
the units. Replicating this study, based on a larger sample of units might shed some light on 
this finding. 

4.6.1. limitations

Because of the observational design of our study, the direction of the relation between 
independent and dependent variables is hard to assess. Our results should be interpreted 
with caution, especially since the effects we found are relatively small. The dataset we used 
in this study contains only one categorical measures of patient functioning, instead of a 
continuous scale. This means that we are unable to detect small improvements (less than 10 
points), which is especially important since more than three quarters of the patients in our 
sample did not show an improvement (of more than 10 points). Categorical CGAS scores, 
however, are also used in clinical practice. Overall, this may have resulted in underestimating 
the effect of the significant relationships and not detecting relationships on other variables 
at all. Because the dataset we used only contained one outcome measure, we weren’t able 
to study other relevant aspects outcomes. 
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We only had access to a limited set of anonymous data on ti me and durati on of pati ent 
contacts with only two care providers and were therefore unable to assess if our sample 
was a representati ve sample of all pati ents with a psychiatric problem. Because both units 
are part of specialized mental health care organizati ons, our sample was almost certainly 
biased toward pati ents who are more seriously ill, for which treatment by less specialized 
faciliti es was deemed inappropriate by referrers. Despite this suspected homogeneity with 
respect to the severity of problems, our data showed a wide range and distributi on of global 
functi oning of the pati ents at the start of treatment. This might indicate that there are more 
subgroups in our data, for which we were unable to control.  

4.6.2. recommendati ons

This was one of the fi rst studies into the possible eff ects that redesign might have on 
outcome in mental healthcare. Of course, an important recommendati on therefore is that 
more research on the relati on between well-organized processes and pati ent outcomes in 
mental health care is needed. Such research needs to address the limitati ons of the current 
study. More detailed conti nuous measures of pati ent´s outcome should be used as the 
dependent variable. Independent variables should be based on more detailed pati ent data 
and the model should be based on data from more mental health care providers. Another 
research possibility would be to include other organizati onal variables, like measures on 
organizati onal climate, which could lead to a more detailed understanding of the diff erences 
between units or hospitals. Finally, future research should use more advanced analysis 
methods that are able to bett er predict the chance that pati ents improve aft er treatment. 

Our research also has implicati ons for mental health care managers and professionals. It 
shows which areas can safely be targeted in process improvement, without deteriorati ng the 
chance that pati ents improve aft er treatment. These areas include a more regular treatment 
(a smaller CV of the ti me interval between treatment moments), which is easier to plan, or 
clustering several diagnosti c contacts on a single day to shorten the diagnosti c process. If 
successful, improvement eff orts in these areas will ensure that pati ents receive fewer delays 
and waits, which is an important factor contributi ng to higher pati ent sati sfacti on. Mental 
health care providers could also benefi t from these improvements, as they will be able to 
bett er plan and control the pati ent fl ow at their units. 

On a more systemic level, professionals need to ensure that a larger percentage of the 
pati ents receive appropriate diagnosti cs before the start of their treatment. In other words, 
an improved diagnosti cs or treatment process will not yield bett er outcomes, unless it is 
off ered in the right order: fi rst diagnosti cs, then treatment. Organizati ons need to clearly 
describe which informati on is needed before treatment can commence. At least for the 
two units in our sample, they also need to ensure that these policies are implemented 
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in everyday practice, to prevent that treatment is started without all relevant diagnostic 
information available. 

4.7. ConClusions

This was one of the first studies on the relation between well-organized care processes 
and outcomes in the mental health care sector. Our research has two major findings. First, 
it shows that redesign efforts in mental health care not only influence processes from a 
health operations management point of view, they also influence patient outcomes of that 
same process. Second, our research shows that the actual contribution of well-organized 
care processes (at least in child psychiatric care) seems relatively small, especially when 
compared to the effect of the global functioning at the start of the treatment.

Our findings are especially important for managers and professionals who want to improve 
patient outcomes via redesign efforts. They could use the results of this study to determine 
where improvements can be expected and where they cannot be expected. This prevents 
that resources are spent on ‘improvements’ that fail to deliver the expected benefits, a 
situation that is acceptable nor sustainable in the current resource restricted health care 
setting. 

According to this research, professionals and managers should focus their redesign efforts 
in mental health care on two areas: ensuring that patients receive ample diagnostics before 
the start of their treatment, and finding ways to better organize the care process, whilst not 
limiting overall treatment duration. On the other hand, our research also highlights several 
variables (including intensity and variability of treatment), that can safely be targeted in 
redesign efforts, without influencing patient outcomes. 

More research is needed to develop further understanding in this area. This research does 
however show that professionals, teams and organizations that start with redesign should 
carefully consider the influence that these changes in process characteristics might have on 
patient outcomes.
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aBsTraCT

Background  |  Improving the timely delivery of services has long been a priority in Dutch 
mental healthcare, yet waiting times and delays remain problematic. This case study, 
structured according to the SQUIRE guidelines (Standards for QUality Improvement 
Reporting Excellence), reports on a redesign project in Dutch child and adolescent mental 
healthcare to improve timely delivery of services.  

Purposes  |  Goals of the project were threefold:  reducing the admission waiting time, 
reducing delays, and maintaining a similar level of outcomes.

Methodology / approach  |  The project was structured according to the breakthrough 
series. The interventions in the project had two different backgrounds: unit logistics (e.g. 
more efficient use of capacities) and chain logistics (e.g. creating faster processes). The goals 
of the project were evaluated using Statistical Process Control on anonymous registration 
data of 2606 care trajectories.  

findings  |  The project resulted in localized improvements, but overall results were mixed. 
Two out of three goals were met. First, similar levels of outcomes were maintained. 
Second, delays decreased as the average time between contacts dropped from 26 to 18 
days. Although the introduction of care pathways and centralized screening meant that the 
first steps after referral were executed faster, the admission waiting time was not reduced. 
The main cause was a continued growth in the number of patients under treatment . As a 
consequence, capacity freed up by improvements needed to be used to treat these patients, 
instead of shortening waiting times. 

Practical implications  |  While waiting times and delays were not fully resolved, the team 
succeeded in improving the timely delivery of services, whilst maintaining similar outcomes. 
We discuss how these improvements were achieved and which additional actions are 
needed for further improvement: reducing the number of patients under treatment using 
both unit- and chain logistics and developing better management information. 

Key words  |  Child and Adolescent Psychiatry; Health Operations Management; Business 
Process Redesign; Total Quality Management ; Quality improvement: 
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5.1. inTroduCTion

Improving the ti mely delivery of services, including the reducti on of waiti ng ti me and 
other delays, has been a priority in Dutch mental healthcare since the beginning of this 
millennium. Despite all eff orts, recent numbers show that 28%-49% of pati ents on a waiti ng 
list in Dutch mental healthcare waited longer than the maximum nati onally agreed waiti ng 
ti mes [1]. This number has not changed very much over the last decade.  

Long waiti ng ti mes and delays have several disadvantages [2]. During a waiti ng period, 
pati ents do not receive the treatment that is needed, which prevents improvement of their 
conditi on. Their conditi on might even worsen, as research shows that pati ents that have to 
wait longer have an increased risks of decompositi on, psychiatric hospitalizati on and even 
suicides [3]. Aft er long waiti ng periods pati ents are more likely to miss appointments [4] or 
drop out of treatment all together [5]. 

To reduce waiti ng lists and delays, providers and policy makers increasingly turn to methods 
that originate in manufacturing. Redesign, lean thinking and six sigma are among the most 
popular of such methods[6-8].  These methods consist of applying process improvement 
tools (operati onal improvements), accompanied by eff orts to educate and acti vate the 
workforce, leadership support  and other types of inter-unit coordinati on (sociotechnical 
improvements) [9]. 

The eff ects of these methods are usually reported along two lines: improvements in ti mely 
delivery of services and bett er outcomes.  Studies on improvements in ti mely delivery of 
services are the most numerous [e.g. 10, 11], while only a smaller part of the redesign-
studies describe the eff ect that redesign might have on outcomes [e.g. 12].  Virtually all 
of the studies report positi ve results, but reviews of these studies identi fi ed several 
methodological and practi cal  issues, which call for additi onal research and studies [6-
8]. One of these issues is that most of the research has been conducted in hospitals and 
not in mental health care. While there are similariti es between both setti  ngs, there are 
also disti nct diff erences [including more frequent use of coercion into treatment, a less 
developed quality measurement infrastructure and longer treatment durati ons , 13]. These 
diff erences make it hard to determine if process improvement methods used in general 
healthcare will yield the same results in mental healthcare.  

In this paper, we report the results of a project in mental health care in which we applied 
diff erent process improvement methods and studied their eff ect on both ti mely delivery of 
services and outcomes. 
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5.1.1. local Problem

GGzE, the Mental Health Care Institute of Eindhoven, is a medium to large regional mental 
health care services provider in and around the city of Eindhoven in The Netherlands. One 
of its units is the center for child- and adolescent psychiatric care (CA). CA treats patients 
with (severe) psychiatric disorders between the ages of 0-21 years and their parents/
caretakers. At the unit, treatment is offered to patients with a wide range of psychiatric 
diagnoses, the largest being pervasive developmental disorders and attention deficit and 
disruptive behaviour disorders. These two patient groups alone accounted  for almost 60% 
of all patients referred to the unit (see also: chapter 4, table 2). CA employs about 200 FTE 
(full time equivalent). At the time of the research CA outpatient treatment was offered from 
two locations. The unit also had two large inpatient settings and a inpatient crisis-unit. Each 
teams was headed by a general coordinator and a medical coordinator. The center as a 
whole was headed by a general manager and a medical manager. 

The general care process at GGzE and the unit consists of two (re-occuring) phases: a 
specification phase and a delivery phase [14, 15]. During the specification phase, diagnostics 
are conducted and possible treatment options are discussed. Treatment is then offered 
during the delivery phase. Each phase ends with a (multidisciplinary) evaluation of the care 
process up to that point in time. The steps in the care process are described in more detail 
in the care program for children- and adolescent mental healthcare. This care program also 
details all treatment options that the unit offers (which are described in modules). 

In 2007 and 2008, there were multiple signals that timely delivery of services at CA could 
be improved. On the input side, professionals felt that they were unable to help all patients 
that were referred to CA in a timely matter. Research had demonstrated that complexity of 
the care process at the unit was high (throughput [16]). There had been some attempts to 
improve this situation by introducing care pathways. Near the end of 2008, care pathways 
had been developed to improve the care process during the diagnostics phase for the 
two largest patient groups (pervasive developmental disorders and attention deficit and 
disruptive behaviour disorders). A pilot to implement these pathways had yielded some 
promising results [17], but large scale implementation had not taken place. Pathways for the 
treatment phase of these two disorders were being developed, but had also experienced 
delays. As a consequence patient kept experiencing delays during treatment. Finally, 
there were problems on the output-side. Professionals hesitated to finish treatments and 
deregister patients, because in case of a relapse, patients needed a new referral and had to 
start waiting all over again. 

During 2008, the units’ management decided to make the improvement of this situation 
a priority. The preparations for the project however, were set on hold due to the 
implementation of a new Electronic Patient Record (EPR) at GGzE. Shortly after the go-live 
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date in April 2009, management decided to actually start the redesign project, which would 
commence in September 2009. 

5.1.2. intended improvement

The overall goal of the project was to reduce waiti ng ti mes and improve throughput ti mes 
at CA, while maintaining a similar level of pati ent outcomes. Specifi cally, three goals were 
pursued:

• Waiti ng ti me reducti on: reducti on in the percentage of pati ents that waited longer than 
the nati onally agreed maximum waiti ng ti mes aft er referral (6 weeks). 

• Reducti on of other delays: reducti on of the average ti me between contacts during the 
treatment period.

• To maintain a similar level of pati ent outcomes: most professionals at the unit were 
unfamiliar with concepts like redesign and process improvement. As a result, some 
professionals doubted if these approaches could be applied in a mental healthcare 
setti  ng. Therefore, we decided to monitor if fewer pati ents would improve their 
functi oning over the course of  treatment as a consequence of our eff orts. 

The questi on that guided this study is to what extent the project succeeded in achieving 
these three goals. 

5.2. ConCePTual fraMeWorK

The redesign project was modeled aft er the ‘breakthrough series’. The breakthrough 
series is developed by the Insti tute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) to help healthcare 
organizati ons achieve “breakthrough” improvements in situati ons where there is a gap 
between what we know and what we do [18]. 

The project was internally led by the management of the unit. Parti cipants were 
representati ves of all the teams of CA. The project consisted of three learning sessions, and 
two acti on periods. Learning sessions are face-to-face meeti ngs between the improvement 
team and experts. During these sessions, parti cipants presented and discussed various 
interventi ons to improve the ti mely delivery of services. To ensure the highest chance of 
success, the interventi ons that were presented in the learning sessions were based on 
scienti fi c literature, mainly two publicati ons on previous breakthrough projects in Dutch 
(mental) healthcare [19, 20]. From all interventi ons that were presented, the improvement 
team chose those interventi ons that they felt suited their specifi c situati on and problems 
best. Interventi ons were implemented during an acti on period: the ti me between two 
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learning sessions. To ensure that process improvement methods were implemented in 
a way that is consistent with literature, team members were encouraged work closely 
together with the author who acted as an implementation advisor during the breakthrough 
project. Activities conducted by the implementation advisor among others included chairing 
the learning sessions, having regular meetings with the individual improvement teams (and 
the management of the unit to discuss progress of the project) and aiding work groups in 
the process of  developing and implementing care pathways. Additional support for some 
individual improvements was provided by (master) students, who executed their research 
theses at CA [16, 21].

After the intervention period, we analyzed these documents to create an overview of all 
actions taken during the intervention period. First, we arranged documents on interventions 
with a similar background into groups using open coding (e.g. ‘implementation new 
electronic patient file’, ‘redesign administrative processes’ and ‘development of management 
information’). Second, we constructed a timeline, an overview of all the actions that were 
taken in a particular month, along with a description and the source (document). Using this 
overview, we found that changes had targeted both the care process itself (primary process) 
and the administrative processes supporting the care process (secondary process).  

Table 1 gives an overview of the most important improvement interventions during the 
breakthrough period. 
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5.3 MeThods

To determine the extent to which the goals of the project were met, we used standardized, 
anonymous administrati ve registrati on data from outpati ent, non-crisis treatments that 
started at the unit between January 2008 and September 2010. In- and exclusion criteria 
and the preliminary analysis of the data are described in a separate fi le (Web only fi gure 1, 
printed aft er this chapter). We evaluated the project using four diff erent measures. 

1. Waiti ng ti me reducti on:
a. Growth of caseload

The number of pati ents per period that are referred to CA minus the number of pati ents per 
period for which treatment has ended at CA. A positi ve number indicates an increase in the 
number of pati ents under treatment, a negati ve number indicates a decrease. 

b. Admission waiti ng ti me

The diff erence in days between the date of referral (start date of a care trajectory) of a 
pati ent and the date of the fi rst (face-to-face) contact of a pati ent. The admission ti me is 
presented as the proporti on of pati ents that waited shorter than the nati onally agreed 
maximally agreed waiti ng ti me (6 weeks). 

2. delays: average ti me between contacts

The diff erence in days between the fi rst (face-to-face) contact and the last (face-to-face) 
contact of a pati ent, divided by the number of (face-to-face) contacts of a pati ent during 
that same period. 

3. improvement in functi oning of pati ents aft er treatment

The diff erence between global functi oning of a pati ent before and aft er a treatment. Global 
functi oning is measured via the Children’s Global Assessment Scale (CGAS), a measure that 
is widely used in Children and Adolescent Mental Healthcare [33]. Higher scores denote 
bett er functi oning. This number is presented as the proporti on of pati ents that fi nished 
treatment in a month for which global functi oning was higher than their global functi oning 
at the start of the treatment. 

We used control charts, a method from Stati sti cal Process Control, to assess the impact 
of interventi ons on a monthly base [34, 35].  For each of the charts, we calculated the 
center line (defi ned as the mean over the baseline period, January 2008 – March 2009). 
We followed standard rules to detect a change in performance [35, 36].  According to these 
rules, performance changes when

a. Eight or more consecuti ve points are either all above or all below the center line (‘shift ’) 

b. Seven or more consecuti ve points all going up or all going down (‘trend’). 

When a change in performance was detected, we recalculated the central line. Because at 
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least seven or eight points are needed to identify a change, these rules tend to miss short 
term changes that fail to sustain over longer periods of time [so called ‘special causes’, see 
35]. To identify  special causes, we also calculated control limits [using Shewart 3-sigma 
limits, 34]. A special cause is signaled by a single point that is outside the 3-sigma limits, two 
out of three successive points outside the 2-sigma limits or four out of five successive points 
outside the 1-sigma limits (on one side of the center line). 

The appropriate control chart to analyze the admission waiting time and the improvement 
in functioning is the p-chart. The control limits for such a chart are ‘stepped’, reflecting the 
change in sample size between months.  The two other measures (delays and caseload) 
were plotted on XmR charts. For simplicity, only the individuals charts are shown, without 
the moving range. 

5.4 findings

Table 1 described the main interventions that were executed during the intervention period. 
This section describes if these interventions led to changes in performance on our previously 
defined measures.

5.4.1. indicator 1: growth of caseload

Growth in caseload over the study period is displayed in figure 2. 

figure 2: Control chart showing the growth in caseload at CA over the period January 2008 – December 
2010. Control limits represent 3 SDs from the centerline (mean). Dotted lines are (minus) one and 
(minus) two sigma’s away from the center line. 
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This fi gure shows two disti nct periods. During the fi rst period, one month consti tuted a 
special cause (April 2009).  This special cause could be explained by the preparati ons for 
the introducti on of a new electronic pati ent record at GGzE, which took place during that 
period. During the fi rst period, the caseload of CA increased with on average 39 pati ents 
per month. Aft er July 2009, the average growth decreased to 9 pati ents per month, with 9 
months out of a total of 15 showing a decrease in caseload. 

5.4.2. indicator 2: admission Waiti ng Time

Figure 2 shows the admission waiti ng ti me of CA. The chart shows several periods of special 
cause variati on. The fi rst is a short peak in performance in September 2008.  The second 
was a period where performance was consistently lower than expected (February – August 
2009). The third special cause was a period of bett er performance (September 2009 – 
January 2010).  The chart indicates that waiti ng ti mes at the unit were not in control, which 
means that the unit was unable to predict how long pati ents had to wait aft er their referral. 

figure 3: Control chart showing the admission waiti ng ti me at CA over the period January 2008 – 
December 2010. Control limits represent 3 SDs from the centerline (mean). Dott ed lines are (minus) 
one and (minus) two sigma’s away from the center line. 
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In such a situati on, a fi rst step towards improvement is stabilizing that process, achieving a 
longer period of ti me without special cause variati on. Only then can further improvement 
be achieved. According to the chart, this stability was achieved during the last eight to nine 
months of the interventi on period.  
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5.4.3. indicator 3: delays

Our analysis of the time between treatment sessions showed a stable baseline period (no 
special cause variation) and two periods of improvement (figure 3). 

figure 4:  XmR chart showing delays at CA over the period January 2008 – September 2010. Control 
limits represent 3 SDs from the centerline (mean). Dotted lines are (minus) one and (minus) two 
sigma’s away from the center line.
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The first period ends in March 2009, during which the average time between contacts was 
26 days. The second period was from April 2009 to September 2009 (20 days between 
contacts). The last period continued on from October 2009, during patients received about 
one contact every 18 days. 

5.4.4. indicator 4: outcome

Our final chart describes if there were changes in outcome at CA (figure 4). The figure shows 
no sustained periods of improved or deteriorated outcomes, but does show two special 
causes. The first is a month in which fewer patients than expected improved their global 
functioning (January 2009). The second special cause was a period of three months (June 
– August 2009) during which more patients than expected improved their functioning 
during treatment. However, during the whole intervention period, the outcomes of the unit 
showed no special causes, which is a first step towards improvement (as we discussed  in 
relation to indicator 2). 
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figure 5:  XmR chart, showing the percentage of children with bett er functi oning aft er treatment over 
the period January 2008 – September 2010. Control limits represent 3 SDs from the centerline (mean). 
Dott ed lines are (minus) one and (minus) two sigma’s away from the center line.  
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5.5. PraCTiCal iMPliCaTions

The overall goals of this project were threefold: reducing waiti ng ti mes shortly aft er referral, 
reducing delays during treatment and maintaining similar outcome levels. The results 
in relati on to these overall goals were mixed. One goal was not achieved: reducing the 
admission waiti ng ti me. The two other goals were met. Delays decreased as the average 
ti me between contacts dropped from 26 to 18 days. Second, outcomes remained at the 
same level as before the interventi on period. Our fi ndings are only parti ally in line with 
other studies on redesign, which almost unequivocally report achieving all study goals [7].  

In the next secti ons, we will discuss why our project was only parti ally successful in achieving 
its goals. Secondly, we will discuss these fi ndings in relati on to practi ce and provide 
recommendati ons for applicati on of our fi ndings for health administrators and managers.

5.5.1. reducing waiti ng ti mes aft er referral

During the fi rst months of the interventi on period, several interventi ons directly targeted 
the admission waiti ng ti mes. These interventi ons employed a chain logisti cs perspecti ve 
[31]. The idea was to reduce waiti ng ti mes by creati ng shorter, faster processes.  Following a 
trend in Dutch children and adolescent mental healthcare [37], most eff orts were aimed at 
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concentrating all diagnostic examinations for a patient on a single day, instead of planning 
them over a period of multiple weeks. Centralized screening was used to create a single 
point of entry for all patients who were referred to CA, which was expected to lead to a less 
variable process in times of waiting times. Initially, these changes led to a short period of 
increased performance. However these improvements could not be sustained over time.   

Our findings show that administrators and managers seeking to reduce waiting time over 
longer periods of time should not focus on reducing non-value added time alone. In our 
case, an important explanation for the lack of sustained improvement can be found by 
looking at the caseload of the unit. This caseload on average kept growing during the whole 
intervention period (see figure 1), albeit at a slower rate later on. Basic (health) operations 
management theory states that in such a situation, process improvements can only delay 
the growth of waiting times, not solve them [31, 38]. That is because the capacity that was 
freed up by the introduction of care pathways and the centralized screening could not be 
devoted to shortening the waiting times, but needed to be used to treat the higher number 
of patients at CA. As a consequence, after a short period of time, improved waiting time 
performance could not be sustained and dropped back to the same level as before the 
intervention period. Near the end of the intervention period there were multiple months 
in which the caseload eventually decreased (although the period was too short and the 
improvement was to gradual to be considered a special cause). But even if this reduction 
is sustained over the following months, time is needed to reduce the backlog and buffers 
(mostly in the form of waiting) that have already been built up.  

This situation would have surfaced sooner, if the unit had had adequate management 
information on inflow and output. This information was however lacking. That is why a 
significant amount of time during the second part of the intervention period was directed 
towards developing and using appropriate quality improvement metrics. Most of this 
information became available near the summer of 2010, which left too little time to solve the 
problem with the caseload before the end of the intervention period.  While the situation at 
CA is in line with the general finding that the quality measurement infrastructure in mental 
healthcare is less well developed [13, 39], it also shows why improving this infrastructure 
should be a priority if one wants to improve timely delivery of services at their own 
organization. 

5.5.2. reducing delays during treatment

The second goal of this project was the reduction of delays during treatment. This goal 
was met. The unit succeeded in achieving two sustained periods of improvement. Because 
several interventions were being implemented simultaneously, it is difficult to pinpoint the 
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exact interventi on caused this improvement. It is however clear that the periods of improved 
performance coincided with the introducti on of the new electronic pati ent fi le at the unit 
(April 2009) and the start of the interventi on period (end of September 2009, fi gure 3). 

Many interventi ons that led to the reducti on of delays during the breakthrough project 
started from a unit logisti c perspecti ve, instead of a chain logisti cs perspecti ve. The focus in 
unit logisti cs is twofold. The primary focus is to achieve a high but balanced use of resources 
without high levels of variability. The second(ary) focus is on capacity management: the 
effi  cient allocati on of professionals to that part of the process where most pati ents require 
treatment. 

At the interventi on site, only rudimentary capacity management and resource allocati on 
models were being used. Group planning, for example, was batched on an ad-hoc basis. 
Pati ents had to wait long before receiving group treatment, because groups started only 
if suffi  cient pati ents were available to fi ll up all spots in that group. On the other hand, 
resource allocati on (fi nding the professionals to deliver group treatments) started only 
when groups were almost ready to start, which resulted in additi onal delays.  The unit’s 
professionals reacted to this situati on by entering pati ents onto multi ple waiti ng list, in 
the hope of speeding up this process. This made it even more diffi  cult for the unit to plan 
capacity and allocate resources. 

This trend was broken parti ally by coincidence. In the fi rst period of improvement, the 
introducti on of the electronic pati ent record was accompanied by a large acti on to review 
all pati ent fi les in the organizati on, and also at CA. The goal of this review was to disti nguish 
pati ents that sti ll received treatment from pati ents that had already ended treatment, but 
were not yet deregistered. Only the fi les of the fi rst group of pati ents would be converted to 
the new system. This led to a signifi cant amount of pati ents being deregistered. As a result, 
it became more clear which waiti ng lists were actual bott lenecks and which waiti ng lists 
were caused by inappropriate demand. In lean thinking, this eff ect is oft enti mes described 
as ‘lowering the water to surface problems’[40].

This (unforeseen) consequence of the introducti on of the new electronic pati ent record 
was followed up with acti ons intended to achieve a similar eff ect during the fi rst months of 
the interventi on period (e.g.  caseload reviews, introducti on of waiti ng list protocols, see 
table 1). Again, pati ents were identi fi ed that were waiti ng for treatments they did not, or 
no longer needed. 

Reviewing the caseload of CA was the initi al step that surfaced problems at the unit. The 
second step was to make sure that inappropriate caseload build-up could not resurface 
again, even aft er the interventi on period. This required additi onal policy changes at the 
unit (centralized screening of new referrals, centralized waiti ng list control). Only then could  
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CA start with resolving the underlying problems in capacity management and resource 
allocation. An example of the interventions during this stage was the development of 
longer term group schedules based on expected demand for that group over the next year. 
Developing, implementing and then completing these interventions took several months. 
That is why we expect improvements to continue over the next period, something we were 
unable to take into account into this study period. 

5.5.3. Maintaining similar levels of outcome

While there were two periods in which performance was lower (1 month) or higher (3 months) 
than expected, our study shows no evidence that the redesign efforts had a sustained effect 
on patient outcomes. We did however notice that during the intervention period, no special 
cause variation was detected: during the whole intervention period, outcomes were on the 
same level as before the intervention period. This finding supports the results presented 
in the study in chapter 4 on the relation between well-organized care and (improvement 
in) patient outcomes. In this chapter, we also found no relation between better organized 
care processes and the chance that patients improve their functioning after treatment. Our 
findings can be interpreted from two points of view. On the one hand, our study nuances 
the general notion that redesign or lean thinking  does always lead to simultaneous 
improvements in multiple areas of quality (like timely delivery of services and outcomes 
[41]). On the other hand, we could also not support the view that a deterioration of several 
types of outcomes can be expected as a result of applying these redesign approaches and 
interventions [e.g. 42]. This could be important information for managers facing resistance 
and fear for deteriorated outcomes in their professional workforce as a result of applying 
process improvement tools and approaches with an industrial background. 

Our findings underline the complex relation between organization or care processes and 
outcomes.  More research is needed to further our understanding. Instead of focussing 
this research on the question if redesign, lean thinking or other approaches are inherently 
good or bad, we feel that it is more appropriate to study the conditions under which such 
approaches yield positive, or indeed negative outcomes. This is a view that we share with 
a number of reviews on redesign, lean, six sigma and other process improvement methods 
[6-8, 43]. 

5.5.4. limitations

This study has some methodological limitations that are common in many quality 
improvement reports. The first limitation is the inability to evaluate performance for a 
longer period after the intervention period. This limitation is caused by the data source we 
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use. The DRG data underlying this study comes from data fi les that every mental healthcare 
provider in The Netherlands is obliged to submit to a nati onal database. This data can only 
be submitt ed when the treatment is completed. This can take up to one year. Aft er that 
year, the care trajectory has to be validated against a set of registrati on rules, which takes 
additi onal ti me. It can take up to two years before this data is submitt ed. Only then are we 
able to use this data in this study. Including data from aft er the interventi on would mean 
waiti ng for at least an additi onal year for this data to become available, which was outside 
the possibiliti es of this PhD research. That is why we decided to exclude this data from this 
study. 

The dataset only contained one categorical measures of pati ent functi oning, instead of 
multi ple  conti nuous scales. Pati ents were scored in deciles (0-10, etc.). Therefore, we 
were unable to detect small improvements (less than 10 points). Categorical CGAS scores, 
however, are also used in clinical practi ce. Because only one outcome measure was available 
that focused on global functi oning, we weren’t able to study other outcome measures. 

The list of interventi ons describes the most important interventi ons and is based on a 
retrospecti ve analysis of documents. We took several precauti ons (see methods) to ensure 
that all interventi ons that were executed during the interventi on period were analyzed. 
Some (smaller) interventi ons might not have been documented and as a consequence have 
been excluded from our analysis. Although this risk is small, it means that there is a possibility 
that we have att ributed some of the eff ects of these non-documented interventi ons to the 
interventi ons that were documented. 

In this project employees decided to a large content which improvements would be 
pursued and how.  This means that there is a high chance that other interventi ons would 
be included if one replicates this project  at another site, with other professionals. this 
limits generalizability of our study, despite the fact that we feel that the situati on at the 
interventi on site mimics the situati on at many other sites in (Dutch) mental healthcare. 

A fi nal limitati on of this study is the lack of a control group to compare our fi ndings with.  

5.5.5. Conclusions

This study reported on a year-long breakthrough project in which process improvement / 
redesign methods were used to reduce waiti ng ti mes and improve throughput ti mes in a 
child and adolescent mental healthcare setti  ng. Since there is only a very limited number 
of redesign papers, that specifi cally target the mental healthcare sector, our study off ers an 
important additi on to the current body of literature on redesign. 

The improvement methods used in this paper targeted both the care delivery process as 
well as the administrati ve processes supporti ng the delivery of care. Our results show that 
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these multifaceted interventions were partially successful. At the end of the study period, 
there were less delays during treatment, while the unit achieved similar outcomes. On the 
other hand, waiting times at the start of treatment remained problematic. 

Further research is needed to investigate how methods from (health) operations 
management can be applied to mental healthcare. Such studies should start in situations 
where management information is available that can guide quality improvement from the 
start. Ideally, only one, or a limited number of changes would be tested, so that the effect of 
individual interventions can also be assessed. 
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WeB figure 1: inClusion and exClusion CriTeria

This web fi gure is part of the paper: “Reducing waiti ng ti mes and delays: results of a 
redesign project in outpati ent child- and adolescent mental healthcare”. It describes the in- 
and exclusion criteria for this study (page 1) and the steps taken during preliminary analysis 
(page 2). The consort chart on page 3 summarizes these two steps. 

inclusion and exclusion criteria

Our sample was based on care trajectories from pati ents that started their treatment 
between January 1, 2008 and September 30, 2010. The initi al sample contained 3533 care 
trajectories. Care trajectories were excluded from analysis if they met any of the following 
exclusion criteria:

• Pati ents were referred in crisis or received crisis contacts

• Pati ents were referred for inpati ent treatment or received inpati ent contacts

• Pati ent was older than 21 years at the start of treatment 

• Pati ent was referred on January 1st 2008 *

The fi nal sample consisted of 2606 care trajectories. 
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figure 5: XmR chart, showing the percentage of children with better functioning after treatment over 
the period January 2008 – September 2010. Control limits represent 3 SDs from the centerline (mean). 
Dotted lines are (minus) one and (minus) two sigma’s away from the center line.  

Initial sample  
(3533 care trajectories) 

Crisis or
inpatient 

< 21 
years

Start: 01-
01-2008?

Final sample  
(2606 care trajectories) 

638 care trajectories 
excluded 

106 care trajectories 
excluded 

183 care trajectories 
excluded  

(data error) 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Indicator 2:  
Admission waiting 

time 
(2311 care trajectories) 

Indicator 1: 
Caseload  

(2606 care trajectories) 

Indicator 4: 
Outcome 

 (1868 care trajectories) 

Indicator 3: 
Delays  

(2261 care trajectories) 

* According to the data, 183 patients were referred to CA on January 1st 2008. After January 2008, the maximum 
number of referrals to CA per month was 125. This indicated a data error, probably caused as a result of the 
implementation of the new DRG payment system in The Netherlands on January 1st, 2006. That is why we chose to 
exclude patients that were referred on January 1st 2008 from our analysis.



Preliminary analysis

In the paper, the defi niti ons for each of the four measures used in the study are described. 
Not every care trajectories in the fi nal sample (2606 care trajectories) could be used to 
calculate these measures. Aft er preliminary analysis per measure, several cases were 
dropped. In this secti ons we describe the reasons for excluding these care trajectories. 

indicator reasons for dropping cases Cases 

Indicator 1:  caseload No reasons for dropping cases 0 cases 

Final number of cases 2606 cases 

Indicator 2 admission 
waiti ng ti me

No waiti ng ti me: screening only /no direct contacts 98 cases

Data error: waiti ng ti me was longer than 182 days  197 cases 

Final number of cases 2311 cases 

Indicator 3: delays Could not calculate ti me between contacts:  only 1 contact 345 cases 

Measure calculated based on 2261 cases

Indicator 4: outcome Could not calculate diff erence score: treatment not yet fi nished 860 cases

Final number of cases 1868 cases

Chapter 6 

Organizati onal Climate study

This chapter has been submitt ed for publicati on as: 

Joosten, TCM; Bongers, IMB; Janssen, RTJM . Redesigning mental healthcare delivery: is there an 
eff ect on Organizati onal Climate.
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6.1. aBsTraCT

objective  |  Many studies have investigated the effect of redesign on operational 
performance, fewer studies have evaluated the effects on employees’ perceptions of their 
working environment, (organizational climate). Some authors state that redesign will lead 
to poorer organizational climate, while others state the opposite. The goal of this study was 
to empirically investigate this relation.

design  |  Organizational climate was measured in a field experiment, before and after a 
redesign intervention. At one of the two sites, a redesign project was conducted. At the 
other site, no redesign efforts took place.  

setting  |  Two Dutch child- and adolescent mental healthcare providers

Participants  |  Professionals that worked at one of the units at the start and/or the end of 
the intervention period. 

intervention(s)  |  The main intervention was a redesign project aimed at improving timely 
delivery of services (modeled after the breakthrough series). 

Main outcome measures  |  Scores on the four quadrants of the Organizational Climate 
Measure, a validated questionnaire that measures organizational climate. 

results  |  Our analysis showed that climate at the intervention site changed on factors 
related to productivity and goal achievement (rational goal model). The intervention group 
scored worse than the comparison group on the part of the questionnaire that focusses on 
socio-technical elements of organizational climate. However, observed differences were so 
small, that their practical relevance seems rather limited.

Conclusions  |  Redesign efforts in healthcare, so it seems, do not influence organizational 
climate as much as expected. 
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6.2. inTroduCTion

In recent years, it has become clear that there are severe defi ciencies in the ti mely delivery 
of mental healthcare, despite best eff orts of professionals to the contrary (1). Many now 
believe that simultaneous improvements in criti cal areas of performance, such as cost, 
quality and speed are needed. ‘Redesign’ is the general term for a group of approaches 
that is increasingly being used to achieve some of these improvements (2). In redesign, one 
implements multi faceted organizati onal interventi ons that lead towards more customer-
focused and cost eff ecti ve care, by removing unnecessary steps and potenti al for errors 
(3, 4). In a typical redesign project, operati onal improvements are accompanied by eff orts 
to educate and acti vate the workforce, leadership support and other types of inter-unit 
coordinati on (sociotechnical improvements) (5). 

The eff ects of redesign have been studied in an increasing number of research papers (e.g. 
6, 7). These papers very frequently report improvement in the ti mely delivery of services. 
Some studies also report bett er pati ent outcomes aft er completi ng a redesign project. 
Because of these results, redesign is now acti vely promoted by an increasing number of 
quality-improvement agencies and policy makers (8, 9). 

At the same ti me there are various gaps in the literature on redesign (3, 10, 11). One of 
these gaps  is that very few research papers have investi gated the eff ects of redesign on 
areas of performance outside the ti mely delivery of services and bett er pati ent outcomes. 

One of these areas is the eff ect redesign has on employees’ percepti on of their work 
environment, the so called organizati onal climate (OC, 12). Work processes are an important 
aspect of the work environment, so it is reasonable to assume that changes in work 
processes will also lead to changes in OC. Work processes for example might become more 
simple and repeti ti ve to execute or require more thinking, planning and responsibility. If 
employees fi nd their new tasks too simple, too repeti ti ve or too demanding, the redesigned 
situati on might have a negati ve impact on the OC at the unit where the redesign project has 
been conducted. 

It is important to know if redesign projects changes OC, because studies have shown that 
OC is related to a wide range of outcomes that are important for organizati ons (for an 
overview see: 12, pp 382). Research in (mental) healthcare environments, has reported a 
relati on between specifi c negati ve aspects of OC and adverse health eff ects (e.g. burn-out) 
in registered nurses (13),  between OC and new program sustainability  (14) and between 
OC and quality of care (15).

The eff ect of redesign on OC is even more important to investi gate as some researchers 
argue that it is very diffi  cult to achieve or sustain a positi ve OC during a redesign project. In 
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their view, removing steps from the process requires employees to work harder and results 
in intensification of the labor process with less autonomy to decide how to execute these 
work processes and thus a deteriorated OC (16-18). On the other hand, authors on lean 
thinking (one of the approaches commonly used to redesign care processes) fully reverse 
this relation. They believe that a large part of the success of exemplar lean organizations, 
can be attributed to the specific OC that these organizations have developed over the years 
(19, 20).

Despite this wide range in views, few studies have empirically investigated the relation 
between redesign and OC. Jackson and Mullarkey (21) used a cross-sectional design to 
assess differences in OC between teams (outside healthcare) that work in a ‘redesigned’ 
environment and teams that do not. They found mixed results with regard to autonomy, 
work demand and social climate. Gibbon, Watkins (22) measured team climate before and 
after the introduction of a care pathway in stroke care and found no differences in teamwork. 
A last example is provided by Pronovost, Berenholtz (23), which measured safety culture 
scores before and after implementation of a quality improvement/redesign intervention 
and found an increase in team safety after the intervention period. 

The goal of this research is to add onto this small evidence base in two ways. First, we want 
to investigate the relation between redesign and OC in a mental healthcare setting. Second, 
we want to explore if changes are most likely caused by the redesign project or that similar 
changes also occur when no redesign intervention took place. Our findings are also relevant 
for healthcare practitioners that want to start a redesign project in their own setting and 
want to prevent a negative impact of redesign on OC. 

6.3. MeThods

Research on organizational climate usually uses questionnaires to measure OC. Since OC is a 
complex multilevel and multidimensional phenomenon (24), many  different questionnaires 
have been described in the literature. We therefore had to select a questionnaire that is 
appropriate for the goal of this research. 

Questionnaire selection

OC questionnaires can roughly be divided in two groups (25). Some questionnaires measure 
OC as a global construct with common core dimensions across different organizations. Other 
questionnaires measure specific facets of OC in relation to certain parts of performance, 
for example safety (23). Because there is little knowledge about the effects of redesign on 
specific facets of OC, we found it inappropriate to limit our research to innovation, safety or 
another single aspect. Instead we opted to use the (global construct) approach. 
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A questi onnaire that measures OC as a global construct is the Organizati onal Climate 
Measure (OCM). The OCM has a sound theoreti cal background: it is based on Quinn and 
Rohrbaugh’s Competi ng Values Model (26). This model aims to provide a broad conceptual 
map of the domains of theory in the fi eld of organizati onal eff ecti veness, refl ecti ng long 
traditi ons in management and organizati onal psychology (12), which enables us to measure 
the relati on between redesign and OC from diff erent (theoreti cal) points of view. An added 
benefi t is that the OCM has been validated (12) and has been used in healthcare before (25).

The model and the OCM encompass four domains (12):

• The human relati ons model (HRM). This theory emphasizes the importance of well-
being, growth and commitment of workers within an organizati on and refl ects the 
socio-technical and human relati ons schools in organizati onal theory. 

• The internal process model (IPM). This model refl ects a Tayloristi c concern with 
formalizati on and internal control of the system in order to ensure that resources are 
used effi  ciently. 

• The open systems model (OSM). OSM emphasizes interacti on and adapti on of the 
organizati on in the environment, with managers seeking resources and innovati ng in 
response to environmental (or market) demands. 

• Finally, the rati onal goal model (RGM) refl ects a rati onal economic model of organizati onal 
functi oning in which the emphasis is upon producti vity and goal achievement.

Each domain is measured using multi ple scales (17 in total). Initi ally, about 10  items for each 
scale were generated by the researchers. Aft er multi ple rounds of piloti ng, scale refi nement 
and psychometric analysis, the fi nal version of the questi onnaire consisted of 82 items in 
total, see table 1. We used a (translated) Dutch version of the scale. 

The OCM can be analyzed on several levels (scales, quadrants, overall). Therefore, we fi rst 
selected the appropriate level of analysis. Using the overall score was deemed inappropriate 
because redesign is a multi faceted interventi on that is likely to have a diff erent eff ect on the 
scales and quadrants of the OCM. If we used the overall scores, we would not be able to 
detect these diff erences. Second, it is theoreti cally unlikely that organizati ons would score 
high on every, or even most dimensions of organizati onal climate (12). This left  the quadrant 
and the scale level. We chose the quadrants level rather than the scales level, because we 
wanted to compare the eff ect of redesign on OC from diff erent theoreti cal perspecti ves, 
rather than focussing on the diff erent elements of a single school or perspecti ve. 
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Table 1: OCM; quadrants and scales

domain/quadrant scales number of items

Human relations model Employee welfare 4

Autonomy 5

Involvement 6

Emphasis on training 4

Integration 5

Supervisory support 5

Open systems model Innovation 6

Outward focus 5

Reflexivity 5

Rational goal model Clarity of organizational goals 5

Effort 5

Efficiency 4

Quality 4

Pressure to produce 5

Performance feedback 5

Internal process model Formalization 5

Tradition 4

6.3.1. study setting and design

Data was collected at two child- and adolescent psychiatric units in the south of The 
Netherlands. The units were roughly similar in size (about 200 FTE), turnover and the range 
of services. In their respective regions, each was the largest provider of specialized children 
and adolescent mental healthcare services.  

At site 1 (intervention site) a redesign project was conducted to improve the timely 
delivery of services. This project, which was modeled after the ‘breakthrough series’, led to 
significant changes in the work processes and is described in chapter 5. The breakthrough 
series is developed by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) to help healthcare 
organizations achieve ‘breakthrough’ improvements in situations where there is a gap 
between what we know and what we do (28). 

At site 2, no redesign interventions were conducted in that same period. 

OC was measured before and after the redesign project at both sites. 
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figure 1. Details the design of this study. 
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6.3.2. Measurement procedure

The redesign project took place between September 2009 and September 2010. The OCM 
was measured before and aft er this period. The fi rst measurement took place in March and 
April 2009. The second measurement in September- October 2010. Respondents received an 
e-mail invitati on to fi ll in the questi onnaire via an online tool. To increase the response rate, 
several reminders were sent to respondents that had not yet completed the questi onnaire. 
The response rates are given in table 2.

Table 2: number of completed questi onnaires per measurement and response rate

Pre-measurement Post-measurement Pre- and post-measurement

n = Complete
response 

rate
n = Complete

response 
rate

n = Complete
response 

rate

Interventi on site 237 160 67.5% 249 172 69.0% 185 102 55.1%

Comparison site 249 144 57.8% 290 168 57.9% 188 96 51.1%

6.3.3. hypotheses

This study was guided by two hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: The organizati onal climate at the interventi on site aft er the interventi on 
period will diff er from the organizati onal climate before the interventi on period. 

Rati onalizati on, standardizati on, formalizati on and increased effi  ciency are all important 
elements of redesign projects. These elements are measured in two quadrants of the OCM: 
Rati onal Goal Quadrant and the Internal Process Quadrant. We expect the scores in these 
quadrants to increase. 
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Part of the redesign project was aimed at improving care processes via standardization. 
Authors from a socio-technical background argue that increased standardization and 
formalization lead to higher pressure on employees to meet production targets, less room 
to decide how tasks must be executed and reduced attention for employee well-being (17, 
18). This would be reflected by lower scores on the HRM quadrant. 

The direction of change in the Open System Quadrant is less easy to predict, mainly because 
there remains some discussion about the question to which extent the formalized, rational 
approach might hinder or help innovation and flexibility in an organization (e.g. 19, 29, 30). 
We therefore expect no changes to the scores in this quadrant. 

Hypothesis 2: There will be a significant difference in organizational climate between 
the intervention site and the comparison site at the end of the intervention period, while 
controlling for their scores at the start of the intervention period. 

(Mental) healthcare systems worldwide are under constant pressure to increase quality of 
care whilst reducing (per capita) costs of treatment. In Dutch mental healthcare, this has 
resulted in several initiatives that impacted both study sites, including the introduction of a 
new DRG based payment system and initiatives to start measuring and comparing outcomes 
of treatment. These initiatives are as likely to influence employees’ perceptions at the 
intervention site as they are likely to influence employees’ perceptions at the comparison 
site. By comparing the change in OC at both sites, we try to distinguish between the effect 
of the redesign study on employees’ perception from the effect of external initiatives on 
employees’ perceptions. 

6.3.4. analysis

Hypothesis 1 was answered using an independent-sample t-test. For hypothesis 2 we used 
a one-way between groups analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Not all scores of all employees 
could be used in both analyses. ANCOVA requires that employees complete both the pre- 
and post-measurement. The t-test requires only one questionnaire to be finished. This 
means that the samples that we used to answer both hypotheses were slightly different, 
each with their own mean and standard deviation.  

The independent samples t-test compares two groups of different people at two different 
moments in time (in this case: before the intervention and after the intervention period). 
The independent variable in hypothesis 2 was the site (intervention vs. comparison site). 
The dependent variable consisted of the scores of the quadrants of the OCM. We used 
the score before the intervention period as a covariate in the analysis. This way ANCOVA 
corrects for the differences in OC at the start of the intervention period. 
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Preliminary checks were conducted to ensure no violati on of the assumpti ons of normality, 
linearity, homogeneity of regression slopes and reliable measurement of the covariate (not 
included here). Homogeneity of variance for the HRM quadrant was 0.041, indicati ng a 
violati on of this assumpti on for this quadrant. However, the F stati sti c is quite robust against 
violati ons of this assumpti on (31, 32). All other scales had non-signifi cant scores. 

All analyses were conducted in SPSS, version 19. 

6.4. resulTs

Hypothesis 1:

Table 3 presents the mean scores of all employees of the interventi on site that fi nished all 
questi ons in a quadrant at either t=0 or t=1 along with the results of the t-test.

Table 3: Number of respondents, mean and SD (t-test sample)

Pre measurement Post Measurement t-test

n= Mean sd n= Mean sd df t sig.

Human Relati ons Model  (HRM) 162 73,56 9,85 174 72,00 9,45 334 1.48 .139

Open System Model (OSM) 162 39,83 5,31 173 39,78 5,27 333 .071 .943

Rati onal Goal Model (RGM) 160 70,15 6,01 172 71,72 6,44 330 -2.29 .023

Internal Process Model (IPM) 176 22,50 2,97 172 22,49 2,98 346 .036 .971

Our analysis indicated that for three of the four quadrants, scores aft er the interventi on 
period were on average similar to the scores before the interventi on period . We measured 
no diff erence in the quadrant scores for HRM, OSM and IPM. The fourth quadrant (the 
Rati onal Goal Model) showed a signifi cant diff erence (pretest: M = 70.15, SD = 6.01,  postt est: 
M = 71.72, SD = 6.44, t(330) =  -2.29,  p = .023), indicati ng that scores aft er the interventi on 
period were on average higher than the scores before the interventi on period. 

Hypothesis 2: 

Table 4 presents descripti ve stati sti cs of the scores per quadrant at both the interventi on 
and the comparison site, at t=0 and t=1. These scores are based on those respondents that 
completed both the pre- and post-measurement questi onnaire at both sites (Interventi on 
site: n = 102, comparison site: n = 96) 
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Table 4: Mean and SD per quadrant per site per measurement 

Pre measurement Post Measurement

intervention
(n = 102) 

Comparison 
(n = 96)

intervention 
(n = 102)

Comparison
(n = 96)

Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd

Human Relations Model  (HRM) 72,72 10,07 75,88 7,96 70,94 9,31 74,59 7,24

Open System Model (OSM) 39,67 5,81 39,59 4,71 39,39 5,24 39,43 5,23

Rational Goal Model (RGM) 70,25 6,53 73,27 5,74 70,90 6,41 73,21 6,08

Internal Process Model (IPM) 22,61 3,11 22,66 2,57 22,46 3,13 22,76 2,53

The results of the ANCOVA are presented in table 5. 

Table 5: Results of ANCOVA

df df error f sig
Partial eta 
squared

Human Relations Model  (HRM) 1 200 4.77 .03 .023

Open System Model (OSM) 1 198 .023 .88 .000

Rational Goal Model (RGM) 1 195 .57 .45 .003

Internal Process Model (IPM) 1 201 .40 .52 .002

Three out of four quadrants did not show a statistically significant difference between the 
means of the pre- and post-measurement scores (OSM, RGM and IPM). The fourth quadrant 
(HRM) showed a significant difference ( F(1,200) = 4.77, p = 0.03, partial Eta squared = 
.023). This indicated that scores on the HRM quadrant after the intervention period at the 
intervention site had declined more than the scores at the comparison site, whilst controlling 
for scores at the start of the intervention period. 

6.5. disCussion

With regard to our first hypothesis, we expected to find a difference in the scores for three 
out of the four quadrants of the OCM after the intervention period. However, our analysis 
showed a difference in only one out of these quadrants (Rational Goal Model) . Based on this 
finding, we largely reject our first hypothesis that the OC at our intervention site changed 
over the course of the intervention period. 

An important explanation for this finding can be found in the ‘breakthrough model’ that was 
used as a starting point for the redesign project (28). This model is characterized by high 
degrees of employee involvement and communication during the whole intervention period. 
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In this project, front-line staff  was acti vely involved in both selecti ng and implementi ng 
interventi ons to improve the ti mely delivery of services. This meant that employees could 
acti vely infl uence decision making, job design and had high autonomy, despite the fact that 
increased standardizati on and rati onalizati on might have had a negati ve infl uence on those 
same factors. This approach seems to have miti gated some of the adverse eff ects that we 
expected in this quadrant.

The second quadrant on which we expected, but did not fi nd a diff erence was the Internal 
Process Model. Some authors on lean thinking (one of the approaches that underlies many 
redesign eff orts) have described that it took exemplar organizati ons many years before 
changes were regarded as the ‘established way of doing things around here’ (e.g. 20), while 
our interventi on took place during ‘only’ a single year. It is quite possible that this short 
ti me span between pre- and post-measurement is an important explanati on for the lack of 
change we found. 

The Rati onal Goal model was the only quadrant that changed as expected. This quadrant 
consists of scales like feedback, clarity of organizati onal goals and effi  ciency. At the start 
of the interventi on period, much att enti on was given to emphasizing the goal of the 
breakthrough project: reducing waiti ng ti mes and improving throughput ti mes. During the 
interventi on period, regular feedback sessions were organized. Finally, many interventi ons 
were aimed at increasing effi  ciency of care processes. All these aspects are measured under 
the RGM quadrant and seem to have led to an increase of the score.  

The second hypothesis, which stated that there was a diff erence between the interventi on 
and the comparison group must also largely be rejected. For three out of four quadrants, 
we measured no diff erence between the sites, while controlling for their score at the start 
of the interventi on period. Only the HRM quadrant showed a diff erence. Scores at both the 
interventi on and the comparison group decreased slightly over the interventi on period, but 
a larger reducti on was measured at the interventi on site. At the same ti me, the magnitude of 
the eff ect we found was very small. Only 2.3% of the diff erence in scores could be explained 
by the site.  

A reason why we did fi nd a diff erence for the HRM score under hypothesis 2 and not 
hypothesis 1 lies in the slightly diff erent sample of respondents that were used in both 
analyses. Under our fi rst hypothesis respondents needed to complete only one of the two 
measurements to be included in the analysis. Under the second hypothesis respondents 
needed to complete both the pre- and post-measurement to be included in the analysis. 
This means that the employees that were analyzed for hypothesis  2, worked at one of the 
sites during the whole interventi on period, while some of the employees that were analyzed 
under hypothesis 1 did not experience the full interventi on period. This means that only the 
group of employees that was analyzed under the second hypothesis was ‘fully exposed’ to 
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our intervention. Earlier in this discussion we already noted that the effects of redesign on 
OC could have taken some time to manifest themselves. The slight difference in exposure 
could therefore be an explanation why we did find a difference in HRM scores between the 
comparison group and the intervention group, but failed to find a similar difference in the 
pre- and post-measurement of the intervention group. 

It is striking that the two quadrants on which we found a difference were based on the 
socio-technical school and the economic-rational goal school of management, two schools 
that have the most outspoken visions on redesign. Concepts measured in the RGM (e.g. 
‘efficiency’ and ‘quality’) are among the most frequently cited reasons to start a redesign 
project. This observation is strengthened by the direction of the difference in the quadrant 
score before and after the intervention. Closer inspection of the scales that make up the 
RGM quadrant revealed that performance feedback, pressure to produce, efficiency and 
effort had an higher average score after the intervention period, while quality decreased 
and clarity of organizational goals remained virtually unchanged over the course of the 
intervention period. 

Criticism on redesign and lean thinking has mostly centered on aspects relating to 
employee well-being and autonomy. These aspects are measured in the HRM quadrant. 
This observation is strengthened by differences between the two sites, also on the subscale 
level. Three out of six subscales under this quadrant deteriorated more at the intervention 
site than at the comparison site (employee welfare, involvement and integration), from 
which researchers from the HRM school might conclude that redesign indeed has a negative 
influence on employees. 

While these differences might be of interest to scholars from either school of management, 
the observed differences in quadrant scores and scales scores were so small that their 
practical relevance seems rather limited. The redesign effort in this study, does not influence 
organizational climate as much as some scholars expected. This finding might be explained 
by the fact that (mental) healthcare has long been at the center of attention for policy makers 
and other stakeholders. As a result, healthcare organizations have faced an enormous 
amount of changes, in policy, legislation, quality and other areas. These changes have to 
a great deal shaped processes and employees’ perceptions of these healthcare processes. 
Health care professionals might as a result be accustomed to working in an environment in 
which processes are constantly changing. Redesign efforts could be regarded as just one of 
the many changes that professionals deal with, with small effects on OC as a consequence.  

6.5.1. limitations

An important limitation of this research is the duration of the intervention period. We 
already discussed that some authors (e.g. 20) suggest that fully implementing lean thinking 
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for example, might take up to fi ve years or longer, while our interventi on period only lasted 
one year. This would mean that some of the eff ects that these redesign eff orts might have 
on OC might only show up over longer periods of ti me. On the other hand, there is other 
literature that suggests that the ti meframe we chose in this study is suffi  cient to achieve 
measurable results (28). In future research, this limitati on could be overcome by extending 
the interventi on period or measuring OC at more than two points in ti me. 

6.5.2. Conclusions

Relati vely few studies have evaluated the eff ects of redesign eff orts on OC in a healthcare 
setti  ng. In this study, we evaluated these eff ects in a year-long redesign project at two units 
in Dutch child- and adolescent mental healthcare. 

Despite a lack of empirical evidence, debate remains fi erce. Some authors suggest that 
the improved outcomes that many of the redesign studies report come at the expense of 
employees and employees’ working conditi ons. On the other end of the spectrum are the 
advocates of redesign, who suggest that applicati on not only leads to bett er outcomes, but 
respects and even improves working conditi ons. 

Our fi ndings suggest a middle ground between those two extremes. While we did fi nd 
a stati sti cally signifi cant diff erence on some aspects of employees’ percepti ons, this 
diff erence was very small. Redesign, so it seems from this research, does not deteriorate, 
nor does it improve organizati onal climate to a large extent, at least not in the ti me frame 
used in this study. Because we only had the opportunity to study the eff ect of redesign in 
one organizati on and compare it’s results with one other organizati on, further research is 
needed that replicates our study in a larger scale setti  ng. 
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7.1. introducti on

Redesign regards the implementati on of diff erent types of multi faceted organizati onal 
interventi ons that lead towards more process-oriented organizati on of care, by removing 
unnecessary steps and potenti al for errors. This approach has been widely used outside 
the healthcare sector and more recently in general healthcare, but experiences with 
this approach in mental healthcare are limited. The general aim of this research project 
therefore was to investi gate the impact of redesign on multi ple areas of performance in 
(Child- and Adolescent) mental healthcare. We feel that our fi ndings are especially valuable 
to researchers and professionals from the mental healthcare fi eld, because many of them 
have litt le previous knowledge on the concept of redesign or the extent to which redesign 
can be expected to lead to improvements and change. 

Redesign is what researchers call a ‘complex’ interventi on’, an interventi on that consists 
of multi ple components, which act both independently and interdependently [1, 2]. The 
fi rst step in this research was to determine which were the ‘multi ple areas of performance’ 
that redesign was likely to aff ect and how redesign aff ects multi ple areas of performance. 
Our initi al search of the literature led to the development of our main interventi on and 
three areas of performance (employees’ percepti ons, operati onal performance and pati ent 
outcomes), each of which was addressed in one of the research questi ons that guided this 
research: 

1. Is there an relati on between well-organized care processes and outcomes in children 
and adolescent mental healthcare?

2. What is the eff ect of applying redesign in (children and adolescent) mental healthcare 
on operati onal performance?

3. What is the eff ect of applying redesign in (children and adolescent) mental healthcare 
on organizati onal climate?

The relati on between the applicati on of redesign and the three areas of performance is 
visualized in fi gure 1, the conceptual framework of this study. Each research questi on was 
addressed in an individual study. These are also added to this fi gure. This chapter is intended 
to discuss those fi ndings and conclusions that exceed the scope of the individual studies. The 
discussion, conclusions and recommendati ons are therefore largely conceptual in nature. In 
the next secti ons we present and refl ect upon the main research contributi ons of this thesis 
(secti on 7.2) and the overarching conclusions that can be drawn from this research (secti on 
7.3). The fi nal secti ons of this chapter contain the limitati ons of this study (secti on 7.4) and 
recommendati ons for both daily practi ce (secti on 7.5) and further research (secti on 7.6). 
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figure 1: Conceptual model
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7.2. Main ConTriBuTions 

This section reflects on the main overarching contributions of this  research to the 
knowledge on redesign, its application in mental healthcare and its effects on three areas 
of performance. 

application of redesign

The first contribution of this research is that we applied and systematically analyzed redesign 
in mental healthcare. In recent years many papers have been published on redesign and its 
application in healthcare in general. Very few of these studies however, were conducted 
in mental healthcare [3-5]. This is problematic, because it is recognized that despite the 
similarities, there are also distinct differences between mental healthcare and other 
healthcare settings, including the more frequent use of coercion into treatment, longer 
treatment durations and more treatment contacts a less well developed quality system [6]. 
These differences might also mean that redesign needs to be adapted to mental healthcare, 
quite possibly influencing its effects and outcomes. This research contributes to the general 
body of knowledge by exploring if these differences posed challenges for the application of 
redesign in this sector. 

The starting point for many redesign efforts are problems in the (timely) delivery of 
healthcare services. These problems are partially caused by the fact that many organizations 
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have chosen to divide their organizati ons into groups of similar resources (e.g. operati ng 
theaters) or specialti es (e.g. medical specialists) instead of processes. By applying redesign, 
organizati ons can become more process-oriented which means that they divide their 
organizati on around comprehensive end-to-end processes [7]. The results of our initi al 
study of the literature (chapter 2) indicate that this trend towards a more process-oriented 
organizati on of care is already taking place in mental healthcare, mainly via the use of care 
programs and care pathways, which are widely used in (Dutch) mental healthcare [8, 9]. We 
designed our main interventi on to include these tools (chapter 3), so that the unit could 
build on their existi ng knowledge and experience with these concepts. During the actual 
interventi on period, we found that other redesign concepts, tools and approaches were 
also quite easily adopted and implemented in a mental healthcare setti  ng (chapter 5), a 
fi nding that our study shares with other reports and studies on redesign in for example 
Dutch general healthcare [10]. 

A second contributi on of this research is that it was not only aimed at the eff ect of 
redesign on the unit level (which was studied in chapter 5), but also studied the eff ect of 
this interventi on on employees (which was studied in chapter 6) and pati ents (which was 
studied in chapter 4). 

operati onal performance

The largest part of redesign literature studies the eff ect of redesign on operati onal 
performance (e.g. [11, 12]). Although specifi c fi ndings and results diff er from setti  ng 
to setti  ng and from study to study, studies generally share two general conclusions and 
fi ndings [3-5]. The fi rst  general conclusion is that redesign is no quick fi x. Many papers 
stressed that the improvements they achieved did not come easy nor were they achieved in 
a short period of ti me [3-5, 13, 14]. Our case study on operati onal performance confi rmed 
this conclusion and found that the redesign eff orts indeed were no quick-fi x for all of the 
problems that the interventi on unit was faced with. 

The second general conclusion in the largest part of redesign papers is that redesign seems 
to be an ‘outstanding’ (complex) interventi on to improve operati onal performance. With 
‘outstanding’ we mean that virtually all of the studies report that the study goals were met 
at the end of the study period. This diff ers from the results of this thesis. Chapter 5 describes 
a case study of a redesign project that was only parti ally successful. Despite a year of hard 
work by the professionals at the unit, ti mely delivery of services did not improve as much as 
intended. We off ered several explanati ons why our interventi on was only parti ally successful 
in improving the ti mely delivery of services in the specifi c context of the interventi on unit. 
The most important one was a lack of  ‘basic stability’ [15, 16], which refers to a situati on 
in which processes operate at an (in)suffi  cient level to meet demand. Our fi nding that the 
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unit experienced a  lack of basic stability (or any of the other explanations offered in chapter 
5) might benefit other researchers and organizations seeking to redesign their processes. 
In this way, we believe that our study offers a valuable addition to the research literature. 

One of the problems in assessing basic stability, or well-organized care processes in general, 
is that the degree to which a care process is well-organized (or the degree to which basic 
stability is achieved) depends on a number of factors. This means that there is no single 
measure that can adequately represent if a process is well organized or if basic stability 
is achieved [17]. To the contrary: studies use a wide range of measures to represent how 
well-organized a care process is [3]. Many of these measures only describe part of the care 
process. One of the contributions of this research is that in chapter 4 we defined and used 
nine variables that are commonly targeted in redesign interventions and that together 
describe the overall care process from the moment of referral for specialist mental health 
care until that treatment has finished. Among others, these variables include the admission 
waiting time, the treatment duration, intensity of treatment and the variation of the 
treatment interval, which is a measure for the variability of a process (the most important 
ones are described in figure 2).  

figure 2: Variables used in the process characteristics study
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Our research contributed to the understanding of redesign and its impact on organizational 
climate in two ways.

First, we broadened the understanding of the impact of redesign on organizational climate 
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unit experienced a  lack of basic stability (or any of the other explanati ons off ered in chapter 
5) might benefi t other researchers and organizati ons seeking to redesign their processes. 
In this way, we believe that our study off ers a valuable additi on to the research literature. 

One of the problems in assessing basic stability, or well-organized care processes in general, 
is that the degree to which a care process is well-organized (or the degree to which basic 
stability is achieved) depends on a number of factors. This means that there is no single 
measure that can adequately represent if a process is well organized or if basic stability 
is achieved [17]. To the contrary: studies use a wide range of measures to represent how 
well-organized a care process is [3]. Many of these measures only describe part of the care 
process. One of the contributi ons of this research is that in chapter 4 we defi ned and used 
nine variables that are commonly targeted in redesign interventi ons and that together 
describe the overall care process from the moment of referral for specialist mental health 
care unti l that treatment has fi nished. Among others, these variables include the admission 
waiti ng ti me, the treatment durati on, intensity of treatment and the variati on of the 
treatment interval, which is a measure for the variability of a process (the most important 
ones are described in fi gure 2).  

figure 2: Variables used in the process characteristi cs study

organizati onal climate

Our research contributed to the understanding of redesign and its impact on organizati onal 
climate in two ways.

First, we broadened the understanding of the impact of redesign on organizati onal climate 
because we used a conceptually broad survey of organizati onal climate to study the eff ect 

 

  

 

of redesign in a setti  ng in which it is not commonly studied. Most studies that have been 
conducted on the relati on between the applicati on of redesign and employees’ percepti on 
have largely focused on producti on setti  ngs [18, 19] or have used a climate measure that 
is aimed at a specifi c type of employees percepti ons (e.g. safety climate or climate for 
innovati on) [20]. 

The second contributi on of this thesis to the literature regards the size of the eff ect we 
found. Based on the heated debate on the eff ects of lean thinking on organizati onal climate 
[21, 22], we expected that our interventi on would have a disti nct eff ect on the organizati onal 
climate of the unit. However, the fi ndings described in chapter 6 suggest that there is only 
a very small relati on between the applicati on of redesign and organizati onal climate. In line 
with our conceptualizati on of redesign as a complex interventi on, we att ributed part of 
this small eff ect to the context in which we applied redesign. Another explanati on for this 
fi nding, which integrates the results from the organizati onal climate study with the results 
of our operati onal performance study is that our redesign interventi on was only parti ally 
successful in reducing waiti ng ti mes and delays. Fully resolving the problems with regard 
to the ti mely delivery of services would have required the use of additi onal, possibly more 
drasti c interventi ons at the unit. Such ‘higher dosage’ of the interventi on could have caused 
a diff erent response in employees percepti ons. One contributi on of this research to the 
discussion about the eff ects of the applicati on of redesign on organizati onal climate might 
be the realizati on that there is not ‘one’ eff ect of such interventi ons, but that this eff ect 
is infl uenced by, related to and in turn infl uences the context and the way in which it was 
applied. 

outcomes

The last contributi ons of this research are related to the eff ect of redesign on outcomes, or 
rather the eff ect of well-organized care processes on outcomes. This part of our conceptual 
framework was analyzed in the process characteristi cs study. Chapter 4 describes that 
pati ents who receive care in a more orderly, well-organized way indeed have a slightly bett er 
chance of improving their global functi oning over the course of a treatment, than pati ents 
who receive care in a less well-organized way.  The analysis confi rmed that our whole 
model was able to disti nguish between pati ents who improved their global functi oning and 
pati ents that did not. 

One of the individual variables that infl uenced the chance of improved global functi oning 
measured the sequence in which acti viti es were conducted. We included this variable based 
on the disti ncti on that we made between the specifi cati on and the delivery phase in our 
theoreti cal chapter. We found that if the care process started in the specifi cati on phase, 
pati ents had a higher chance of improved global functi oning aft er treatment than if the care 
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process started in the delivery phase. 

The second variable that influenced the chance that patients improve their global functioning 
after their treatment was the overall treatment duration. Patients that receive treatment 
over a longer period of time, have a higher chance of improved global functioning than 
patients who receive care over a shorter period of time (even though there might be no or 
very little treatment sessions during this period). This finding implies that redesign efforts 
should not only be targeted at reducing length of treatment, but also at creating a care 
process that is flexible enough to allow for additional, longer treatment depending on the 
patients’ specific situations. Other researchers suggest that the concept of modularity  [23] 
can be used to achieve this goal. In modular production, individual components that fulfills 
a single function can be combined (and repeated when necessary) with other components 
to create a highly flexible product. This concept might be a logical concept to apply, since 
modules are also part of care programs (see chapter 2). A second advantage of these 
modules is that they can also be used in semi-structured problem solving, in situations 
where it is only clear what the next few steps in the treatment might be. 

7.3. ConClusions

Overall, our research activities led to five main conclusions that will be presented and 
discussed in this section. 

1. As in other settings in which it has been applied, redesign does impact multiple areas 
of performance, but the extent depends on the context and how it was implemented. 

The concept of redesign has been successfully applied in other sectors. In these sectors, it 
has shown to have an effect on multiple areas of performance. The overarching aim of this 
research was to apply this concept to a sector to which it was relatively alien, i.e. mental 
healthcare, and see if we would also find an effect on multiple areas of performance.  The 
first general conclusion that can be drawn from this thesis is that redesign indeed is an 
intervention that has  an impact on multiple areas of performance in mental healthcare, as 
it did in other sectors to which it was applied. The individual studies showed that redesign 
did not only lead to changes in the way processes were organized, but that the intervention 
also influenced organizational climate at the unit. Furthermore, we also demonstrated a 
relation between well-organized care processes (operational performance) and outcomes 
in the process characteristics study.

Despite the finding that redesign impacts multiple areas of performance, this effect does 
not necessarily have to be very large.  Chapter 4 demonstrated an association between well-
organized care processes and outcomes, but this effect was only small. Chapter 5 showed 
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that our main interventi on reduced delays during treatment, but not in waiti ng ti mes. 
Chapter 6 showed that our main interventi on had an eff ect on employees’ percepti ons, but 
only to a small extent. 

In our discussion of the main contributi ons of this research as well as the discussion of the 
individual studies, we off ered several explanati ons that were related to the specifi c context 
of this research and the design of our main interventi on. In the specifi c context of our 
operati onal performance study, previous experience with care programs and care pathways 
was the fi rst explanati on why our interventi on met litt le resistance and why tools with which 
the unit had litt le experience were readily implemented. A lack of sound management 
informati on is a second example of a contextual factor that parti ally explains why the 
interventi on was only parti ally successful. To some degree, these factors are determined 
by legislati on or other factors outside the sphere of infl uence of researchers or managers. 
To some degree, these factors can be infl uenced. An example from this research is the 
choice of the management and the research team to use a design that acti vely involves 
professionals. The popular EFQM management model [24] disti nguishes fi ve broad areas 
that management can infl uence.  Next to ‘processes’, these areas are ‘leadership’, ‘strategy’, 
‘people’ and ‘partnerships and resources’. According to the model, the choices made on 
these fi ve areas together drive the results of an organizati on. This assumpti on echoes 
Berwick’s central law of improvement that ‘every system is perfectly designed to achieve the 
results it achieves’ [25]. For this research, it means that the context of the research setti  ng 
and the choices made by the research team and the management of the unit have to some 
degree infl uenced the results of our interventi on (see also secti ons 7.4 and 7.5).  

2. The right type of problem solving will produce the right results

A famous quote from lean thinking literature is that ‘the right process will produce the right 
results’ ([22], pp. 87). This quote if oft en followed by the statement that the applicati on of 
lean can result in dramati c reducti ons in producti on ti mes and inventory by as much as 90%, 
while errors and job related injuries drop by half ([26], pp. 27). Consequently, many lean and 
redesign eff orts evaluate the success of their interventi on accordingly and determine the 
ability of the interventi on unit to make a more effi  cient use of resources and deliver services 
in a more predictable and ti mely way. However, from (health) operati ons management 
literature we know that a certain type of process is bett er suited to do so than other types 
of processes [27-29]. These are the processes for which it is clear from the start which type, 
number and sequence of steps need to be taken. As a consequence, the behaviour of these 
processes becomes more predictable, a feature which can be further enhanced by using 
redesign, lean or other tools and approaches from operati ons management. 

In our theoreti cal chapter we saw that it is exactly this type of predictability that is regularly 
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lacking in healthcare processes in specialized mental healthcare. This chapter described 
health care delivery as problem solving activities [30] and the care process as the sequence 
of clinical decisions and tasks (tests and therapies) that together result in solving of a 
patient’s health problem. Some of these problems (that is: some patients with a problem 
about which much is known) are solved the same time, every time. Some patients present 
themselves with problems that are more complex, which means that the care process 
differs from patient to patient (and behaves non-predictable). Based on problem solving 
theory, Bohmer [30]  as well as later publications on lean thinking [31] state that the care 
process (the problem solving activities) for these two types of patients is distinctly different 
and should be managed in a distinctly different way. In other words, these publications state 
that the ‘right type of problem solving will produce the right type of results. 

Until quite recently, mental healthcare organizations used only one of these two ways and 
treated every patient in a fully customized way.  Our description of the literature on care 
programs and care pathways showed that the development of these tools helped mental 
healthcare to see that some of their processes that looked like unstructured problems, 
could actually be regarded  as semi-structured problems. As a result, the first steps toward 
standardization could be taken. In our empirical research we found that some parts of the 
care process, semi-structured problem solving approaches were changed in structured 
problem solving approaches, which allowed for further standardization. An example of 
this kind of standardization are the care pathways that have been implemented during the 
breakthrough project to diagnose the two largest patient groups at the unit.  At the same 
time a group of patients with complex problems remain. Solving their unstructured problem 
with standardized processes will not produce the right results. 

3. One of the first steps in improving the timely delivery of services in mental health care 
is achieving basic stability 

From the perspective of  operational performance a recent (realist) review [4] already 
identified a number of more detailed mechanisms via which the application of redesign (in 
the case of the review: lean thinking) leads to (operational) improvements.  Redesign tools 
can be used to understand processes and to identify and analyze problems, thus generating 
shared understanding among professionals (mechanism 1). Application of redesign 
instruments also generates practical suggestions for how to organize and design work flows 
and the working environment in the local setting (mechanism 2). Some tools and methods 
improve error detection work by making the process more explicit and staff more aware 
of how things should be done (mechanism 3). Finally, multiple studies remarked that team 
approach to problem solving can create a shared understanding of a problem and how it can 
be solved in a culture of continued improvement and learning (mechanism 4). 
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At the same ti me, our fi ndings suggest that there is a fi ft h mechanism via which redesign 
might lead to bett er results. In our study several tools and interventi ons were aimed at 
creati ng ‘basic stability’, a term from previous studies on lean [15, 16]. Basic stability refers to 
a situati on in which processes operate at a good enough level to meet demand. At the same 
ti me, this basic level of performance can serve as a baseline against which a process can be 
further improved. Because we employed an exploratory research design more research is 
needed to fi nd out if the ‘basic stability mechanism’ can also be observed in other studies. 

In chapter 5, (lack of) basic stability manifested itself in the fact that more pati ents were 
referred to the interventi on site than there were pati ents whose treatment ended and a lack 
of management informati on that enabled the unit to detect this problem. A lack of basic 
stability also manifests itself in other ways [15], for example, when no informati on is collected 
on pati ents’ outcomes aft er the care process has fi nished. Measuring pati ents’ outcomes 
on a regular basis is commonly referred to as (Pati ent) Routi ne Outcome Monitoring [32, 
33]. If no ROM data is collected,  this leads to the situati on where informati on is lacking to 
evaluate progress on the pati ent level. A second disadvantage lies on a more aggregated 
level, where this data could have been used be a valuable source in the further development 
of care programs, care pathways and improving the care process in general. Currently there 
are several practi cal and methodological issues in collecti ng and analyzing this type of data, 
especially on an aggregated level [34]. But if these problems could be resolved, ROM-data 
could be used to further reduce uncertainty about the opti mal course of treatment or in 
other words: help organizati ons to discover additi onal possibiliti es where semi-structured 
and structured problem solving could be used.

4. Redesign is no therapy to ‘cure’ pati ents and it should not be evaluated as such 

Even before we started our empirical studies, our conceptual model made clear that there 
is no direct relati on between the applicati on of redesign and medical outcomes. Rather, we 
viewed redesign as a way to achieve bett er organized processes, which in turn can infl uence 
pati ent metrics. While most studies report only on bett er organized care processes as a result 
of redesign [e.g. 35, 36], some studies forget to make a clear disti ncti on between redesign, 
well-organized processes and (medical) outcomes [37, 38]. As a consequence, some readers 
that are not very familiar with redesign might assume a direct relati on between redesign 
and (medical) outcomes. However: redesign is no therapy for pati ents and should not be 
viewed as such. Not a single pati ent has been ‘cured’ because they received a healthy 
dose of redesign, instead of another type of treatment. Redesign does not ‘save lives’ [37], 
healthcare professionals do (and especially in mental healthcare pati ents themselves do by 
becoming acti vely involved in their own recovery). If one insists on pursuing the analogy 
of redesign as a therapy, than at the very least, this therapy is aimed at ‘curing’ processes, 
not pati ents. That is not to say that redesign cannot infl uence the eff ect of real types of 
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therapies or treatments as it does offer the possibility to change the way care process are 
organized. The results of our process characteristics study show that there was a (small) 
relation between (specific elements of) well-organized care process and outcomes in our 
sample. Although the relation with outcomes might be small, well-organized care might 
have other effects that are beneficial in solving some of the problems that healthcare is 
faced with, including the prevention of errors and an efficient use of resources. 

Not viewing redesign as a therapy to cure patients also implies not evaluating redesign as 
therapies that are aimed at curing patients. Redesign is aimed at improving processes, and 
should be evaluated to the extent in which it succeeds in doing exactly that, not to the extent 
to which it is effective in improving patient outcomes.  We feel that a clearer distinction 
could be made between the effect that redesign or lean might have on the organization of 
care and organizational climate one the one hand, and the relation between well-organized 
care processes and outcome (or organizational climate and outcome) on the other hand. 
That is not to say that we do not value or recommend better research designs than are 
currently used in redesign studies, a view that we share with the reviews on redesign to 
which we also referenced in this thesis [4, 5, 11]. Nor does it mean that we dismiss the idea 
of the use of RCT in the evaluation of redesign, as this design could shed additional light 
on the extent to which redesign is effective in improving processes. Quite to the contrary. 
The final steps in the framework for the evaluation of complex interventions are aimed at 
conducting more definitive studies using RCT designs. Additionally and parallel to studies 
using more rigorous research designs, we recommend replication of our studies or reporting 
of similar redesign initiatives in mental healthcare should generate additional insights in the 
plausibility of the explanations that we offered, something which we will discuss in more 
detail in the final sections of this chapter. 

5. Whatever its other effects might be, there is no indication that redesign (or the resulting 
well-organized care processes) violates the fundamental principle of  ‘primum non 
nocere’

One of the first rules in medicine is do no harm (‘primum non nocere’). While our process 
characteristics study did not reveal a very large relation between (aspects of ) well-organized 
care processes and the chance that patients improve their functioning after treatment, 
neither did they show the contrary: that patients that receive care in a more well-organized 
way had a lower chance of improved global functioning after treatment. The same goes for 
the study of our main intervention. In this study, we observed no significant improvement 
in outcomes at the intervention unit, but neither did we observe a deterioration, while 
considerable changes were made to the care process. At the same time, these better 
organized processes have several benefits from other points of view as was discussed in 
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previous chapters: bett er organized care processes tend to be easier to plan and predict 
and generally are more effi  cient and profi table [27]. Given these benefi ts and our fi nding 
that a bett er organizati on of care processes does no harm to pati ents, we would highly 
recommend that organizati ons conti nue to redesign their processes (bearing in thought our 
second general conclusion about problem solving types). 

Some aspects of bett er organized care processes which we investi gated are more 
appropriate for those pati ents whose problems allow for more (semi) structured types of 
problem solving, but some are relevant for all types of pati ents. For example, only slightly 
more than half of the cases in the process characteristi cs study fi rst received a diagnosti cs 
contact, before the start of the actual treatment, although both guidelines and theory [30] 
recommend otherwise. The fi ndings from this study are an example of how to achieve 
bett er organized care processes, but there are other approaches and tools that suit the 
specifi c context of the adopti ng organizati on as well or even bett er.  

7.4. liMiTaTions

The general aim of this PhD research was to investi gate the impact of redesign on multi ple 
areas of performance. Most of the theory, studies, results and discussions in this thesis 
therefore focussed on processes; how to redesign processes in mental healthcare and how 
to measure possible eff ects of redesigned processes on multi ple areas of performance. As 
we have seen earlier in this discussion, ‘processes’ are not the only factor driving results 
[24]. Since we chose to focus our research only on ‘processes ‘, we did not systemati cally 
collect data on the other enablers ‘leadership’, ‘strategy’, ‘partnerships and resources’. This 
data could have off ered an additi onal insight into some of our fi ndings, most notably in the 
operati onal performance study, where data from these enablers might have explained why 
the unit only parti ally succeeded in achieving its goals.  

This research was largely structured following the steps in the evaluati on of complex 
interventi ons [1]. Following more mainstream interventi on methods, one of the last steps 
in this framework is to conduct a defi niti ve randomized controlled trial (RCT) to provide 
the strongest possible evidence for the interventi on. This thesis focused on the preliminary 
phases before an RCT is actually conducted.  We found this approach appropriate, given 
the scarce evidence on the applicati on of our complex interventi on, redesign, in mental 
healthcare. At the same ti me, this approach also leads to the most important limitati on of 
this research: the main interventi on (chapter 5) was conducted in a single study setti  ng, a 
unit of GGzE. This raises the questi on if our fi ndings can be generalized to other (mental) 
healthcare setti  ngs. However, the target populati on of the unit in this research is comparable 
to the target populati on of other children- and adolescent mental healthcare providers. 
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Second, the treatments that are offered at the unit  and the care pathways developed 
to deliver these treatments are also commonly seen in other providers [39]. This implies 
that our study results may be used by other mental healthcare providers with comparable 
patient groups. 

A second limitation of this research is that the researcher was actively involved as a 
facilitator / expert during the main intervention period. The same researcher also compiled 
the list of interventions that was used to evaluate the intervention period. This approach 
is not uncommon in operations management [40], nor is it uncommon in healthcare or 
research settings where an additional goal is to educate the workforce [41]. It does however 
mean that we took additional measures to ensure the validity of this data. One of these 
measures is that the interventions were already coded during the intervention period and 
not afterwards. Also, this list of interventions and the description of the interventions on 
these list were checked on a monthly base by both the medical manager and the business 
manager of the unit at which the research was conducted. Finally, this list was also discussed 
regularly with the two promotores / senior researchers overseeing this thesis. 

All of the studies in this research were aimed at gathering a better understanding of the 
application of a concept that is relatively alien to the setting in which it was applied. That 
is why we used the framework for the evaluation of complex intervention to study this 
concept and that is also why we structured the chapters of this thesis according to the main 
steps in this framework.  The limitation that follows from this choice is that conclusions of 
this research should be interpreted with caution, as they are not (yet) confirmed via studies 
employing a more rigorous design. To provide a definitive conclusion on the effects of the 
application of redesign in mental healthcare requires more research, in which we hope that 
researchers can use our findings to develop the best study possible in their specific context. 

7.5. reCoMMendaTions for PoliCy and daily PraCTiCe 

The final two sections of this thesis present our recommendations for policy and daily 
practice (this section) and for additional research (next section). 

Our first recommendation for daily practice is aimed at the preparatory phases before a 
redesign project actually commences. When making the preparations for such a project, 
we feel that it is very important for organizations to gather a better understanding of (the 
problems in) their current care delivery processes. In literature, such analyses are referred 
to as ‘current state analyses’ (see e.g. [42]) or ‘process analyses’ [29]. In our operational 
performance study, we suspected and noticed distinct differences between the performance 
of similar processes within even a single unit. Although improvement was possible for all of 
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these processes, ti me constraints meant that the  improvement teams could focus only 
on a limited part of these processes. Although general informati on on the current state 
care processes was available, detailed informati on was lacking and could have helped 
the improvement team to focus on those processes that were bott lenecks, areas where 
improvement was needed most. From our experience outside of this research, we also know 
that this informati on is regularly lacking in other organizati ons. That is why we recommend 
these organizati ons to let the preparati ons for redesign projects run alongside eff orts to 
develop management informati on. This  informati on needs not to be limited to data about 
processes, but could also contain informati on about outcomes of treatments off ered, so 
that organizati ons can see if their processes produce the intended, expected results and 
where they do not. 

Our second recommendati on for redesign eff orts in daily practi ce is not to aim for the sky: 
initi al redesign eff orts should try to achieve basic stability rather than top-class performance 
in all care processes. Studies on successful redesign eff orts and the successful applicati on of 
various approaches describe that it took them multi ple years to achieve basic stability [15, 
16, 43]. In this thesis, the interventi on unit achieved major improvements in the year of the 
interventi on, but sti ll did not achieve basic stability at the end of it (chapter 5). Given the 
results of our study and the results reported in other redesign papers, we feel that there is 
no reason to suspect why this situati on should be diff erent for other healthcare providers 
starti ng with redesign. 

Third, we highly recommend to involve employees in redesign eff orts. While this point has 
been emphasized in many studies on lean thinking [44], care pathways[45, 46], quality 
improvement in general [47] and the results of our redesign and process characteristi cs 
study, there has been a remarkable tendency in (mental) healthcare to view management of 
care processes and delivery of care as two separate worlds. At the same ti me and because 
they work in them every day, professionals know best where there is room for improvement 
in care processes. Or as we have put it in one of our papers: ‘a manager’s most important 
task is to create an environment where interacti on between team members leads to a level 
of performance that cannot be achieved by individual team members alone’ ([48], pp. 345). 

Based on the results of this thesis, we could not recommend one single approach or tool 
as absolutely vital in redesign eff orts. Rather, we would recommend a more integrati ve 
approach using multi ple tools and approaches depending on the context and circumstances 
of the adopti ng organizati on. In our theoreti cal chapter we found that lean thinking, the 
TOC, Six Sigma as well as care programs and care pathways could be used to improve 
processes. While we started our improvement eff orts using various tools from lean thinking, 
in our study the parti cipants found it useful to add various tools from other improvement 
approaches, rather than sti cking to the use of a single set of tools from a single approach. 
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That this research mostly started from the perspective of lean thinking does not mean 
that we would recommend all mental healthcare providers to take lean thinking as 
a starting point. That is because literature indicates that lean thinking is best suited for 
organizations with a specific type of organizational strategy, i.e. ‘operational excellence’ [49, 
50]. This strategy is aimed at delivering a reliable high quality service at the lowest total 
cost available. This business strategy emphasizes the importance of reducing variability 
and increasing standardization. However, operational excellence is not the only strategy 
that organizations can chose to distinguish themselves from competitors. Two other 
well-known business strategies revolve around the idea of ‘product leadership’ (offering 
the best, innovative service to patients, even if these services cannot be delivered at the 
lowest costs) and ‘customer intimacy’ (offering a highly personalized service  to customers 
instead of offering a standardized range of products). The successful pursuit of any of these 
strategies has fare reaching consequences for an organization. They have to make numerous 
adaptions to processes, invest in employees or even change the physical layout of their 
organizations to be able to deliver on the strategic intent (a so called service concept [51]). 
The service concept needed to achieve operational excellence differs from the service 
concept needed to achieve product leadership, which also differs from the service concept 
needed to achieve customer intimacy [49]. These service concepts are so different from 
each other, that it seems very difficult for organizations to operate successfully on more 
than one business strategy [52-54]. Recent research indicates that only a part of the Dutch 
mental healthcare sector employs the business strategy of operational excellence, while 
others use one of the two other business strategies [55]. Off course, dependable processes 
(basic stability) is needed in every type of organizations, even if these processes do not 
strive to be operationally excellent. The point is that aggressively pursuing standardization 
via redesign in organizations that use other business strategies might not yield the best 
results. That is why our last recommendation in this section would be for organizations to 
choose an improvement method that is in line with their corporate business strategy rather 
than blindly pursuing process improvements and standardization via lean-thinking-based 
redesign.

7.6. reCoMMendaTions for furTher researCh

The phases in the framework for the evaluation of complex interventions consists of multiple 
phases that can be compared with the phases in the development of new drugs [2]. In the 
initial phases, efforts are aimed at determining the safety of a potential new drug. After this 
initial phases, research results in information about both the active ingredient in a new drug 
and the (optimal) dose of delivery.  Our recommendations for further research follow this 
division, but are preceded by a general recommendation on the use of data in (redesign) 
research in mental healthcare.
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In the last few years, two developments have played an important role in the Dutch 
mental healthcare sector: the introducti on of DRG / DBC’s [56] and the introducti on of 
Routi ne Outcome Monitoring  / Measurement (ROM, see e.g. [33, 34, 57]). As part of 
these developments, mental healthcare providers are required to gather more (and more 
standardized) data about their care processes (DRG) and the outcomes of these processes 
(ROM). In the case of the DRG’s, this has resulted in a (anonymous) nati onal database 
(DBC Informati eysteem / ‘DRG Informati on System’ / DIS) containing informati on on all 
treatments and treatment sessions in The Netherlands over the last few years. The same 
development can be expected to happen in relati on to ROM over the next few years. But 
despite the fact that this data could be a valuable source for research, unti l know,  very litt le 
is actually done to make use of these data. And there are numerous examples of how this 
data could be useful. For example, at this moment, each mental healthcare provider uses 
their own, oft en diff erent set of data to calculate expected waiti ng ti mes for their pati ents. 
While this data is intended to aid pati ents in deciding where they can receive care in the 
most ti mely way, the diff erences in data make it hard to compare diff erent providers. DIS 
off ers researchers the possibility to calculate these waiti ng ti mes in a standardized way 
for all providers in The Netherlands, instead of relying on the data that mental healthcare 
providers themselves provide on their website. DIS data could also be used to study 
diff erences in the provision of care by diff erent providers or for diff erent conditi ons. In other 
words, this database off ers enormous potenti al for research. This research needs not only 
to be limited to more main-stream evaluati on of interventi ons, but could also be aimed 
at identi fying best practi ces, organizati ons that outperform  their peers in relati on to the 
organizati on of care (DIS data) or outcomes (ROM data), with the goal of learning from 
these organizati ons. However, we currently know of very litt le research that acti vely uses 
this data. Even if this data would be available, learning from best practi ces would require 
organizati ons to share their best practi ces, knowledge and results, something which is not 
very easy in the current  competi ti on-based mental healthcare environment. In our view, 
these data do however off er the sector a unique possibility for quality improvement and 
even bett er collaborati on between the scienti fi c community and everyday practi ce. That 
is why our fi rst recommendati on to researchers and for research would be to explore how 
more use can be made of this type of data.  

Aft er this fi rst recommendati on on the use of data, we now turn towards our recommendati ons 
related to the framework for complex interventi ons. This thesis provided preliminary 
evidence that the applicati on of redesign and the resulti ng well-organized care processes 
does not harm pati ent outcomes, the equivalent of the earlier phases in drug research. In 
chapter 4, we called for additi onal research into this relati on, if possible using a conti nuous 
measure of outcome as the dependent variable. Based on our theoreti cal chapter and the 
general conclusion ‘the right type of problem solving will produce the right type of results’ 
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from this chapter, we would  now also recommend that this research includes a variable that 
measures the main type of problem solving that was used during the treatment of patient. 
One option for this type of research would be to select a group of patients with a condition 
for which a well-researched treatment is available (focussing on the relation between well-
organized care processes and outcomes in structured problem solving). If a distinction can 
be made between the dominant type of problem solving used in the treatment of a patient 
(structured, semi-structured and unstructured problem solving), an alternative would be 
to test the relation between well-organized care processes and outcomes holds for all 
three groups. This way it could be investigated if the relation between well-organized care 
processes and outcomes holds for all three groups of patients, or only for the group of 
patients for which semi-structured or structured problem solving was predominantly used 
during treatment. 

A second group of recommendations for further research focuses on determining the ‘active 
ingredients’ of redesign. These recommendations are largely in line with those of Mazzocato 
et al. [4] although this research is limited to the application of lean thinking, which we view 
as being one of more approaches used in redesign. Currently, studies that are grouped 
under the single denominator ‘redesign’ actually investigate the effect of multiple types 
of interventions, approaches and tools. This type of exploratory research, which was also 
conducted in this thesis, is useful as it allows researchers to find out which tools can be 
used as part of redesign efforts, how these tools work, to what extent and how they can be 
adapted to the local context. On a more general level, such studies could also be used to 
validate the mechanisms that influence redesign in general, instead of the mechanisms for 
lean thinking alone [4]. 

At the same time, this also means that each study on redesign to a greater or lesser degree 
varies in the amount of  ‘active ingredient’ (mechanism) that is used to solve a problem. In 
terms of knowledge, we are aware that there are different mechanisms via which redesign is 
expected to lead to changed performance, but we are not yet able to fully measure or control 
these mechanisms across different redesign studies [30, 58]. While some questionnaires 
have been developed that can measure such mechanisms for individual tools used in 
redesign, most notably clinical pathways [59, 60], more research is needed to develop a tool 
that can measure which mechanism is present for redesign in general, and to what extent. 
After such tools have been validated, a next step would be to include the results of these 
measurements in redesign studies, as it allows researchers and reviewers to find out if there 
is relation between the presence of these mechanisms and the results of redesign efforts, 
an ‘optimal dose’, to stay in the words of the drug research analogy.  

Our last recommendations regard the use of more evaluative designs to assess the impact 
of redesign. Several authors argue for the inclusion of control groups and / or randomization 
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to assess the impact of redesign eff orts in healthcare [5]. We agree with a need to reduce 
bias in several of the current studies, including our own, but at the same ti me would like to 
point at our conclusions that stated that there is a need for a clearer disti ncti on between 
the eff ect that redesign or lean might have on the organizati on of care and organizati onal 
climate on the one hand, and the relati on between well-organized care processes and 
outcome (or organizati onal climate and outcome) on the other hand. 

If one chooses to evaluate the impact of well-organized care processes on outcomes,  
randomizati on should occur at the pati ent level so that outcomes of pati ents who receive a 
more well-organized care process can be compared to the outcomes of pati ents who receive 
a less-well organized care process. While this type of research might be more easy to design 
or execute, they are not suitable to assess the impact of redesign. 

Researching the eff ect that ‘redesign’ has on the organizati on of care processes or 
organizati onal climate requires randomizati on at the level of employees (as employees’ 
percepti ons are commonly conceptualized as unit or organizati onal level phenomena) or 
at the level of processes (in the case that one investi gates the relati on between redesign 
and operati onal performance). Especially investi gati ng the relati on between redesign and 
operati onal performance would require care processes, quite possibly at numerous sites, 
for both the interventi on and control group. For such a situati on, the medical research 
council, who developed the framework for the evaluati on of complex interventi ons, as well 
as several other authors suggest the use of cluster Randomized Controlled Trials (cRCT, see 
[1, 61, 62]). 

Normally, an interventi on is compared to ‘treatment as usual’. A second diffi  culty for (c)
RCTs aimed at redesign is that researchers need to determine what ‘treatment as usual’ in 
the case of redesign means. This requires that researchers need to determine the ‘acti ve 
ingredients’ of redesign in mental healthcare, something we already discussed on the 
previous page of this fi nal secti on. 

While these diffi  culti es might not be impossible to overcome, they do show that substanti al 
eff orts are needed to set up studies that evaluate complex interventi ons like redesign using 
appropriate designs and techniques. We hope that the fi ndings presented in this thesis 
might off er a litt le help for researchers att empti ng to do so.  
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inTroduCTion

The number of people receiving mental health services in The Netherlands has risen steadily 
over the last years. Many mental health care organizations have difficulties ensuring that all 
of these patients receive the services they need in a timely way. That is why more and more 
providers are experimenting with approaches that can help them improve the way they 
have organized their care processes. Lean thinking, Six Sigma, the Theory of Constraints, 
Care programs and Care Pathways are among the approaches and tools being used. A more 
general term for the application of such approaches and tools is redesign. Redesign is defined 
as the implementation of different types of multifaceted organizational interventions that 
lead towards more process-oriented organization of care, by removing unnecessary steps 
and potential for errors. It is a concept that has been used by many organizations outside 
the healthcare sector, where it has shown to reduce coordinating costs and throughput 
times. It has also been applied by hospitals where the results of such redesign projects are 
positive. Because of these successes , there is a wide interest in the possible effects that these 
approaches might have on various areas of performance in mental healthcare. However, 
until now only a very limited number of papers has been published on the application 
of redesign in mental healthcare and its effects on performance. This is caused by the 
difficulties associated with studying the effects of redesign in (mental) healthcare. Redesign 
is what researchers call a ‘complex intervention’, which means that it is an intervention that 
consists of multiple components, all of which could have an effect on their own, but could 
also strengthen or weaken the effect of other interventions. This makes it difficult to assess 
a causal relation between (individual elements of) redesign and performance.  Second, 
performance itself is a concept that can be measured in many different ways. This does not 
mean that redesign cannot be evaluated. Quite the contrary: some years ago, researchers 
developed a framework for the evaluation of complex intervention which can be used to this 
end. As a final step in this framework, researchers could design and execute a Randomized 
Clinical Trial, the design that is considered the gold standard in medicine. However, many 
preliminary steps have to be taken before such a design can be used to study redesign in 
mental healthcare. This thesis reports on these preliminary steps of this framework. 

general aiM and researCh QuesTions

The general aim of this research project was to investigate the impact of the complex 
intervention ‘redesign’ on multiple areas of performance in (children and adolescent) 
mental healthcare, in order to gather a better understanding of this concept.  Three research 
questions were formulated: 

1. Is there a relation between well-organized care processes and outcomes in children 
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and adolescent mental healthcare?

2. What is the effect of applying redesign in (children and adolescent) mental healthcare 
on operational performance?

3. What is the effect of applying redesign in (children and adolescent) mental healthcare 
on organizational climate?

study setting

The empirical part of this research was conducted at two units of general mental healthcare 
providers that offer Children and Adolescent Mental Healthcare Services (CAMHS). The first 
of these units was the center for children and adolescent mental healthcare of GGzE. GGzE 
is a mental health services provider in and around Eindhoven. GGzE treats patients that 
suffer from a wide range of mental disorders, but has specialized in delivering services to 
the severe mentally ill. The second site of this research was the division for children and 
adolescent mental healthcare of Mondriaan. Mondriaan is a regional mental healthcare 
services provider that is based in the south of Limburg. 

study design 
This research consisted of a literature review that led to the construction of our conceptual 
model, and three individual studies each addressing  a relation in that same conceptual 
model (i.e. the ‘process characteristics study’, the ‘operational performance study’ and the 
‘organizational climate study’). The design of each of these studies is described below. 

Conceptual model 
This research was aimed at investigating the impact of redesign on multiple areas of 
performance. The first step in this research was to determine which were these ‘multiple 
areas of performance’ that redesign was likely to affect and how redesign affects these 
areas of performance. Our initial search of the literature led to the development of our 
main intervention and three areas of performance (employees’ perceptions, operational 
performance and patient outcomes), each of which was addressed in an individual study. 

Process characteristics study

The process characteristics study  was a predecessor to our main intervention (which 
is studied in the redesign- and organizational climate study). This study was aimed at 
investigating the impact that well-organized care processes have on patient outcomes. In 
other words: do patients that receive care in a well-organized way have a higher chance of 
improving their global functioning after treatment, than patients who receive care in a less 
well-organized way. We used anonymous treatment data from 1285 patients out of an initial 
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sample of 2324 patients who were treated at two units for Children and Adolescent mental 
healthcare (GGzE and Mondriaan). Patients were excluded if they received crisis or inpatient 
treatment, were younger than 21 years or received no (or minimal) treatment.

For each of the remaining 1285 patients, we measured how well their care process was 
organized. This was done  by calculating nine different measures (admission waiting time, 
treatment duration, treatment sequence, diagnostic time, treatment time, the number 
of days a patients received diagnostic contacts, the number of days a patient received 
treatment contacts, intensity of  treatments and the variation in time between contacts). 
We also analyzed if global functioning of these patients changed over the course of their 
treatment. These two types of data were then entered in a logistic regression model and 
analyzed, to examine if there was a relationship between improved outcomes and well-
organized care processes. 

operational Performance study

The operational performance study was a case study aimed at assessing the impact of 
a year-long breakthrough project that was conducted at GGzE center for children and 
adolescent mental healthcare. The project was modeled after the ‘breakthrough series’, 
a model developed by the American Institute for Healthcare Improvement to help 
healthcare organizations achieve ‘breakthrough’ improvement in situations where there is 
a gap between what we know and what we do. The goals of this project were  threefold: 
reducing the (admission) waiting time at the unit, reducing delays during treatment, while 
maintaining a similar level of outcomes. These goals were evaluated using the same data 
source as in the process characteristics study (anonymous standardized patient data). The 
initial sample consisted of treatment data of 3533 care trajectories that were conducted at 
the unit between January 2008 and September 2010. Patients in crisis, as well as patients 
that were admitted for inpatient treatment, patients older than 21 years were excluded from 
analysis. The final sample consisted of 2606 care trajectories. Data of these care trajectories 
was evaluated using Statistical Process Control (SPC), to detect  changes in performance 
over the intervention period. 

organizational Climate study
The final study of this thesis was the organizational climate study. This study examined the 
effect of the main intervention (the breakthrough project aimed at reducing waiting times 
and delays) not on operational performance nor on patient outcomes, but on employees’ 
perceptions of their working environment (organizational climate). The study was designed 
as a field experiment in which we measured organizational climate via the Organizational 
Climate Measure (OCM, a validated questionnaire that is completed by employees of a 
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unit). Employees of GGzE center for Children and Adolescent mental healthcare were 
asked to complete this questionnaire both before and after the breakthrough project. We 
also collected the same data at Mondriaan, division for children and adolescent mental 
healthcare, our comparison site. The data was used to analyze two hypotheses. The first 
hypothesis was that the organizational climate at the intervention site after the intervention 
period would differ from the organizational climate before the intervention period. The 
second hypothesis was that there would be differences in organizational climate between 
the intervention site and the comparison site at the end of the intervention period, while 
controlling for their scores at the start of the intervention period.  The data was analyzed 
using an independent sample t-test (hypothesis 1) and a one-way between groups analysis 
of variance (ANCOVA) for hypothesis 2.

resulTs & ConClusions of The individual sTudies

Process characteristics study

The  main finding of our process characteristics study was that our model as a whole was 
able to distinguish between patients that improved their global functioning and patients 
that did not. Patients who receive care in a well-organized way are slightly more likely to 
improve their global functioning after treatment than patients who received care in a less-
well organized way. Four individual variables were also associated with better outcomes. 
Two were confounders (age at the start of treatment and global functioning at the start 
of treatment). The two other variables were treatment duration and the order in which 
diagnostics and treatment are offered. The other variables did not individually predict 
better outcomes. 

This research showed that redesign efforts in mental health care not only influence processes 
from a health operations management point of view, they also influence patient outcomes. 
Our research also shows that the actual contribution of well-organized care processes 
seems relatively small, especially when compared to the effect that the confounders in our 
model had. 

operational Performance study

During the year that the breakthrough project was executed, the professionals and 
management of GGzE center for children and adolescent mental healthcare trialed and 
implemented interventions from both a unit logistics perspective (i.e. making more efficient 
use of capacities) and a chain logistics perspective (i.e. creating faster processes, with fewer 
delays). 
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Despite these numerous interventions, the overall results of the operational performance 
study were mixed. Two out of the three goals were met. First, similar levels of outcomes were 
maintained for the full duration of the intervention period. Second, delays during treatment 
decreased as the average time between contacts dropped from 26 to 18 days. Although 
the introduction of care pathways and centralized screening meant that the first steps after 
referral (the first steps of the total care process) could be executed over a shorter period 
of time, the admission waiting time was not reduced significantly. The main cause was a 
continued growth in the number of patients under treatment. As a consequence, capacity 
that was freed up by improvements needed to be used to treat these extra patients, instead 
of shortening waiting times. 

organizational climate study

The pre-measurement had a response rate of about 68% at the intervention site and about 
58% at the comparison site. The post-measurement had comparable respone rates. Overall, 
102 respondents from the intervention site and 96 respondents from the comparison site 
completed both measurements.

Our analyses showed that the Organizational Climate at the intervention site only changed 
on factors related to productivity and goal achievement (the so called rational goal model), 
but not on other aspects of organizational climate. Compared to the comparison group, 
we found that the intervention group scored worse on the part of our questionnaire that 
focussed on socio-technical elements of organizational climate. Although both differences 
were statistically significant, the effect was relatively small. In the final part of chapter 6, we 
offer several explanations for these findings.  

general discussion and conclusions

The relation between the application of redesign and the three areas of performance that 
we identified in the theoretical chapter were described in each of the individual studies. 
The general discussion in chapter 7 presented an overarching reflection and was intended 
to discuss those findings and conclusions that exceeded the scope of the individual studies. 
The main conclusions concerning the application of redesign in mental healthcare and its 
impact on multiple areas of performance were:

1. As in other settings in which it has been applied, redesign does impact multiple areas 
of performance, but the extent depends on the context and the actual content of the 
redesign effort.  

All three studies show that redesign and well-organized care processes have an effect on 
various areas of performance. However, this effect was not necessarily very large. In chapter 
7, we discussed that these relatively small effects could possibly be explained by taking a 
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closer look at the context in which this research was conducted and the choices made by het 
management and research team in designing this research. 

2. The right type of problem solving will produce the right type of results. 

In our theoretical chapter, we found that standardization of processes in healthcare is to 
a large degree dependent on the problems with which patients present themselves. For 
patients that present themselves with clear, well circumscribed problems, processes can 
be standardized to a higher degree than for patients who present themselves with multiple 
unclear symptoms. Organizations that treat both types of patients must carefully design 
their care processes in order to ensure highest quality of care to be delivered. 

3. One of the first steps in improving the timely delivery of services in mental healthcare 
is achieving basic stability.

During the breakthrough project, waiting times were not reduced as much as was expected 
beforehand. An important explanation was that while the unit improved many of their 
processes, the underlying total care process was not stable from an operations management 
point of view. The most clear manifestation of a lack of basic stability in this study was that 
more patients flowed into the system than out of the system. We discussed that creating 
basic stability (a situation in which processes operate at an sufficient level to meet demand) 
should be an important first step when organizations try to improve timely delivery of 
services. 

4. Redesign is no therapy to ‘cure’ patients and should not be evaluated as such

According to our conceptual model, redesign might influences the organization of care 
and organizational climate. If care processes, or organizational climate change, so might 
outcomes. But we found no evidence that redesign causes medical outcomes. Not a single 
patients has been ‘cured’ because they received a healthy dose of redesign, instead of 
another type of treatment. In some of the papers that we encountered, this distinction was 
not being made very explicitly. If redesign could be considered as a therapy, it’s effects could 
also be evaluated as with other therapies. Since this is not the case, research has to start 
from a different angle, which we discussed in chapter 7.  

5. Whatever it’s other effects might be, there is no indication that redesign (or the 
resulting well-organized care processes) violate the fundamental principle of ‘primum 
non nocere’ (first do no harm).

One of the first rules of medicine is do no harm. In the studies that we conducted as part 
of this thesis, we found no evidence that patients had a lower chance on improvement 
after processes were redesigned. Even though we also did not find a great effect to the 
contrary (that patients have a greater chance of improvement  if processes are redesigned), 
the improvements that were achieved during the study period do have benefits from for 
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example an operations management point of view. Given these benefits, we would highly 
recommend that organizations continue to redesign their processes. 

recommendations

The final part of this thesis described the recommendations of this study. The first 
recommendations were aimed at policy and daily practice. We recommend that 
organizations start their redesign efforts with a solid analysis of the current state of the care 
processes. Furthermore, initial redesign efforts should not aim for the sky, but rather should 
focus on achieving basic stability. Our third recommendation was to assure a high degree 
of employee involvement in redesign projects. Our final recommendation for daily practice 
was to choose a redesign tool or approach that is best geared onto the characteristics of the 
adopting organization, rather than using one specific approach like lean, TOC or six sigma in 
all situations. The approach an organizations chooses should fit in relation to other choices 
made by the organization, especially the business strategy of the organization. 

The first recommendation for further research was to make better use of those data that is 
now routinely collected in Dutch mental healthcare, but is not regularly used in research. 
Second, we would call for additional research on how to design processes for different types 
of problem solving, and the effects that different types of problem solving have on medical 
outcomes. Further research could also be directed towards identifying why some redesign 
projects are more successful than others (in other words: identifying which are the ‘active 
ingredients’ in redesign efforts). If more evidence is available about these ‘active ingredients’,  
checklists, questionnaires or other measuring tools can be developed to identify the fidelity 
in which redesign is being applied in a certain setting. Our final recommendation was aimed 
at choosing the right design to evaluate the effects of redesign efforts. 
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aanleiding

Het aantal Nederlanders dat wordt behandeld in de Geestelijke Gezondheidszorg (GGZ) 
vertoont al jaren een stijgende lijn. Eén van de gevolgen is dat GGZ-aanbieders moeite 
hebben om al deze personen op een tijdige manier (dat wil zeggen: zonder wachtlijsten en 
onnodige vertraging) zorg aan te bieden. Steeds meer GGZ-aanbieders zoeken daarom naar 
manieren om ervoor te zorgen dat wachtlijsten verminderen en vertragingen afnemen. GGZ-
aanbieders maken daarbij gebruik van verschillende instrumenten en verbetermethodes, 
zoals Lean Thinking, Six Sigma, de ‘Theory of Constraints’, zorgprogramma’s en zorgpaden. 
Een meer generieke term voor de toepassing van deze instrumenten en verbetermethodes 
is ‘redesign’, het herontwerpen van zorgprocessen. De formele definitie van redesign is 
‘het gebruik van verschillende soorten interventies  die gericht zijn op de organisatie van 
(zorg)processen en die kunnen bestaan uit meerdere onderdelen en die ertoe leiden dat 
(zorg)organisaties meer procesgeoriënteerd georganiseerd worden, door onnodige stappen 
en handelingen uit het proces te verwijderen en zo de kans op fouten te verminderen’ 
(vertaald uit het Engels). Redesign is een concept dat al veel is toegepast buiten de 
zorgsector. Door onderzoek weten we dat de toepassing van redesign ertoe kan leiden 
dat (coördinatie)kosten van organisaties omlaag gaan, evenals wacht- en doorlooptijden. 
Redesign is (op beperktere schaal) ook toegepast in ziekenhuizen, waar de ervaringen 
met dit concept vrijwel altijd positief  zijn. Deze successen maken dat er veel interesse 
bestaat om redesign en de onderliggende aanpakken ook toe te passen in de GGZ. De 
ervaringen hiermee zijn echter beperkt en er is nog maar weinig gepubliceerd over de 
toepassing van redesign in de GGZ. Daardoor is op dit moment nog grotendeels onduidelijk 
of er voordelen verwacht kunnen worden van de toepassing van redesign in deze sector 
(en zo ja: welke voordelen dit dan zijn). Een reden waarom er nog maar weinig artikelen 
zijn gepubliceerd  over redesign in de GGZ is dat het onderzoeken ervan niet eenvoudig 
is. Redesign is een zogenaamde ‘complexe interventie’. Een complexe interventie bestaat 
uit meerdere onderdelen, die los van elkaar invloed uitoefenen op de uitkomst van het 
onderzoek.  De onderdelen kunnen echter ook elkaar beïnvloeden. Dit maakt dat het 
lastig is om een causale relatie aan te tonen tussen (individuele onderdelen van) redesign 
en het effect daarvan op uitkomsten van zorg. Daarnaast is het begrip ‘uitkomsten van 
zorg’ ook weer lastig te operationaliseren en op veel verschillende manieren te meten. 
Dit betekent niet dat er geen onderzoek kan worden gedaan naar de toepassing van 
redesign in de GGZ. Integendeel: juist voor onderzoek naar complexe interventies is enkele 
jaren geleden een stappenplan opgesteld. De laatste stap in dit stappenplan bestaat uit het 
uitvoeren van een Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT), de  gouden standaard in de geneeskunde. 
Voordat een dergelijk ingewikkeld design kan worden toegepast, moeten er andere, 
voorbereidende stappen worden gezet en voorbereidend onderzoek worden uitgevoerd.  
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de eerste van deze stappen. 
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doelstelling en onderzoeksvragen

De algemene doelstelling van dit proefschrift is om een beter begrip te krijgen van het 
concept redesign door onderzoek uit te voeren naar de impact die deze complexe interventie 
heeft op verschillende uitkomstgebieden in de GGZ (en meer specifiek: de jeugd-GGZ). We 
formuleerden hiervoor drie onderzoeksvragen:

1. Is er een relatie tussen goed georganiseerde zorgprocessen en uitkomsten van zorg in 
de jeugd-GGZ?

2. Wat is het effect van het toepassen van redesign in de jeugd-GGZ op de mate waarin 
zorgprocessen goed zijn georganiseerd?

3. Wat is het effect van het toepassen van redesign in de jeugd-GGZ op organisatieklimaat?

onderzoekssetting

Het empirische deel van dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd in de jeugd-GGZ afdelingen van zowel 
GGzE als Mondriaan GGZ. GGzE heeft een breed hulpaanbod, maar is gespecialiseerd in 
het verlenen van hulp aan mensen met ernstige, meervoudige en vaak langdurende 
psychiatrische problemen. GGzE is de enige organisatie in de regio Eindhoven die deze 
specialistische hulp biedt. De afdeling voor jeugd-GGZ heet binnen GGZE ‘centrum voor 
kinderen- en jeugdpsychiatrie’. Dit centrum biedt hulp aan kinderen en jeugdigen met 
psychiatrische problemen die niet eenvoudig op te lossen zijn en aan hun ouders of andere 
opvoeders.  

De tweede plek waar data is verzameld in het kader van dit onderzoek is de divisie kinderen 
en jeugd van Mondriaan. Mondriaan is een instelling voor Geestelijke gezondheidszorg in 
Limburg met meer dan 50 locaties, met onder andere een speciaal programma voor kinderen 
en jeugdigen. Binnen dit programma biedt Mondriaan hulp aan kinderen en jeugdigen tot 
18 jaar, variërend van preventieve tot high care behandeling en zorg gericht op complexe 
vraagstukken bij deze doelgroep. 

design  van het onderzoek

Het onderzoek bestond uit een literatuuronderzoek dat bedoeld was om een conceptueel 
model te ontwikkelen dat kon dienen als basis voor het empirisch deel van de studie. Dit 
empirisch deel bestond uit drie individuele studies, die elk een relatie binnen dit conceptuele 
model onderzochten. Deze drie studies waren de studie naar proceseigenschappen, de 
redesign-studie en de studie naar organisatieklimaat.
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Conceptueel model

Dit onderzoek richtte zich op het bestuderen van het effect van redesign op verschillende 
uitkomstgebieden. De eerste stap in dit onderzoek bestond eruit om de term verschillende 
uitkomstgebieden te operationaliseren. Daarnaast wilden we weten of in de literatuur 
beschreven was hoe de toepassing van redesign zou leiden tot veranderingen op deze 
uitkomstgebieden. Op basis van de uitkomsten van deze literatuurstudie stelden we een 
conceptueel model op. Dit model beschrijft hoe wij verwachtten dat redesign een effect zou 
hebben op organisatieklimaat, de organisatie van zorgprocessen en klinische uitkomsten. 
Elk van deze drie relaties is vervolgens onderzocht in een empirische studie. 

studie naar proceseigenschappen

De studie naar proceseigenschappen was een voorloper van onze hoofdinterventie (die 
werd bestudeerd in de andere twee studies). Deze studie richtte zich op het onderzoeken 
van het effect dat goed georganiseerde zorgprocessen hebben op klinische uitkomsten. Met 
andere woorden: hebben patiënten die een goed georganiseerd zorgproces doorlopen een 
grotere kans op verbetering van hun functioneren dan patiënten die zorg ontvangen in een 
zorgproces dat minder goed is georganiseerd. Om dit te onderzoeken includeerden we de 
(anonieme) gegevens van 1285 patiënten op een totaal van 2324 patiënten, die werden 
behandeld bij GGzE en bij Mondriaan.  

Voor elk van deze patiënten bepaalden we hoe goed hun zorgproces was georganiseerd. 
Dit deden we door voor elk individueel zorgtraject negen indicatoren uit te rekenen: 
aanmeldingswachttijd, behandelduur, behandelvolgorde (startte het zorgtraject met 
diagnostiek of werd direct met behandeling gestart), tijd besteed aan diagnostiek, tijd 
besteed aan behandeling, het aantal dagen waarop hulpverleners diagnostiekverrichtingen 
registreerden, het aantal dagen waarop hulpverleners behandelverrichtingen registreerden, 
behandelintensiteit en de variatie in het zorgproces. We bepaalden ook of patiënten aan het 
einde van het zorgproces beter functioneerden dan aan het begin van het zorgproces. Deze 
twee types data (proces en uitkomst) werden in een logistisch regressiemodel geanalyseerd, 
waarmee kon worden bepaald of er een relatie was tussen de mate waarin het zorgproces 
goed was georganiseerd (onafhankelijke variabele) en verbeterd functioneren (afhankelijke 
variabele) 

operational Performance studie

De tweede studie was gericht op het evalueren van de hoofdinterventie in dit onderzoek. 
Deze hoofdinterventie bestond uit een doorbraakproject dat gedurende een jaar werd 
uitgevoerd binnen GGzE centrum voor kinder- en jeugdpsychiatrie. Het project is opgesteld 
conform de doorbraakmethode, een model dat door het Amerikaanse Institute for 
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Healthcare Improvement is ontwikkeld om organisaties te helpen de kloof te dichten tussen 
wat er bekend is over een bepaald probleem en hoe dat probleem daadwerkelijk wordt 
aangepakt. 

Het doel van het project was drieledig: terugdringen van (de aanmeld-)wachttijd, het 
verminderen van onnodige vertraging gedurende het zorgproces, terwijl tegelijkertijd de 
uitkomsten van zorg minimaal op hetzelfde niveau moesten blijven. Deze doelstellingen 
werden geanalyseerd met behulp van dezelfde data die we gebruikten in de studie naar 
proceseigenschappen: anonieme, gestandaardiseerde data over zorgtrajecten bij GGzE. 
In dit geval gebruikten we de gegevens van 3533 zorgtrajecten die vóór en gedurende 
het doorbraakproject werden uitgevoerd (tussen januari 2008 en september 2009). 
Zorgtrajecten van patiënten in crisis werden uitgesloten van de analyse, evenals de gegevens 
van patiënten die te oud waren. Uiteindelijk konden we de gegevens van 2606 zorgtrajecten 
analyseren met behulp van een techniek die Statistical Process Control (SPC) heet, en die 
veranderingen in prestaties over tijd kan aantonen. 

studie naar het organisatieklimaat 

De laatste studie richtte zich op organisatieklimaat. Als onderdeel van deze studie maten 
we het effect van onze hoofdinterventie (het doorbraakproject) op de percepties van 
medewerkers over hun werkomgeving (de definitie van organisatieklimaat). De studie is 
opgezet als een ‘field experiment’, waarin organisatieklimaat zowel voor als na de interventie 
werd gemeten. Het organisatieklimaat is gemeten met behulp van de Organizational Climate 
Measure (OCM), een gevalideerde vragenlijst die wordt ingevuld door de medewerkers 
van de afdeling die wordt onderzocht. In dit geval waren dat de medewerkers van GGzE 
centrum kinder- en jeugdpsychiatrie. Dezelfde vragenlijsten werden op dezelfde tijdstippen 
ingevuld door medewerkers van Mondriaan divisie kinderen en jeugd (waar op dat 
moment geen doorbraakproject werd uitgevoerd). Deze gegevens werden geanalyseerd 
om twee hypotheses te testen. De eerste hypothese was dat het organisatieklimaat 
vóór de interventieperiode significant zou verschillen van het organisatieklimaat na de 
interventieperiode. De tweede hypothese stelde dat er een significant verschil zou zijn 
tussen het organisatieklimaat van onze vergelijkingsgroep en het organisatieklimaat van 
de interventiegroep aan het einde van het doorbraakproject (waarbij deze cijfers werden 
gecorrigeerd voor het (verschil in) organisatieklimaat vóór de interventieperiode). De eerste 
hypothese werd beantwoord door het uitvoeren van een independent sample t-test. De 
tweede door het uitvoeren van een one-way between groups analysis of variance (ANCOVA).  
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resulTaTen en ConClusies 

studie naar proceseigenschappen

De belangrijkste bevinding van deze studie was dat het logistisch regressiemodel onderscheid 
kon maken tussen patiënten van wie het functioneren verbeterde na de behandeling en 
patiënten bij wie dit niet het geval was. Patiënten die zorg op een meer georganiseerde 
manier ontvingen hadden een iets grotere kans op verbeterd functioneren dan patiënten 
bij wie het zorgproces op een minder goed georganiseerde manier verliep. Vier variabelen 
in het model bleken ook individueel een voorspellende waarde te hebben op de kans op 
verbeterd functioneren. Dit waren twee confounders (leeftijd bij de start van behandeling 
en de mate van functioneren bij de start van behandeling) en twee variabelen die iets zeiden 
over het zorgproces (de behandelvolgorde en de behandelduur). De andere variabelen 
bleken individueel geen voorspellende waarde te hebben in ons model. 

operational Performance studie

In het jaar dat het doorbraakproject werd uitgevoerd probeerden medewerkers van GGzE 
centrum kinder- en jeugdpsychiatrie een grote hoeveelheid veranderingen door te voeren 
in hun zorgprocessen. Deze veranderingen kunnen worden ingedeeld in twee categorieën: 
acties op het gebied van unit-logistiek (dat wil zeggen: het beter plannen en gebruik maken 
van beschikbare capaciteiten) en acties vanuit het perspectief van procesoptimalisatie 
(zorgen voor een sneller proces, met minder vertraging). 

Ondanks deze interventies werden de doelstellingen van het project maar gedeeltelijk 
behaald. Twee van de drie doelstellingen werden behaald. In de eerste plaats vertoonden de 
klinische uitkomsten van de eenheid geen verandering gedurende het project. Ten tweede 
vertoonde onze maat voor vertraging (het aantal dagen tussen opeenvolgende contacten) 
een duidelijke daling (van gemiddeld 26 dagen tussen twee contacten naar gemiddeld 18 
dagen tussen contacten). Door het invoeren van zorgpaden en een centrale screening bleek 
het mogelijk om met name het begin van het zorgproces sneller uit te voeren. Desondanks 
verminderede de aanmeldwachttijd van de eenheid niet significant. De belangrijkste oorzaak 
hiervan was het feit dat er gedurende vrijwel de hele interventieperiode meer patiënten 
werden aangemeld bij de eenheid dan er behandelingen werden beëindigd. Hierdoor moest 
een deel van de extra capaciteit die werd gecreëerd door het doorvoeren van verbeteringen, 
gebruikt worden om extra patiënten te helpen, in plaats van het verkorten van wachtlijsten.

studie naar organisatieklimaat 

De voormetingen naar het organisatieklimaat hadden een response rate van ongeveer 
68% op de interventiesite en ongeveer 58% op de vergelijkingssite. De nametingen hadden 
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vergelijkbare response rates als de voormetingen. In totaal vulden 102 respondenten van 
de interventiegroep en 96 respondenten van de vergelijkingsgroep zowel de voor- als de 
nameting in. 

De analyses lieten zien dat het organisatieklimaat in de interventiegroep gedurende de 
interventieperiode grotendeels gelijk bleef. Slechts één van de vier gebieden waarop werd 
gemeten (het zogenaamde rational goal model) liet een statistisch significante verandering 
zien. Dit gebied meet factoren die gerelateerd zijn aan productiviteit, rationalisering 
van het zorgproces en doelgerichtheid.  De analyse tussen de interventiegroep en de 
vergelijkingsgroep liet zien dat de interventiegroep marginaal lager scoorde op de vragen 
die gingen over het socio-technisch model (deze vragen gingen bijvoorbeeld over de 
mate waarin er aandacht is voor de ontwikkeling van medewerkers en de mate waarin 
medewerkers zich gesteund voelen door het management). Voor beide analyses gold dat de 
gevonden verschillen statistisch significant waren, maar dat deze verschillen tegelijkertijd 
bijzonder klein waren. In het laatste deel van hoofdstuk 6 gaan we dieper in op mogelijke 
verklaringen voor deze verschillen. 

disCussie en ConClusies

De algemene discussie in hoofdstuk 7 richtte zich op die punten en aanbevelingen die het 
niveau van de individuele studies overstegen. De belangrijkste conclusies waren:

1. Net zoals in andere settings leidt de toepassing van redesign in de GGZ tot verandering 
van prestaties op verschillende gebieden, al is de mate waarin deze veranderingen 
optreden afhankelijk van specifieke kenmerken van de setting, maar ook van de 
daadwerkelijke inhoud van de interventie die wordt toegepast. 

Alle drie de studies lieten zien dat redesign en goed georganiseerde zorgprocessen van 
invloed waren op de prestaties van de eenheid. Dit effect was echter niet bijzonder groot.  
De relatief kleine verschillen die we vonden kunnen mogelijk worden verklaard door te 
kijken naar andere factoren dan processen alleen, in het bijzonder de context waarin de 
interventie werd uitgevoerd en de keuzes die het management en het onderzoeksteam 
heeft gemaakt bij het ontwerp van deze interventie.

2. De juiste manier van problemen oplossen leidt tot de beste resultaten.

Een bekende kreet uit de literatuur van lean thinking is dat het juiste proces leidt tot de 
beste resultaten. In ons theoretisch hoofdstuk beschreven we dat het juiste proces niet 
per definitie een gestandaardiseerd proces is. Voor patiënten met duidelijke problemen, 
waarvoor een duidelijke oplossing voorhanden is, kan standaardisatie een goede methode 
zijn om het probleem van de patiënt zo goed mogelijk aan te pakken. Voor patiënten met 
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meerdere problemen, waarvoor niet één beste therapie aan te wijzen is, kan standaardisatie 
juist ongeschikt zijn. Organisaties die te maken hebben met beide type patiënten moeten 
goed nadenken welke onderdelen van het zorgproces zij wel willen standaardiseren en 
welke onderdelen niet. 

3. Een van de eerste stappen om wacht- en doorlooptijden te verbeteren is het creëren 
van stabiliteit in processen. 

Het doorbraakproject leidde niet tot een significante reductie van wachttijden ondanks 
het feit dat er veel verbeteringen werden doorgevoerd. Dit werd voor een belangrijk deel 
veroorzaakt doordat er meer patiënten instroomden dan dat er behandelingen werden 
afgesloten. Vanuit het perspectief van zorglogistiek betekent dit dat het proces niet stabiel 
is. Een van de conclusies van dit onderzoek is daarom dat zorginstellingen eerst op zoek 
moeten gaan naar deze vorm van stabiliteit voordat ze veel energie steken in het verder 
verbeteren van processen, omdat dit uiteindelijk niet leidt tot de gewenste verbeteringen. 

4. Redesign is geen ‘therapie’ voor patiënten en moet zo ook niet worden geëvalueerd. 

 Volgens ons conceptueel model was er slechts een indirecte relatie tussen redesign en 
betere uitkomsten van zorg. Redesign zorgt voor veranderingen in de organisatie van 
het zorgproces en veranderingen in het organisatieklimaat, niet voor verandering in de 
uitkomsten van zorg zelf. Er is niet één patiënt die beter is geworden omdat hij een gezonde 
dosis redesign heeft ontvangen, in plaats van een andere vorm van behandeling. In sommige 
artikelen die we tegenkwamen werd dit onderscheid niet erg duidelijk gemaakt, waardoor 
de ongeoefende lezer zou kunnen denken dat redesign wel degelijk patiënten beter maakt. 
Als redesign geen therapie is, dan moet het ook niet hetzelfde worden beoordeeld als een 
therapie. In plaats daarvan moet onderzoek worden uitgevoerd vanuit een iets andere 
invalshoek (bijvoorbeeld door redesign te zien als een complexe interventie). 

5. Er is geen indicatie dat redesign van zorgprocessen leidt tot schade aan patiënten

Een van de basisregels van de Geneeskunde is  ‘doe ten eerste geen kwaad’. De regel is 
bedoeld om aan te geven dat artsen zich indien mogelijk moeten onthouden van therapieën 
of behandelingen die mogelijk schade toebrengen aan patiënten. Dat geldt natuurlijk ook voor 
de organisatie van zorgprocessen. Als redesign zou leiden tot slechtere behandelresultaten, 
dan zou het een slecht idee zijn om dit principe op grote schaal te gebruiken in de zorg. In 
dit onderzoek kwamen echter geen aanwijzingen naar voren dat dit het geval zou zijn. Aan 
de andere kant liet het onderzoek ook niet zien dat het voor de klinische uitkomsten veel 
zou uitmaken als zorgprocessen her-ontworpen zouden worden.  Dit terwijl veel van de 
verbeteringen die gedurende dit onderzoek zijn doorgevoerd wel degelijk voordelen bieden 
vanuit het perspectief van bijvoorbeeld zorglogistiek. Dat is volgens ons een belangrijke 
reden om door te gaan met redesign. 
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aanbevelingen

Het laatste deel van dit proefschrift beschreef de aanbevelingen die wij doen naar aanleiding 
van deze studie. De eerste aanbevelingen waren vooral gericht op de (verbetering van de) 
dagelijkse praktijk. Zo bevalen wij aan dat organisaties die willen starten met redesign 
eerst een grondige analyse maken van de huidige stand van zaken van hun zorgprocessen, 
in plaats van meteen te starten met allerlei verbeteracties. Daarnaast raadden wij deze 
organisaties aan om niet meteen te streven naar een zo groot mogelijke verbetering, maar 
eerst te zorgen voor stabiliteit in processen, als basis voor verdere verbeteracties. De derde 
aanbeveling betrof het betrekken van medewerkers in dit soort veranderprocessen. Onze 
laatste aanbeveling was om bij dit soort verander- en verbeterprojecten niet van slechts één 
benadering of instrument uit te gaan (zoals alleen Lean of alleen Six Sigma). Belangrijker is 
dat de verbetermethodes die worden gekozen goed aansluiten bij met name de strategie 
van de organisatie. 

Daarnaast was een aantal aanbevelingen gericht op het doen van verder onderzoek. Voor 
verder onderzoek zou veel meer dan nu het geval is gebruik kunnen worden gemaakt van 
de (anonieme) gegevens die standaard worden verzameld bij alle behandelingen in de 
GGZ. Dit gaat zowel om proces informatie als onderdeel van de DBC systematiek, als in 
de toekomst van uitkomsten van zorg die worden verzameld door middel van ROM. Ook 
raden wij verder onderzoek aan op het gebied van de organisatie van zorgprocessen, 
en meer specifiek naar de relatie tussen de verschillende manieren van organiseren van 
zorgprocessen (die verschillende manieren van probleemoplossing bevorderen) en de relatie 
met uitkomsten van zorg. Er zou ook verder onderzoek gedaan moeten worden naar het 
concept redesign zelf om erachter te komen wat nu de ‘actieve ingrediënten’ zijn die nodig 
zijn om redesign projecten tot een succes te maken. Als deze actieve ingrediënten eenmaal 
zijn geïdentificeerd, dan zou er instrument ontwikkeld kunnen worden om te beoordelen of 
redesign wel modelgetrouw wordt uitgevoerd. De laatste aanbevelingen in dit proefschrift 
gaan over het type design en de aanpak die onderzoekers bij dit soort onderzoek zouden 
kunnen kiezen. 
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danKWoord

Als iemand tegen mij zegt dat ik iets ‘moet’ doen, dan heb ik de neiging om tegengas te 
geven. Zo eigenwijs ben ik dan ook wel weer. Toch was dat, en met de beste bedoelingen, 
de boodschap van mijn eerste leidinggevende bij GGzE, Roelof Kleppe. ‘Promotieonderzoek, 
dat moet je gaan doen, dat past echt ontzettend goed bij jou!’. Waarschijnlijk had hij snel 
in de gaten hoe de vork in de steel zat. De precieze woorden weet ik niet meer, maar na 
een tijdje klonk de boodschap in mijn herinnering heel anders. ‘Een promotieonderzoek 
zou best iets voor jou kunnen zijn, maar vier jaar lang werken aan hetzelfde onderwerp 
is misschien wel erg lang. Als je nu een eerste artikel zou hebben geschreven, dan zou die 
twijfel een stuk minder zijn’. Kijk…dan is er sprake van een uitdaging. Ik zou hem wel eens 
even laten zien dat hij ongelijk had. Roelof: dank voor je mensenkennis en de kans om te 
laten zien dat de ‘twijfel’ ongegrond was. 

Dit onderzoek zou ik nooit tot een goed einde hebben gebracht zonder de inzet van 
mijn promotores Inge Bongers en Richard Janssen. Jullie waren voor mij het ideale 
begeleidingsduo. De een wat meer op afstand, positief kritisch reflecterend op alles wat 
ik had bedacht sinds de laatste keer dat we elkaar zagen. De ander als dagelijks begeleider, 
steun en toeverlaat. Inge: ik ben er heel trots op dat ik de laatste jaren met je heb mogen 
samenwerken, vooral ook binnen de onderzoeksgroep. Dank voor je vertrouwen en alle 
steun. Ik had me geen betere promotor èn baas kunnen wensen. 

Een woord van dank aan de leden van de promotiecommissie, Prof. dr. Benders, Prof. Dr. 
Garretsen, Prof. Dr. Van Merode, Dr. Vanhaecht en Prof. dr. Visser. Zij namen dit proefschrift 
minutieus door en leverden met hun constructieve feedback, opmerkingen en vragen een 
belangrijke bijdrage aan de succesvolle afronding van dit onderzoek. 

Er zijn verschillende studenten die hun afstudeeronderzoek wilden wijden aan een 
onderwerp wat ook voor mij relevant was. Relus Kuijpers, Nicky Linskens, Lizanne Pieters, 
Wilfred de Rooij, Lenneke van der Zanden, bedankt voor jullie inzet en de kans om jullie 
tijdens je afstuderen te mogen begeleiden.  

Een praktijkgericht onderzoek zonder praktijkinstellingen is ‘een beetje lastig’. Ik heb 
het geluk gehad dat niet één, maar zelfs twee instellingen mee hebben gedaan. Binnen 
Mondriaan waren Peter Nelissen en Tonja Meuwissen mijn vaste aanspreekpunt. Bedankt 
voor de Limburgse gastvrijheid en onze nuttige en prettige meetings. 

Binnen GGzE centrum kinderen en jeugd moet ik meer mensen bedanken dan waar ik 
ruimte voor heb in dit dankwoord. Laat ik volstaan met het bedanken van één persoon (en 
via hem alle andere medewerkers): de immer flamboyante Bert van den Boomen. Bert, 
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dit was het tweede onderzoek waarbij je met me mee bent gelopen. Je bent één van de 
meest betrokken, deskundige, aardige (en soms een klein beetje eigenwijze) hulpverleners 
die ik heb ontmoet bij GGzE. Ik heb onze serieuze èn lollige gesprekken altijd bijzonder 
gewaardeerd, al moest ik wel twee keer kijken of je het echt was toen ik je tegenkwam in 
het nachtleven van Den Bosch. Dank dat je het mogelijk hebt gemaakt dat ik dit onderzoek 
binnen kinderen en jeugd uit kon voeren. 

Promoveren in de baas zijn tijd…dat is een kans die niet heel veel promovendi krijgen. Om 
deze en vele andere redenen ben ik er trots op in de afgelopen 8,5 jaar GGzE’er  te zijn 
geweest. Ik hoop dat mijn werk een steentje heeft bijgedragen aan de verdere ontwikkeling 
van deze geweldige instelling. Ook de gastvrijheid en gezelligheid binnen Tranzo en de 
academische werkplaats Geestdrift mag in dit kader niet ongenoemd blijven. 

Op de eerste paar maanden na heb ik mijn hele GGzE-tijd op één kamer gezeten met Marcel 
van Ham. Dat hij (en later ook Corina Verwer en Bart Bogers) dat hebben volgehouden is een 
prestatie op zich. Met zijn tweeën op één kamer (en later met zijn drieën en vieren) hebben 
we veel meegemaakt en regelmatig ontzettend gelachen. Dank je en dank jullie voor deze 
geweldige tijd! Dat geldt natuurlijk ook voor mijn andere collega’s binnen O&O: Marthe 
Renders, Erik Kuijpers, Joyce Bierbooms, Tomas Göbbels en Giel Verhaegh. Ook Wendy 
Kneepkens verdient in dit rijtje zeker een plek!

Aan een team zéér eigenwijze stafmedewerkers en onderzoekers heeft een leidinggevende 
zijn handen vol. Kees, je vervulde deze functie met verve. In goede en moeilijkere tijden 
stond je voor me klaar. Dat is iets wat ik niet zal vergeten. 

Kirsten en Wouter, jullie staan letterlijk achter me op 28 november. Een hele geruststelling 
om te weten dat jullie allebei geschoold zijn in onderzoek (en Wouter ook nog in de 
geneeskunde), voor het geval de nood aan de man is. Dank jullie!

Goed voorbeeld doet goed volgen. Pap en mam, al jong wist ik dat ik net als jullie in de zorg 
wilde werken. Jullie steun en liefde is nog steeds een van de belangrijkste dingen in mijn 
leven. Dat geldt natuurlijk ook voor mijn broertjes, Paul en Bas. Jullie weten het: als jullie 
nog een keer voetballes willen krijgen, dan hoor ik het graag.  

Pap, we zeiden altijd dat we binnen GGzE liever niet met elkaar wilden samenwerken: werk 
en privé moet je gescheiden houden. Stiekem was ik altijd trots op je als we wel de kans 
kregen samen op te trekken. Ik ben misschien een beetje bevooroordeeld, maar  je bent een 
van de beste zorgmanagers die ik ken (en dat zijn er ondertussen al flink wat!). 

En natuurlijk bedank ik jou Tamara, voor het ongelooflijke voorrecht dat jij samen met mij 
door het leven wil gaan. 
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CurriCuluM viTae 

Tom Joosten (Venray, 9 oktober 1980) behaalde in 1999 zijn Gymnasium diploma 
aan het Raayland College te Venray. In datzelfde jaar startte hij met de studie 
Gezondheidswetenschappen aan de Universiteit Maastricht. Deze studie, met als 
afstudeerrichting ‘Beleid en Beheer van de Gezondheidszorg’ rondde hij in 2004 af met een 
scriptie over de machtsverhoudingen binnen matrixorganisaties. Na zijn afstuderen werd 
Tom aangenomen bij GGzE, de stichting Geestelijke Gezondheidszorg Eindhoven en De 
Kempen. Dit was de organisatie waar hij ook de data voor zijn scriptie had verzameld.  

In de eerste jaren vervulde Tom de functie van stafmedewerker kwaliteit en 
informatievoorziening. In deze functie was hij betrokken bij het behalen van het HKZ 
kwaliteitscertificaat voor GGzE. Daarna werd hij aangesteld als projectmanager. De 
onderwerpen van de projecten waar Tom bij betrokken was varieerden van de invoering 
van de DBC registratie binnen GGzE tot de voorbereiding van een invoering van een nieuw 
elektronisch patiënten dossier. Een deel van zijn tijd besteedde hij ook aan projecten op het 
gebied van zorgprogramma’s en klinische paden. Dit laatste project (klinische paden) is in 
2009 door ZonMW uitgeroepen tot beste project in de langdurige zorg van de subsidieronde 
‘management van kwaliteit’. 

In 2007 startte hij met de voorbereidingen voor dit promotietraject met als onderwerp het 
herontwerpen van zorgprocessen. Als science practitioner (promotieonderzoeker  met ook 
een aanstelling in een praktijkinstelling), was hij verbonden aan het departement Tranzo 
van Tilburg University. In 2010 verruilde hij de functie van projectmanager voor de functie 
van senior wetenschappelijk medewerker binnen de onderzoeksgroep ‘Evidence Based 
Management in de GGZ’ van professor Inge Bongers. Van 2010-2012 was hij betrokken 
bij diverse onderzoeken en zorgverbeteringsprojecten binnen de afdeling Onderzoek 
en Ontwikkeling van GGzE. In 2011 kreeg Tom de kans zijn promotieonderzoek in Porto 
te presenteren als finalist in de Karolinska Medical Management Ceter / European Health 
Management Association (EHMA) Research Award . 

Sinds september 2012 werkt Tom als manager van het kenniscentrum en de stafdienst 
Kwaliteit en Beleidsondersteuning binnen revalidatieziekenhuis Adelante te Hoensbroek 
(Limburg). 
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CurriCuluM viTae

Tom Joosten (Venray, October 9th, 1980) graduated from VWO/Gymnasium (pre-university 
education) at the Raayland College in Venray. In that same year, he started his study of 
Health Sciences at Maastricht University. He finished this study, with a major in health 
policy, planning and economics in 2004. After his graduation, he started to work at GGzE, 
the mental health services provider of Eindhoven. This was the same organization where he 
collected the data for his master thesis. 
In his first years at GGzE, Tom was employed as a staff advisor for quality. During this period, 
GGzE obtained the HKZ quality certificate (a Dutch ISO certificate for healthcare). After this 
project, Tom started working as a project manager.  The subject of his projects ranged from 
the local implementation of a new registration and payment system (Dutch DRG system), to 
the preparations for a new electronic patient file at GGzE. During this whole period, he also 
worked at care program and care pathway development at GGzE. The ‘care pathway’ project 
was awarded by ZonMW as the best quality improvement project in long term care in 2009. 

In 2007, Tom started the preparations for this PhD research, which was aimed towards 
investigating redesign in mental healthcare. As a so called ‘science practitioner’ he worked 
part-time on this research at the department of Tranzo (Tilburg University) and part-time at 
GGzE. In 2010 he was asked to work as senior researcher at the research group ‘Evidence 
Based Management in Mental Healthcare’ of Professort Bongers. Between 2010 and 2012 
he was involved in several research- and innovation projects at the R&D department of 
GGzE. In 2011 Tom was given the opportunity to present his (PhD) research as a finalist in 
the Karolinska Medical Management Center / European Health Management Association 
(EHMA) Research Award in Porto. 

Starting from September 2012, Tom is now working in Hoensbroek (Limburg, The 
Netherlands) as manager of the Adelante centre of expertise in rehabilitation and audiology. 
He is also the manager of  Quality and Policy staff-department at that same organization. 
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